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This dissertation investigates "tip-of-the-tongue" 

states (TOTs) in native speakers of English, Russian, and 

Spanish, studying foreign languages, and in fluent Spanish-

English bilinguals. Study (1) explored retrospective reports 

of subjects' every-day experiences with TOTs. Study (2) 

investigated TOTs (fragmentary information, associated 

words, resolution type) that were recorded in structured 

diaries over a four-week period. Experimental study (3) 

examined TOTs elicited through definition and translation 

primes in Spanish-English bilinguals in the U.S., and 

speakers of Spanish in Mexico. 

Studies (1) and (2) found that English, Russian, and 

Spanish TOTs shared similar characteristics, but also 

differences concerning reported letters, syllable numbers, 

and associates. Foreign language TOTs also displayed 

differences compared to first language TOTs (different 

target word types, more phonologically related associates, 

24% interlingual associates, extensive reference use). 

Bilingual TOTs involved 22% interlingual associates and 

above-average resolutions through reference use. Most of the 

TOT targets across all groups were nouns; proper names 

occurred relatively infrequently. 

Subjects' access to gender in Russian and Spanish noun 
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TOTs, strong syntactic constraints on word associates, and 

the similarity of most target-associate pairs in either 

meaning or form support two-stage models of lexical 

production: Word meaning and syntax is processed at a first 

stage, dissociated from a second stage at which sound 

structure is accessed. 

Study (3) elicited high TOT rates for targets from the 

diaries supporting the respresentativeness of the diary 

data. Bilinguals were found more susceptible to TOTs (32%) 

compared to the control group (14%). Translation proved to 

be a useful TOT elicitation technique reducing ambiguity 

compared to definition primes. A comparison of targets of 

different cognate status found increased recall for cognates 

compared to non-cognates but no reduction in TOT 

elicitation. 

Concerning TOT causation and development, it is argued 

that neither the incomplete activation hypothesis nor the 

blocking hypothesis can completely account for this data 

corpus. Various TOT types were suggested: incomplete 

activation (with or without non-blocking or facilitating 

associates), incomplete activation with late blocking 

associates, and early blocking. Whereas most TOTs appeared 

to be the product of incomplete target activation, some TOTs 

occurred as a consequence of word substitution errors. 
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This dissertation was conducted in order to further 

illuminate the characteristics of the tip-of-the-tongue 

phenomenon, including the underlying processes for TOT 

causation and resolution. An attempt was made to provide a 

first picture of naturally occurring TOTs in Russian- and 

Spanish-speaking subjects and to compare these with TOTs in 

English speakers. Another question of interest concerned TOT 

states in bilingual speakers and TOTs with foreign language 

targets: Are these any different from first language TOTs? 

Chapter I presents an introduction to the TOT 

phenomenon and other word retrieval failures that seem 

related in their being constrained by similar language 

processing mechanisms. An overview of TOT characteristics 

is given separately for TOTs with English-speakers, and TOTs 

with speakers of languages other than English in order to 

demonstrate that, on the one hand, a comprehensive base of 

data has been accumulated for English TOTs, but very little 

has been learned about overall characteristics of non-

English TOTs from the few, rather specific, and mostly 

experimental studies on non-English TOTs. The theoretical 

part proceeds with a review of evidence for and against the 

two hypotheses about TOT causation: incomplete (target) 

activation versus (target) blocking by a prior activated 
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associate. A section on TOTs and their relevance for models 

of speech production finishes the theoretical part. 

Chapter II contains the report of the retrospective 

study which was conducted with the same subjects that 

participated in the following diary study. The retrospective 

study accumulated general information about subjects' every

day experiences with TOTs including TOT frequency, TOT 

languages, target word types, and preferred resolution 

strategies. 

Chapter III reports the conduct and results of the 

diary study in which subjects recorded the TOT states they 

experienced during a four-week period. A first general 

analysis concerns TOT incidence, TOT resolution types, 

target characteristics, fragmentary knowledge, and 

associated words and their relation to the target for first 

language TOTs and foreign language TOTs. 

A second analysis compared TOTs involving 'blocking' 

associates and TOTs involving 'helping' associates, as rated 

by the subjects. The objective of this comparison was to 

examine whether the subjects' ratings with respect to the 

(blocking or helping) effect of associates had any objective 

basis. 

Third, short TOTs (resolved within a two-minute time 

period) and long TOTs (resolved after one hour) were 

compared in order to learn whether easy (short) TOTs and 
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difficult (long) TOTs are different in some of their 

characteristics. 

Chapter IV reports an experimental study that was 

conducted to support the respresentativeness of the diary 

data, and to compare the TOT susceptibility of fluent 

English bilinguals living in the U.S. with a control group 

of speakers of Spanish living in Mexico. Other issues 

investigated in the experiment concerned the effect of 

cognate status of targets on TOT elicitation and recall 

rate, and the applicability of the translation task to 

experimental TOT research. 

In the general discussion in chapter V, I outline a 

proposal of various TOT types that are distinguishable with 

respect to TOT causation and development. Findings that may 

be of import for speech production models are highlighted, 

and finally some practical recommendations are suggested on 

'how to resolve TOT states successfully'. 
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Tip-of-the-Tongue States and Related Phenomena 

Sometimes, we look for a certain word or phrase (which 

we feel we know), but at the time, we cannot find and 

articulate it. The word we are looking for (the target) 

seems to be on the 'tip-of-the-tongue'. This experience can 

be quite frustrating because we are so certain that we know 

the target word, and often we feel close to finding it. 

Sometimes we also know certain attributes of the target 

word, e.g., the initial letter/sound, other fragments of the 

word, the major stress position, the number of syllables, or 

the general rhythmic pattern of the target. 

The TOT phenomenon has been of interest to researchers 

for decades, in particular because it is seen as a 'window' 

to word search processes which normally are so rapid and 

automatized that their investigation is very difficult. In 

TOT states, however, word retrieval fails at a certain time 

or is, at least, slowed down drastically. The partial 

information that subjects have access to and the words and 

word fragments that they recall or associate during a word 

search have been used as indices to model word retrieval and 

representation. 

Most TOT studies have been conducted on English-
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speaking subjects. One major objective of this dissertation 

was to extend TOT research to languages other than English 

and to bilingualism. I attempted to address the following 

research questions: (1) Are there common or universal 

characteristics of TOT experiences across cultures and 

languages and/or do speakers of different languages 

experience TOTs distinctively? (2) Are TOTs in bilinguals 

and foreign language learners different from TOTs in 

monolingual speakers? (3) What causes TOTs and how are they 

resolved? 

The TOT phenomenon is a particular kind of a word 

finding problem that is distinct from others, in that 

subjects are certain that they know the target word and that 

they feel being on the verge of its recall. The feeling of 

being close to recalling the TOT word is often accompanied 

by knowing certain attributes of the target word. A related 

but somewhat different phenomenon is the so-called 'feeling 

of knowing' (FOK) experience (Hart, 1965). FOK ratings 

differ from TOTs in two ways: While TOTs are involuntarily 

experienced problems of lexical retrieval accompanied by a 

strong feeling of knowing the target, FOKs are requested by 

the experimenter. In FOK ratings, subjects are asked to 

assess the recognition likelihood of a non-recalled word 

whereas in TOTs, subjects feel confident that they can 

retrieve the missing word (Brown, 1991). 
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Yaniv and Meyer (1987) compared the two phenomena in 

word recall tasks. After word retrieval failure, subjects 

were given questions to assess their FOK and TOT 

experiences. First, subjects were asked whether they 

experienced a TOT (yes, no), then they gave a FOK rating (on 

a 1 to 5 scale). Sometimes, subjects reported no TOT state, 

but a strong FOK, which prompted the authors to suggest that 

two different introspective processes were at hand. 

FOK ratings have been used to verify whether subjects 

who experience a word finding problem are in a TOT state. If 

subjects cannot recall a word, but give a high FOK rating to 

the word, then this is a good indication for a TOT. A low 

FOK rating may suggest that another kind of word finding 

problem is at hand, maybe a vocabulary deficit, a "not-

knowing" the target word. Foreign language learners, for 

example, who have acquired only a limited vocabulary may 

experience this kind of a production deficit that can be 

identified through FOK ratings and thus be excluded from TOT 

data and analysis. 

Priller and Mittenecker (1988) interpreted the FOK 

phenomenon as more than just a procedure to rate the 

familiarity of a word. They suggested that FOKs may be a 

different kind of word retrieval problem. While TOTs are 

relatively strong experiences of being close to recall and 

are often accompanied by an emotional reaction, FOKs are 
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weaker experiences of word finding deficits, according to 

the authors. Subjects in a FOK may feel that they know the 

word, but they do not feel being close to its recall, and 

they do not have access to fragmentary information about the 

target. In an experimental TOT study, Priller and 

Mittenecker (1988) claim to have found empirical evidence 

for a distinction between FOKs and TOTs. Distractor tasks, 

given to subjects in TOT and FOK states, helped recalling 

TOT words, but not FOK targets. 

I am hesitant to add FOK to the domain of word 

retrieval problems. Too little data are available to justify 

such a categorization. Instead, I will assume stages on a 

continuum of impeded word finding in which TOTs display the 

highest amount of fragmentary knowledge and certainty of 

target recall. Since word search is a process, it is 

possible that an initial FOK (as understood by Priller & 

Mittenecker, 1988) may turn into a TOT in the course of word 

search. Therefore it would be confusing to work with FOK and 

TOT as types of word finding problems. However, I have used 

the traditional FOK rating procedure in this study to 

identify TOTs and to exclude word finding problems that 

surely are not TOTs. 

Another phenomenon that has been related to and 

compared with the TOT phenomenon are speech errors, in 

particular word substitution errors. Wenzl (1932) suggested 
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that slips of the tongue and slips in reading as reported in 

Meringer and Mayer (1895) may underlie analogous processes 

of erroneous word recall. Meringer and Mayer (1895) 

classified their speech errors into 1) word-, sound-, and 

syllable exchanges, 2) word anticipations, 3) contaminations 

of sentences or phrases, and 4) substitutions according to 

a) word form and b) word meaning. Wenzl (1932) claimed that 

he found instances of exchange, anticipation, contamination, 

and meaning as well as form substitution in his record of 

word finding problems. Wenzl's early description of the TOT 

phenomenon and his comparison of TOTs with speech errors is 

still a relevant issue in the study of speech production. 

Garrett (1993) argues that TOT states in both natural and 

experimental situations match word substitution errors in 

essential respects. 

According to Garrett, word substitutions may be 

classified into (1) anticipations or perseverations, (2) 

conversational intrusions, (3) environmental intrusions, and 

(4) errors without an apparent environmental or discourse 

source. The latter group of word substitutions has been of 

specific interest to researchers evaluating the relationship 

between target and intrusion. It could be shown that those 

substitutions that were not effected by discourse and 

environmental factors were related to the target in either 

meaning or form (Garrett, 1975). 
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TOT experiences also suggest a dissociation between 

meaning and form. While subjects in a TOT state have access 

to semantic/syntactic information of the target, lexical 

form retrieval is blocked. Some research also suggests that 

non-target words that come to mind during a TOT search are 

either related in form or meaning, thus displaying similar 

features to substitution errors. In their classical TOT 

experiment, Brown and McNeill (1966) asked their subjects to 

classify associated words as similar in sound (SS) and 

similar in meaning (SM) to the target word. 70% of the words 

were rated to be SS, 3 0% SM - a pattern that resembles the 

SS and SM dissociation of intrusions in word substitution 

errors. 

Dell (1986) suggested that speech errors in general as 

well as TOTs preferentially involve the initial sound of a 

word. In an examination of form-related word substitution 

errors ("malapropisms"), Cutler and Fay (1982) found a 

significant correspondence between target and intrusion for 

phonological segments, stress pattern, and syllable length. 

The most striking segmental similarity was found at word 

onset. Initial sound, syllable length, and major stress 

location are also the most cited attributes known by 

subjects in TOT states (Brown, 1991) and they frequently 

correspond to non-target words that are associated during a 

TOT search (Burke et al., 1991). The striking similarities 
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substitutions and TOTs suggest that initial sound, length in 

syllables and stress location are principal factors in the 

organization of the inventory of lexical form (Garrett, 

1993). This in turn suggests that the investigation of TOTs 

in the context of models of language production systems may 

contribute to or augment the memory accounts in interesting 

ways. 

TOT Study Methodology 

TOTs have been investigated in three basic ways: 

retrospective questionnaires, diary studies, and laboratory 

experiments. In retrospective questionnaires, subjects are 

asked questions about their individual experience with TOTs. 

This kind of questionnaire usually requires subjects to 

estimate how often they experience TOTs per week or month, 

what they think they normally know about a word that is on 

the tip-of-the-tongue, and how they search for or find the 

target word (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Cohen and Faulkner, 

1986; Sunderland et al., 1986). Retrospection may help us to 

get a general picture about TOT frequency, subjects' 

expectations and perceptions of TOTs and their resolution. 

However, this method is insufficient by itself and little 

can be learned from retrospection about on-line language 
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processing. 

In diary studies, subjects are instructed to record TOT 

experiences at the moment they occur. The information 

normally sought includes fragmentary knowledge about the 

target word, related words that come to mind during search, 

and the way the TOT is recalled. Usually subjects keep a 

diary for a longer period of time, for example four weeks in 

Reason and Lucas (1984) and Burke et al. (1991). Cognitive 

diaries are not without limitations. Reason and Lucas (1984) 

suggested three kinds of bias that need to be taken into 

account in using the diary method: 

(a) Volunteer bias. Subjects who participate in TOT 

studies may do so because they think that they are 

particularly prone to this kind of memory failure. 

(b) Selection bias. Not all experienced TOT states will 

be reported. Usually only the more noteworthy, amusing, or 

memorable slips are likely to be recorded in the diary. 

(c) Recording bias. Not all information available to 

the subject in a TOT state is being recorded, and the 

reported information may be affected by the subjects' 

subjective theories about the memory problem. 

In particular (a) and (b) will limit the inference that 

can be made from diary recordings about the frequency of TOT 

occurrence and about the word types that are involved in 

TOTs. (C) is especially problematic in studies with a small 
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number of subjects. If TOT states, however, display a high 

degree of regularity in a large population, the results 

should be considered valid. 

The interpretation of findings is another problem for 

qualitative studies in general and for diary studies in 

particular. In order to assure the validity of results, 

Johnson and Saville-Troike (1992) emphasized to take into 

consideration contextual factors, to minimize potential 

researcher bias, and to relate findings to a larger 

theoretical framework. 

A record of naturally occurring TOTs is necessary to 

identify the variables that are responsible for TOT 

causation and resolution. Information from diary studies can 

serve as a basis for follow-up laboratory studies that 

investigate more specific issues. 

Laboratory experiments (e.g., Brown and McNeill, 1966; 

Kohn et al., 1986; Jones and Langford, 1987; Meyer and Bock, 

1992; Perfect and Hanley, 1992) are more controlled studies 

in which stimuli and environmental variables can be 

controlled to a certain extent. In TOT experiments, the 

experimenter usually presents the subjects with definitions 

of words that serve as stimuli for target word recall. 

Subjects may either recall the target that fits the 

definition immediately, report that they do not know the 

word at all, or they experience a TOT state of extended word 
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search. In the latter case, subjects answer questions about 

target word features and/or record associated words. In 

experiments, a comparison across subjects and materials is 

easier than in the more open-ended diary approach. However, 

laboratory studies have their shortcomings too. The stimuli 

that are given to subjects with the intention to elicit TOTs 

also produce high rates of 'don't know' responses or 

immediate target word recall. Subjects differ with respect 

to target word knowledge and the ability to recall it. This 

variation is due to differences in acquisition history and 

recency/frequency of target word use. In recent studies, 

researchers have attempted to reduce the variability among 

subjects by teaching subjects new or artificial words in a 

training session. In a later experimental session, the 

subjects have to recall the newly acquired words after 

hearing a definition of the target word. Smith et al. 

(1991), for example, created and used imaginary animals for 

this purpose. 

Laboratory studies are artificial with respect to 

target word selection and stimulus presentation. These may 

be biased toward a certain group of subjects. Another 

problem lies in the limited response time available to 

subjects. Their word search is often terminated before the 

target can be recalled. Consequently, the data will only 

reflect partial/initial aspects of TOT experiences. 
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A problem for both diary and experimental studies is 

the so-called "fragmentary data problem" (Brown and McNeill, 

1966): Subjects provide different amounts of TOT data, and 

stimuli elicit different numbers of TOTs for different 

targets. This fragmentary problem causes problems for 

statistical analysis. However, following Brown and McNeill's 

suggestion, it has become acceptable to deal with this 

problem by reporting data very fully and analyze them in 

more than one way. The overall conclusion suggested is that 

looking for convergence between diary and experimental 

findings is a best available course. 

Major Findings and Open Issues in TOT Research 

Characteristics of TOTs in English-Speakers 

Frequency of TOT Occurrence 

TOT research of the last thirty years has accumulated a 

great deal of data about TOT experiences in the English 

language. TOTs are normal, non-pathological word-finding 

problems that occur in younger, mid-age and older subjects 

(e.g., Burke et al., 1991). Older subjects appear to 

experience more TOTs than younger subjects (Burke et al., 

1991; Lovelace, 1991; Maylor, 1990a) and the ability to 

access features of the target decreases with age (Maylor, 

1990b). 
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TOT frequency has been assessed through subjects' self-

estimates and TOT diaries. Brown (1991), in reviewing 

studies that include TOT frequency estimates by subjects, 

concludes that adults usually report a TOT experience 

approximately once a week. Frequency estimates based on 

naturally occurring diary records differ considerably. 

Subjects in Reason and Lucas (1984) recorded an average of 

2.3 TOTs per month. Burke et al. (1991) found the following 

mean frequency of TOTs over a four-week period: 3.9 for 

young adults, 5.4 for midage, and 6.6 for older adults. A 

very high rate of TOTs per month was reported by Faulkner 

(1986) : Young subjects recorded 8.2, midage 7.9, and older 

adults 16.1 TOTs monthly. The differences are possibly due 

to differences in subjects' motivation and commitment to the 

study. Also, slight differences in defining what a TOT is, 

and other methodological factors (e.g., the number of 

distributed diary sheets) may have played a role. 

Target Word Category. Frequency. Recency, and Feeling of 

Knowing 

Most previous studies report proper names, and in 

particular personal names, to be the primary candidates for 

TOTs. Gruneberg et al. (1973) found that 40% of the memory 

blocks in their subjects were on the names of personal 

acquaintances, 26% were on geographical terms, 16% on 
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political terms, and 18% on others. In a catalogue of TOTs, 

Browman (1978) reported 50% of the TOTs to be proper nouns, 

25% were object names and abstract nouns, 14% were 

adjectives, and 9% were verbs. In Cohen and Faulkner (1986), 

names of friends and acquaintances accounted for 69% of the 

TOTs, names of persons represented 17%, names of places 7%, 

and 8% were "other" words. Burke et al. (1991) reported the 

following TOT word categories: Most of the TOTs were 

personal acquaintances (28%), followed by famous people 

(19%), places (12%), and movies, television and books (8%). 

12% of the memory blocks were object names and 21% abstract 

words. Further, Burke et al. reported a trend for young 

subjects to experience more object names and abstract words 

than older subjects who in turn experienced more proper name 

TOTs. 

In sum, proper names constitute the majority of TOT 

data. However, Brown (1991) suggested that name TOTs might 

have been overreported compared to other categories which 

more easily might be "sidestepped", i.e., substituted by 

synonyms, or be forgotten. 

Traditionally it has been assumed that TOTs occur with 

words that have not been used for a long time or that are 
• 

used infrequently. Brown and McNeill (1966) applied 

definitions of highly infrequent words to induce TOT states, 

and most of the later experimenters followed this approach 
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(e.g., Jones and Langford, 1986; Kohn et al.; 1987; Meyer 

and Bock, 1992). However, Heller (1992) reported that in his 

study low frequency words were no more susceptible to TOTs 

than high frequency targets. Yaniv and Meyer (1987) used 

target words of a higher frequency than Brown and McNeill 

(1966), and their subjects produced higher TOT rates than 

the latter. Also, diary studies indicate that not only low 

frequency words (that subjects feel little familiar with) 

constitute TOTs. Reason and Lucas' (1984) subjects rated the 

familiarity of targets after being retrieved: Of those, 3 9% 

were rated to be very familiar, 35% moderately familiar, and 

27% were only slightly familiar words. The subjects in Cohen 

and Faulkner (1986) rated 71% of the target words retrieved 

as 'well known', and only 29% as not very well known. Burke 

et al. (1991) asked their subjects to rate target 

familiarity on a one to seven-point scale. The 5.64 average 

of ratings indicated that subjects felt that their TOTs 

involved familiar words. 

In summary, the results reported above suggest that 

TOTs are often experienced with low frequency words. They 

appear, however, not to be restricted to infrequent words. 

This leads one to believe that factors other than frequency 

and recency contribute to the causation of TOTs. 
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Fragmentary Information 

A major issue in TOT research has been what kind of 

information subjects have access to in TOT states. 

Researchers have applied two methods to learn about target 

word attributes. In one approach, subjects are asked to 

guess target word features, such as the first letter or any 

letter, word length, the number of syllables etc. (e.g., 

Brown and McNeill, 1966; Rubin, 1975; Yarmey, 1973) In the 

second approach, associated words are analyzed with respect 

to their similarity or relation to the target (e.g., in 

Brown and McNeill, 1966; Browman, 1978; Kohn et al. 1987; 

Burke et al. 1991). The correspondence of first letter, 

number of syllables, and sometimes stress position have been 

used as criteria for analysis. 

First letter/sound knowledge has been investigated more 

than any other target feature, and the findings on first 

letter access are the most robust. Brown (1991) reports that 

subjects correctly guess the first letter of TOT words in 50 

to 71% of the time: 50% (Rubin, 1975), 57% (Brown and 

McNeill, 1966), 59% (Yarmey, 1973 on persons' last names), 

68% (Yarmey, 1973 on famous persons' first names), and 71% 

(Koriat and Lieblich, 1974). 

Subjects also appear to have moderate access to the 

target's final letter, although less often than to the first 

letter. Rubin (1975) asked subjects to generate any letters 
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of the target in a word frame and to place dashes for 

letters they do not know. His analysis revealed that 

subjects knew 31% of the final letters compared to 50% of 

the first letters. Koriat and Lieblich (1974) explicitly 

asked subjects to guess first, middle and final letters 

while in a TOT. Their subjects correctly guessed final 

letters correctly in 69% of the time which was above a 17% 

rate for subjects in a 'don't know' state. Note that the 

chance level for correct guessing of final letters is higher 

than of first or middle letters because words overlap more 

often at their endings (Koriat and Lieblich, 1975) . 

Middle letters or sounds are guessed considerably less 

often than first and final segments. Researchers rarely have 

reported data on accessed middle letters, possibly because 

their number was very small. 

Syllable length is another feature that subjects 

frequently guess correctly. Brown and McNeill's (1966) 

subjects were correct in guessing the number of syllables 

60% of the times. Koriat and Lieblich (1974) reported that 

their subjects were accurate in 80% of their estimates. 

Yarmey (1973) found that subjects correctly estimated 73% of 

the number of syllables in first names, and 79% in last 

names. Although these results appear impressive and suggest 

that subjects have access to syllabic information in TOT 

states, one has to take into account that chance guessing 
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probabilities are relatively high because of the low range 

of syllable length in English words. Koriat and Lieblich 

(1974) reported that subjects in a 'don't know' state are 

able to guess syllable length 38% of the times which is also 

quite high. They argue that subjects appear to know that 

certain word categories (e.g., medical terms with about four 

syllables) are longer than others (e.g., animal names that 

often only contain two syllables). 

Although the relatively high chance at guessing 

diminishes somewhat the impressiveness of results, one can 

assume that subjects have moderate access to syllabic 

information in TOT states. 

Related Words 

Subjects in a TOT state frequently associate related 

words while searching for the target. Reason and Lucas 

(1984) reported that this was the case in 53% of the TOTs 

recorded by their subjects. Cohen and Faulkner's (1986) 

subjects recorded associates in 50% of the TOTs, and Burke 

et al. (1991) found that subjects produced related words 56% 

of the times. The associated words are often similar to the 

target in meaning (SM) or in form/sound (SS). As mentioned 

above, Brown and McNeill's (1966) subjects classified 70% of 

the associated words as SS and 30% as SM. Kohn et al. (1987) 

reported that of their subjects' associated words 20% were 
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SS, 54% SM, and 25% were related in both sound and meaning 

(SS-SM hybrids). Although theoretically interesting, most 

other investigators did not attempt to distinguish between 

SS, SM, and SS-SM words, probably because the analysis 

appears to be rather subjective and difficult. 

Burke et al. (1991) compared the syntactic class of 

target and related word. They found high rates of 

correspondence: 85.2% (young subjects), 84.1% (midage 

subjects) and 93% (older subjects). 

Letters/phonemes and number of syllables in non-target 

words have also been investigated concerning their 

correspondence to target features. Studies indicated a high 

rate of correspondence between SS words and targets in the 

initial letter: 49% (Brown and McNeill, 1966), 58% (Browman, 

1978), 77% (Yarmey, 1973 on famous person's last names) and 

83% (Yarmey, 1973 on famous person's first names). Burke et 

al. (1991) found an initial phoneme match between targets 

and all related words (SS and SM) in 36% of the time. 

The number of syllables in target and related words 

also corresponds frequently. Of all SS words, 48% matched 

the target in Brown and McNeill (1966). The same study 

reports that only 20% of SM words matched the target in the 

number of syllables, which points at a dissociation between 

meaning and form. Yarmey (1973) reported high rates of 

matches for SS names: 83% for first names and 77% for last 
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names. Burke et al. (1991) reported that of all associated 

words recorded by subjects, 43% matched the targets' number 

of syllables. No distinction was made into SM and SS words. 

In summary, subjects often associate words that are 

related in form or meaning to the target. Words similar in 

form frequently correspond to the target in their syntactic 

category, number of syllables and first letters. 

TOT Resolution Strategies 

TOT states are resolved in different ways. Often 

subjects recall the target in the course of a conscious 

search effort that requires a great deal of attention. In 

these mental efforts, subjects sometimes apply retrieval 

strategies, e.g., thinking of contextual information, trying 

out letters that fit the target, repeated articulation of 

sounds of the word etc. In some cases, however, conscious 

word search by itself is not successful. Environmental cues 

(e.g., pictures, situations, a movement towards the target 

object, or reading the TOT word somewhere) can trigger the 

recall of the target in some of the TOTs. Subjects also use 

external aids to resolve TOTs, e.g., reference books, 

encyclopedias, dictionaries, or they ask other persons about 

the target word. Probably the most striking kind of TOT 

resolutions are the so-called 'pop-ups'. In these cases, 

conscious word search fails, and the subject terminates the 
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word finding attempt. After a period of time (hours or 

sometimes days later), the target comes to mind 

spontaneously in a situation when the subject is not 

consciously engaged in thinking of the target. 

In a naturalistic diary study, Cohen and Faulkner 

(1986) reported that their subjects recalled 26% of TOT 

targets by mental search efforts, 22% by external aids, and 

17% through pop-ups (17% were not classified). In another 

diary study, Reason and Lucas (1984) found a higher 

percentage of spontaneous resolutions (32%), and Burke et 

al. (1991) claimed that the majority of TOTs in their 

subjects' diaries (54%) were resolved by pop-ups, fewer TOTs 

were found through the use of external references and 

conscious memory search strategies. 

While all the studies above include the major types of 

TOT resolution strategies, it is not clear why the 

researchers discovered rather different distributions of the 

strategies. Differences in instructions and recording 

procedure, and large individual differences are potential 

factors that may have determined the different outcomes. 
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TOTs in Languages Other than English, and in Bilinguals 

Although the majority of published TOT studies reported 

word retrieval problems that occurred in English speakers 

only, it is generally assumed that TOTs are a universal 

phenomenon (Brown, 1991). A few studies provide some 

evidence for TOT occurrences in other languages. Among those 

is the first systematic effort to investigate naturally-

occurring word finding problems by Wenzl (1932, 193 6) in the 

German language. I conducted a reanalysis of his data 

records with respect to TOT word categories: Most of the 

TOTs recorded in Wenzl's two studies were proper names 

(88.75%) confirming the results of most later studies with 

English-speaking subjects. Personal names represented 

51.25%, names of locations 20%, titles of books, dramas, and 

operas 16.25%, and brand names were 1,25% of the TOT 

targets. The remaining targets were citations/sayings (2.5%) 

and rare object nouns (6.25%). More than half of the nouns, 

3.75% of all the TOT words, were of foreign origin. 2.5% 

were other retrieval problems. 

Wenzl viewed the resolution of TOT states as a gradual/ 

sequential process in which word search proceeds from the 

general to the specific, and is determined by the still 

subconscious target: 1) The subject begins becoming aware of 

a yet undifferentiated feeling for the 'sound physiognomy' 

of the target word (often emotional and general acoustic 
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sensations (e.g., dark, sweet, nice, elegant, foreign etc.). 

2) At the next stage, the subject recalls whole 'gestalt 

qualities' of the target word form (rhythm, number of 

syllables, word length, melody). 3) After recalling these 

general, complex qualities, subjects are most likely to 

remember the word's beginning. 4) In many cases, subjects 

are generally aware of the word's meaning, they have a 

subconscious knowledge about its content or categorical 

belonging that can produce the recall of meaning-related 

words. 5) Related words that are associated during search 

can be both assistants and blockers. 6) Chains of 

intermediate recall attempts that progress from general to 

specific in sound and meaning are more frequent than 

blockers that are mistakenly activated and inhibit TOT 

resolution. 

Wenzl's early assumptions about TOTs correspond to much 

of the data collected in more recent research reviewed 

above. In fact, Wenzl mentioned additional attributes that 

subjects in a TOT state know, which have largely been 

ignored in later studies. Emotional and general acoustic 

sensations, rhythm, and melody of a TOT word have received 

little attention by researches so far. An investigation of 

these features in future studies is certainly worthwhile. 

Wenzl's suggestion that TOT search progresses sequentially 

from the general to the specific and that most related words 
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help recalling the target is shared by Brown and McNeill 

(1966) and others. His theoretical assumptions are also 

compatible with two-stage models of speech production 

(Garrett, 1975, 1990; Levelt, 1989) that advocate at least 

two basic stages of lexical retrieval (a syntactic/semantic 

level, and a phonological level with possible sub-layers of 

representation). 

In an experimental study of word-finding problems in 

German, Priller and Mittenecker (1988) attempted to 

empirically investigate the effect of a distractor task on 

TOT resolution and to differentiate between the TOT 

phenomenon and the FOK experience. While in both phenomena, 

subjects believe or feel that they know the target, only 

subjects in a TOT state experience an intense feeling of 

being close to recalling the word. TOT and FOK experiences 

were induced by giving subjects cards with general knowledge 

questions. In the case of TOT or FOK experiences, one group 

of students searched for the target until the word was found 

or the search was terminated. A second group of subjects 

received a distractor task immediately after the subject 

indicated that s/he had problems finding a target word. The 

study showed that distractor tasks fostered the recall of 

TOT words, but not the recall of FOK words. Subjects 

recalled more TOT words and used less time for TOT 

resolution than the control group without distraction. A 
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follow-up recognition test also revealed differences between 

TOT and FOK words: TOT words were recognized significantly 

faster than FOK words. From these results the authors 

concluded that TOTs are the result of blocking, the 

interference of another word that had been activated prior 

to the target word. A distractor task often eliminates that 

interference and clears the way for the target word. 

Priller and Mittenecker's study is interesting with 

respect to the effect of distraction on TOT resolution and 

it may suggest that, as will be proposed below, different 

causes can be responsible for TOTs. However, the researchers 

did not analyze any target attributes that were available to 

subjects nor did they study related words that were recalled 

during search. Thus, little can be inferred about TOT 

characteristics in German. 

Bak (1987) conducted a TOT study in Polish that applied 

Brown and McNeill's (1966) experimental procedure in which 

TOTs were induced by giving subjects definitions of words 

that they had to recall. The results of the study were 

consistent with earlier findings of research conducted with 

English speakers. Subjects were often capable of retrieving 

the initial letter and the number of syllables of the target 

word. Semantic features were reported to be of importance in 

subjects' directed search. Many words related in meaning, as 

well as functional descriptions were recalled by subjects. 
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An interesting difference reported in Bak's study was the 

fact that relatively high-frequency words (1:100.000) 

elicited TOT experiences very much like the low frequency 

words (1:400.000) used in Brown and McNeill (1966). The 

author suggests that the important variable for TOT 

elicitation is less a word's frequency than its place in 

semantic space (e.g., its range, the existence of synonyms). 

This, again, might be compatible with hypothesizing 

different causes for TOTs. Unfortunately, Bak's study was 

based on a relatively small number of TOTs. All in all, 119 

TOT states were recorded, and of those only 69 were positive 

TOTs (+TOTs) that could be used for analysis. (In +TOTs, 

subjects think of the same word that the experimenter 

intended to induce by giving the word's definition.) This 

small empirical data base, of course, limits the 

generalizability of the study's results. 

Two Japanese studies (Murakami, 1980; Naito and 

Komatsu, 1989) were reported in Brown (1991). Murakami 

(1980) conducted an experiment that induced TOT experiences 

in 4% of subjects' retrieval efforts. Subjects correctly 

guessed the target's first letter 94% of the time and the 

last letter 59% of the time. In comparison to studies with 

English-speaking subjects, Murakami's Japanese subjects 

experienced less TOTs and provided more correct target 

letter guesses. Naito and Komatsu (1989) reported a high 
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rate (26%) of TOT incidence in their study. However, they 

also used a more liberal TOT criterion, so that the high TOT 

occurrence is difficult to interpret. 

One recent experimental study (Askari, 1991) included 

Farsi/English bilinguals as subjects. Askari's main 

objective was to investigate the effect of phonologically 

and semantically related primes upon target word retrieval. 

The subjects heard a word definition that was followed by a 

semantically related, phonologically related, unrelated, or 

no prime at all. Subjects were asked to supply the word that 

best fit the definition. In a first experiment in English 

only, phonologically related primes increased TOTs, but 

decreased 'don't know' responses. Askari argued that 

phonologically related primes facilitated TOT word retrieval 

and interpreted the result as support for the transmission 

deficit hypothesis (Burke et al., 1991). In a second 

experiment, Askari included cross-language primes and found 

that bilinguals' word retrieval was again facilitated by 

phonologically related primes no matter whether they were in 

the same or different language from the definition. This 

cross-language facilitation was interpreted as support for a 

shared semantic and phonological store for the two languages 

in Farsi/English bilinguals. 

Levelt (1989) questioned whether subjects in a TOT 

state can access the grammatical gender of the target. This, 
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of course, can only be of interest in languages that contain 

gender as a grammatical category. Levelt argued that gender 

should be part of the word's lemma that is activated before 

its phonological form because it's information is needed for 

syntactic processing. In a recent case study, Badecker et 

al. (1995) discovered that an anomic patient preserved the 

ability to identify the gender of targets even if he could 

not name those in a picture naming task. 

Vigliocco et al. (1995) following this line of thought 

reported an experimental TOT study in which Italian subjects 

were tested concerning their gender knowledge in TOT states. 

Vigliocco et al.'s results strongly suggest that Italian 

subjects have access to grammatical gender in TOT states, 

providing evidence for the hypothesis that lemmas contain 

gender information. 

This brief survey of studies that examined TOTs in 

languages other than English shows that little is known 

about the nature of TOTs in other languages. The few 

experiments reported above investigated narrow and specific 

questions that have not yet provided a general picture of 

what TOTs are like in different languages. To my knowledge, 

no studies of naturally occurring TOTs in languages other 

than English have been published since Wenzl (1936). Also, 

no attempt has been made so far to investigate naturally 

occurring TOTs in bilinguals and in foreign language 
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learners, although Wenzl (1936) already specifically-

suggested the investigation of TOT targets that are foreign 

language words, personal names, geographic names, historic 

dates, and musical melodies. 

The present investigation of TOTs in foreign language 

learners and native speakers of Russian, Spanish, English, 

and Spanish/English bilinguals was conducted to start 

filling this research gap and to provide some insight into 

universal and/or language-specific characteristics of 

natural TOTs. 

The Cause for TOTs: Blocking versus Incomplete Activation 

One of the crucial issues in TOT research is the 

question about the cause for TOTs. Two major hypotheses have 

been suggested to account for the causation of TOT states: 

the blocking hypothesis and the incomplete activation 

hypothesis (Brown, 1991). 

Evidence for Blocking 

Advocates of the blocking hypothesis argue that the 

phonological form of the target is not available because 

another (competing) word form has been activated prior to 

the target. These other words that interfere with or block 

target recall have been called blockers (Reason and Lucas, 
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1984; Burke et al. 1991), interlopers (Jones and Langford, 

1987; Jones, 1989) and related words (Cohen and Faulkner, 

1986; Brown, 1991). 

Woodworth (1938), an early proponent of the blocking 

thesis, suggested that related words are crucial for the 

causation of TOTs because they inhibit target word 

retrieval. Jones and Langford (1987) and Jones (1989) 

attempted to test Woodworth's assumption in an experimental 

paradigm. Similar to the classical Brown and McNeill (1966) 

experiment, word definitions were used to induce TOT states. 

After the definition, however, Jones and Langford added word 

primes (interlopers) that, according to the blocking 

hypothesis, were expected to increase target recall deficits 

when related to the target. The authors argued that the 

partial activation hypothesis, on the other hand, would 

predict a facilitating effect of related words on recall, 

and thus a reduction of TOT states. Four types of words were 

used as primes: phonologically related, semantically 

related, phonologically and semantically related, and non-

related to the target word. Jones and Langford found that 

more TOTs occurred when phonologically related primes 

accompanied the definition of the target compared to primes 

that were not phonologically related. Semantically related 

primes, on the other hand, did not induce more TOTs than 

primes that were semantically unrelated to the target. 
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Jones (1989) replicated these results in a follow-up 

study and claimed to have found additional evidence for the 

blocking hypothesis. Some researchers raised questions about 

the methodology applied by Jones and Langford (1987) and 

Jones (1989). Meyer and Bock (1992) and Perfect and Hanley 

(1992) replicated their experiments and found no evidence 

for the blocking hypothesis (to be discussed below). 

Brown (1979) tested an assumption by Roediger (1974) 

who suggested that the presentation or retrieval of a 

related word can suppress target recall in many recall 

paradigms. In a recall experiment, Brown (1979) presented 

related and unrelated words prior to target word definitions 

and found that retrieval latencies increased and retrieval 

probabilities decreased when the prime was a related word in 

comparison to non-related words. Interestingly, Brown 

reports that this effect only occurs when the prime is a 

target in some trials. When subjects realize that the prime 

will never be the target, the effect disappears. Brown 

argues that TOT experiences are similar: Only when subjects 

in a TOT expect that a word could be a target, it has the 

potential to inhibit targets, when subjects realize that a 

related word cannot be a target, it does not hinder target 

recall. I am hesitant to characterize TOTs this way. In a 

TOT, the subject is usually certain that a retrieved non-

target word is not the target, even if it is related. 
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Subjects know from experience that related non-words are 

being recalled in TOT states. So if one followed Brown's 

logic, it would be unlikely that related words inhibit TOT 

targets because subjects do not 'expect' a just-associated 

word to be the target. 

Reason and Lucas (1984 also argued for target recall 

blocking which they maintain is caused by habit intrusion, 

i.e., the interference from more frequently or recently used 

words. The authors asked their subjects to rate the 

frequency and recency of TOT targets and related words and 

discovered that three quarters of the related words were 

rated higher in either their frequency or recency than the 

target. Because of recent experience or frequent use, 

related words intrude into word retrieval attempts and block 

less frequently/recently used targets. 

Evidence for Incomplete Activation 

An alternative explanation of TOT causation offers the 

so called incomplete activation hypothesis. According to 

this view, TOTs arise when a subject fails to activate or 

retrieve a word form completely. Proponents of the 

incomplete activation hypothesis usually suggest that word 

retrieval involves various representational layers that are 

activated sequentially. Sometimes, activation 'gets stuck' 

at a certain level and does not suffice to retrieve all form 
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units. Related words are not the cause, merely a consequence 

of partial and insufficient target retrieval. Wenzl (1932, 

193 6) described the TOT search as a gradual narrowing from 

the general to the specific. General features of the target 

- its atmosphere, melody, rhythm, and length are perceived 

first, followed by the initial sound that precedes other 

less salient sounds. Brown and McNeill (1966) referred to 

the retrieval of general information before specific 

information as 'generic recall'. Recent theories of speech 

production also suggest that word retrieval is not a simple 

look-up procedure (Garrett, 1976, 1990; Levelt, 1989), but 

involves at least two major steps (to be discussed below). 

Evidence in favor of the partial activation hypothesis 

was provided by Meyer and Bock (1992) and to a lesser extend 

by Perfect and Hanley (1992). Both studies applied the 

interloper paradigm introduced by Jones and Langford (1987), 

i.e., after the target's definition, a prime word was 

presented to subjects who tried to recall the target. While 

Jones (1989) and Jones and Langford (1987) found that 

phonologically related interlopers increased TOTs and 

apparently blocked target recall, Meyer and Bock (1992) and 

Perfect and Hanley (1992) reported different results. Meyer 

and Bock found that phonologically related primes increased 

correct recall (Jones and Langford did not report those at 

all!) and decreased the rate of TOT states compared to 
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unrelated primes. Phonological primes were also more 

facilitating than semantically related words. Showing the 

facilitating effect of phonological cues, Meyer and Bock 

rejected the blocking hypothesis and argued that partial 

activation causes TOTs. 

Perfect and Hanley's (1992) study also showed no 

evidence for blocking. In two experiments, phonologically 

related cues did not have any effect on the number of TOTs 

recalled. In one experiment, phonologically related primes 

increased the number of correct targets recalled. Perfect 

and Hanley did neither interpret their results as support 

for blocking nor for incomplete activation. Instead they 

claimed that (experimenter presented) interlopers do not 

have any effect on target recall following a suggestion by 

Kohn et al. (1987) in an earlier study. 

Both Meyer and Bock (1992) and Perfect and Hanley 

(1992) agreed that the studies of Jones and Langford (1987) 

and Jones (1989) allowed for at least two methodological 

shortcomings: First, Jones and Langford did not report the 

number of correctly recalled targets, and secondly, the 

target definitions in the various conditions were not 

balanced, i.e., the definitions that were presented with 

phonologically related primes were of unusually high 

difficulty. 

Another strong argument against blocking and for 
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partial activation is the fact that naturally occurring TOTs 

are not always accompanied by related words. Previous 

studies have shown that only approximately half of the TOTs 

contain related word associates: 53% (Reason and Lucas, 

1984), 50% (Cohen and Faulkner, 1986), and 56% (Burke et 

al., 1991). This does not necessarily exclude the 

possibility of blocking in TOTs without related words. 

Theoretically, it may be possible that related words, which 

subjects are not consciously aware of, inhibit target 

recall. However, in that case it would be unclear why some 

blockers are retrieved and others not. 

A third alternative view of TOT causation was proposed 

by Wenzl (1932, 193 6), but has been ignored in recent 

research. Wenzl speculated that both partial activation and 

blocking may be causes for word retrieval problems with the 

former more frequently being responsible for TOTs than the 

latter. I am inclined to follow and elaborate this 

intuition, also because evidence has been provided for and 

against both hypotheses. 

It might be the case that two different TOT types are 

distinguishable with respect to their causation. The normal 

(more frequently occurring) TOT is well explained by the 

incomplete activation hypothesis and discrete two-stage 

models of speech production (see below). A lemma (the 

lexical item's syntactic/semantic specification) has been 
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correctly selected, but its phonological form cannot be 

accessed completely. Partial information is available in 

form of non-word fragments, and (phonologically) related 

words can, but need not, be associated reflecting the level 

were search got halted. 

The other kind of TOT that I want to propose is often 

perceived by subjects as recall blocking or interference 

from a related word. These TOTs, unlike the incompletely 

activated targets, are caused at a higher level. 

Conceptually complex targets that are difficult to encode 

are primary candidates for these TOTs. Personal names and 

targets with close synonyms or semantically related items 

belong to that category. More than other targets, these 

items are prone to confusion and misselection at the 

interface between message (conceptual) level and lemma 

(linguistic) level. Because of the subject's insecurity or 

confusion, or because of interference processes that already 

take place at the conceptual level, a non-target lexical 

item (lemma) becomes selected and its phonological form is 

retrieved in turn. Monitoring the output, probably through 

the comprehension system, the subject realizes that the 

retrieved word form (semantically and/or phonologically 

related to the target) is not an appropriate target. Search 

continues, but is inhibited by the already activated item 

that stays in the mind persistently and often does not allow 
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search to get back on the right track. I will examine this 

hypothesis using the data of naturally occurring TOTs 

obtained in a diary study. 

TOTs and Models of Speech Production 

First, I will briefly review the main assumptions of 

two current approaches to speech production theory: discrete 

two-stage models and activation models. Secondly, I attempt 

to show how TOT investigations can be relevant for the 

evaluation of the two models. 

Most current models of speech production follow 

Garrett's (1975, 1976) argumentation for a separation of the 

lexical retrieval process into two stages. It is generally 

accepted now that word retrieval involves the encoding of 

semantic-syntactic information that precedes the retrieval 

of the word's phonological features. Finding a word involves 

at least the following steps: From a non-linguistic message 

level, a concept has to be mapped on to an abstract 

linguistic unit (also called 'lemma') that specifies the 

words' syntactic/semantic makeup. In a second step, the 

word's lemma has to be mapped on phonological form. Whether 

the two stages are independent, separate levels of 

processing or rather interactive in nature is still under 

strong dispute and is explained differently by activation 
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models and discrete two-stage models (e.g., Levelt, 1992). 

Models of Spreading Activation 

Models of activation spreading (Stemberger, 1985; Dell, 

1986, 1989; MacKay, 1987; Burke et al., 1991) are based on 

the assumption of a connectionist network that consists of 

various levels/layers (e.g., semantic, phonological, 

segmental). The nodes (units) in the network are 

interconnected with the nodes in upper and lower levels. 

These many to many connections allow for the spreading 

activation to not only one, but many nodes during the word 

retrieval process. Competition is a major concept in these 

models. Units compete for activation: Various nodes at a 

certain level become activated, but only the one that 

receives most of the activation is finally retrieved. Let me 

illustrate an example of word retrieval via spreading 

activation. A subject wants to verbalize a certain concept 

or image. The concept activates several semantic 

alternatives that all share conceptual features. In turn all 

the semantic units that have received activation, spread 

activation downwards onto phonological units. Various 

phonological units are being activated, but only the one 

that receives most summative activation is being retrieved. 

While some activation models only assume forward (top-

down) activation, most models suggest forward and backward 
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(bottom up) activation (e.g., Dell, 1986), in particular 

from the phonological to the lexical level. Dell and Reich 

(1981) and Stemberger (1985) introduced the notion of 

backward activation in order to account for the so-called 

lexical bias effect in phonological speech errors: Slips of 

the tongue produce more real word substitutes than expected 

by chance. Baars et al. (1975) and Dell (1985) elicited 

slips of the tongue in experiments and showed that it is 

more likely that a word pair like darn bore would slip to 

barn door than a pair like deal back would slip to beal dack 

(cited in Levelt et al., 1991, p.124). Dell (1986) explains 

this effect as follows: The lexical node spreads activation 

to the phonological nodes /d/, /a/, /r/, /n/. The last three 

nodes will spread activation backwards to lexical units like 

barn, yarn etc. which increases the likelihood that these 

items will appear in slips of the tongue. 

Another phenomenon that has been cited as support for 

backward spreading is the case of mixed errors, e.g., cat 

for rat and oyster for lobster. In these cases, the 

phonological level sends back activation to the semantic 

level, and a semantic alternative that is phonologically 

similar to the target becomes selected. Dell and Reich 

(1981) showed that mixed errors occur more often in 

naturally occurring speech errors than would be expected by 

chance. Garrett (1988) cautions us that mixed errors are 
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rare and that some of them might be contaminated by 

environmental/contextual factors. He stresses that the vast 

majority of substitution errors is either related in meaning 

(SM) or related in sound (SS) to the target. Although 

related words in TOTs were occasionally categorized into SS, 

SM, and SS-SM (in Brown and McNeill, 1966; Kohn et al. 

1987), no investigation has treated this aspect as 

extensively as speech error studies. It may be possible that 

the retrieval of related words in TOTs is determined by the 

same processes that shape the form of substitution errors. I 

will therefore analyze the related words in my corpus of 

naturally occurring TOTs with respect to their SS, SM, and 

SS-SM relation to the target. 

The Two-Stage Model of Lexical Production 

Discrete two-stage models (Garrett, 1976, 1982, 1988; 

Levelt, 1989) attempt to explain lexical retrieval within 

the context of phrasal or sentence production. In fluent 

speech, words are retrieved as syntactically well formed 

entities of a phrase. They are of a certain syntactic 

category and often marked for agreement (e.g., in person, 

number, gender) with other words of the phrase. Consequently 

syntactic information has to be part of the lexical entry. 

According to the two-stage theory, two separate 

representations exist for a word in the lexicon, and word 
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retrieval proceeds as the encoding of these two 

representations (see figure 1). 

Message 
Lexicon 

Lemma Grammatical Encoding Semantic & Syntactic 
Features 

Phonological 
Address 

Lexeme . Phonological 

Features 

Phonological Encoding 

Articulation 

Figure 1. Different levels of representation within the 

language production system. 

Note. From "Grammatical gender is on the tip of Italian 

tongues" by G. Vigliocco, T. Antonini, and M.F. Garrett, 

1995. Unpublished manuscript, University of Arizona, Tucson. 

Reprinted with permission. 
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At a first processing stage, a non-verbal concept, 

which has been selected to be part of the message, is mapped 

onto an abstract lexical entry (lemma) at which the word's 

semantic and syntactic features are specified. This first 

retrieval step (Garrett, 1975) is also referred to as 

grammatical encoding (Levelt, 1989). The output of the first 

retrieval step is crucial for phrasal planning. Lemmas 

determine how phrases are being planned and constructed. See 

Garrett (1990) and Levelt (1989) for a detailed discussion 

of lemma retrieval and its relation to syntactic planning. 

Important to note is that the encoded lemma does not contain 

the word's phonological information. The word's phonology is 

represented in a separate store, and a second retrieval step 

(phonological encoding) is necessary to select the sound 

structure (lexeme) of the target word. Garrett (1984) 

suggests that the abstract lexical entry contains a "linking 

address" with key information about the target including the 

number of syllables, the main stress position, and the word 

onset. These key features direct search and allow for the 

actual finding of the complete word form. 

The processing flow in discrete two-step models is 

normally exclusively top-down (Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989) . 

No automatic bottom-up processing exists. As a consequence, 

the processes of lemma selection and phonological encoding 

are strictly modular and sequential, i.e., lemma retrieval 
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cannot be effected by lower-level processes. An exception is 

the model of Dell (1986) which is essentially a two-stage 

model, as far as levels of representation and the basic top-

down nature of processing is concerned. However, the lexical 

network that Dell assumes allows for some backward (bottom-

up) activation. 

Evidence for the two-stage model has been provided by 

studies of naturally occurring speech errors (Garrett, 1975, 

1976, 1988), by investigations into pathological language 

use (Garrett, 1982a, 1992b for a review), and by experiments 

of picture naming (Levelt et al., 1991). The tip-of-the-

tongue (TOT) phenomenon has also been cited as evidence for 

the model (Levelt, 1989; Garrett, 1975, 1990). In a TOT 

state, the speaker has access to a word's semantic/syntactic 

information, but complete word form retrieval fails. This 

partial access has been interpreted as evidence for the 

dissociation of lemma level and lexeme level representation 

(Garrett, 1976, 1982b; Levelt, 1989). 

Two recent studies (Badecker et al., 1995; Vigliocco et 

al., 1995) provided evidence for the syntactic specification 

of lemma entries. Badecker et al. (1995) reported a case 

study of an anomic Italian patient who could not name words 

in a picture-naming experiment, but was able to correctly 

indicate the grammatical gender of the target. They argued 

that grammatical gender is part of the retrieved lemma, and 
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that only the second retrieval step of phonological encoding 

was impaired in the patient. 

Vigliocco et al. (1995) also used the access to 

grammatical gender information as a means to investigate the 

psychological reality of syntactically specified lemmas and 

their dissociation from word form. In TOT studies with 

Italian subjects, it was found that subjects usually had 

access to grammatical gender while being in a positive TOT 

state. The subjects reported the target's gender correctly 

in 84% of the time. 

In two-stage models, phonological encoding is also 

often assumed to be a sequential, left-to-right process 

which proceeds in a set of phonological sub-processes 

(Levelt, 1989). Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979) proposed that word 

form retrieval entails the construction of a word's frame 

(also called its metrical structure) that specifies at least 

the word's number of syllables, and the syllables' stress 

level. Note that the assumption of a metrical frame is 

compatible with Garrett's (1984) notion of a linking address 

described above. The 'slots' of the word's frame are later 

filled in by other segments which follow a certain order. In 

particular, the word's initial sound is assumed to play a 

distinctive role in phonological encoding (Shattuck-

Hufnagel, 1992) . 

Discrete two-stage models, but also activation models 
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seem to be able to incorporate phonological sub-processes 

into their theories. However, activation models have 

difficulty to account for the fact that first letters are 

more likely to interact in speech errors than other letters 

(Dell, 1986). 

The Relevance of TOT Data for Speech Production Models 

Both fragmentary information and non-target word 

associations in TOT states are of interest to speech 

production theory. The analysis of target-associate 

similarity in meaning and form may contribute to the 

discussion on whether meaning-based processes and form-based 

processes function independently or whether they interact: A 

majority of TOT target-associate pairs that is either 

related in meaning or in form would support discrete two-

stage models. A majority of 'mixed' associates (related in 

meaning and form to the target) would advocate interactive 

models which allow for bottom-up activation. 

Further, a comparison of the frequencies of associated 

words and target words could be important for theories that 

assume habit intrusion as the basis for retrieval failure. 

Stemberger (1985) claimed that the intrusions in 

substitution errors are usually of higher frequency than the 

target. Reason and Lucas (1984) suggested a similar effect 

for TOT states that contain blocking associates. 
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High numbers of TOT states that do not involve 

(blocking) associates, but fragmentary information about the 

targets' form would be supportive to two-stage models for 

they display an intact lemma selection but impaired 

phonological encoding. 

Fragmentary target information can be useful for the 

identification of information that is part of lemma entries. 

If subjects, for example, know the gender of Russian and 

Spanish noun targets without using conceptual or 

phonological clues, gender could be assumed a part of the 

lemma entry, and its access in TOTs would support the 

distinction between meaning-based and form-based processes. 

A high degree of target-associate similarity in 

syntactic class could verify that lemmas are specified 

syntactically and that this specification highly constrains 

word form retrieval. 

The kind of phonological information that is available 

about the target (letters/sounds, syllable length), can 

point at either sequential, left-to-right phonological 

encoding or at parallel, distributive activation of 

phonological nodes in a network model. Subjects' knowledge 

of the number of syllables of the target would support the 

notion of an initially constructed syllabic frame in 

phonological encoding. If first letters/sounds were clearly 

more susceptible to recall in TOTs compared to later 
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positions, sequential processing appears to be likely. A 

rather even distribution of first, middle, and final letters 

would be more compatible with spreading activation accounts 

of phonological encoding. 

Partial access of one kind of morpheme and the 

unavailability of another kind of morphemes (e.g. root 

morphemes versus derivational morphemes) could be 

informative of possible morphological composition processes 

in word production, analogous to decomposition processes 

suggested for lexical access in reception. See Taft and 

Forster (1975), and Taft (1981) on 'prefix-stripping' and 

Marslen-Wilson et al.'s (1994) argumentation for a root 

morpheme-based access. 

The aspects outlined above were taken into 

consideration in the analysis and discussion of the diary 

data and in the general discussion. 
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Method 

The retrospective study was conducted in order to 

obtain information on how speakers of different languages 

think they experience TOTs. It was, consequently, a study 

into subjects' metacognitive awareness, not into on-line 

language processing. In particular, the study investigated 

the following questions: Do subjects' estimates of how 

frequently they experience TOTs differ across languages? Do 

bilinguals think that they experience more TOTs than 

monolinguals? To what extent do subjects report that they 

experience TOTs with targets of a foreign language? Further 

questions concerned the nature of TOTs, including the types 

of words that are involved in TOTs, the attributes that 

subjects think they can usually recall, and the strategies 

that they consider useful to resolve TOTs. Finally, we were 

interested in the estimated proportion of successfully 

recalled TOTs. 

Subjects 

146 subjects participated in the retrospective study. 

The same subjects also participated in the diary study (see 

chapter III). Three groups of subjects were selected based 
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on their native language: U.S. Americans speaking English 

(E), native speakers of Russian living in Russia (R), native 

speakers of Spanish living in Mexico (S), and 

Spanish/English bilinguals living in the U.S. (SE). Subjects 

were administered a self-rating questionnaire in which they 

provided information on the age of beginning language 

acquisition for native and foreign languages, an estimate of 

the frequency of language use during the last six months (on 

a five point scale), and a rating of language proficiency 

for all four skills (listening, reading, speaking, and 

writing) on a seven-point scale (see appendix Al, and A2). 

In the retrospective questionnaire, the subjects rated their 

overall general language proficiency, on a five-point scale 

(see table 2.1). All these factors can have an impact on how 

language is being processed, consequently they were of 

importance to assure the homogeneity of the groups. No 

vocabulary or other language tests were administered because 

of time and organizational constraints. However, the self-

ratings provided a good general picture of subjects' 

language acquisition history and their language proficiency. 

In numerous studies, bilinguals' and foreign language 

learners' self-assessment of language skills has been shown 

to be reliable, often more reliable than other measures of 

language proficiency. Fishman and Cooper (1969) examined a 

variety of techniques, derived separately from the 
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disciplines of psychology, sociology and linguistics for the 

measurement of bilingual proficiency. Retrospective reports 

of language proficiency and use were found to be the best 

predictors for bilingual language proficiency. LeBlanc and 

Painchaud (1985) conducted several experiments which suggest 

that foreign language learners' self-assessment must be 

considered a valuable tool as a placement instrument, and 

Bachman and Palmer (1989) examining the measurement of 

communicative language ability through self-ratings 

concluded that self-ratings can be reliable and valid 

measures of communicative competence. See also Oscarson 

(1991) for pedagogical implications and benefits of the use 

of self-assessment procedures. 

Table 2.1 illustrates the characteristics of subjects 

in all four groups. All subjects were learning at least one 

foreign language: Both the Russians and Mexicans were 

studying English, and the Americans were learning German at 

the time of the investigation. Variability in subjects' 

foreign language proficiency, and in the beginning age of 

acquisition, especially across groups, could not be avoided. 

Students' language skills ranged from the beginning to the 

intermediate high levels on the ACTFL scale. Since this 

study's objective, however, was not to differentiate between 

TOTs in subjects at various levels of FL proficiency, the 

variability was not considered to be a problem. 
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Table 2.1 

Background Characteristics of Subjects in Retrospective and 

Diary Studies 

Groups of Subjects 

Characteristics E R S SE 

n Subjects 53 28 28 37 

M Age 20. .5 21. 9 19.9 21. 3 

LI Proficiency 5. .00 4 . 89 4 .43 3 . 97 (S) 

FL Proficiency 2. .36 3 . 68 2.25 4 . 40 (E) 

LI Frequency 5. . 00 5. 00 5.00 4 . 70 (S) 

FL Frequency 3 . .96 4 . 39 3.61 4 . 89 (E) 

M Age of LI Acq 1. .00 1. 00 1.00 1. 19 (S) 

M Age of FL Acq 15. .45 9. 96 14 .29 4 . 43 (E) 

E = English native speakers studying German; R = Russian 

native speakers studying English; S = Spanish native 

speakers studying English; SE = Spanish/English bilinguals; 

(S) = Spanish; (E) = English 

All subjects were young adult college students enrolled 

in a language course at the university level. The E subjects 

were enrolled in various courses of German as a FL at the 

University of Arizona. The R students were all majoring in a 
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program of English as a FL at Voronezh State University, 

Russia. The S subjects were enrolled in courses of English 

as a FL at the University of Sonora in Hermosillo, Mexico. 

The SE students were enrolled in two specially designed 

courses for native speakers of Spanish at the University of 

Arizona. They were fluent in both languages, and began 

learning the languages no later than at the age of nine. 

Subjects were paid for their participation in the 

retrospective and diary studies. The E group was paid less, 

but received course credit in addition to the payment. 

Material. Design, and Procedure 

The questionnaire tised the same questions that Burke et 

al. (1991) asked subjects in their retrospective 

questionnaire: The questions concerned the frequency of TOT 

instances (a) to be rated on a seven-point scale and (b) to 

be estimated per month, further the word categories that are 

involved in TOTs, the target attributes that subjects 

normally know, what strategies they use to assist recall, 

the percentage of successfully resolved TOTs, and subjects' 

concern about TOTs as a memory problem. In addition to these 

questions, I asked in which language(s) subjects experience 

TOTs. A copy of the English version of the retrospective 

questionnaire can be found in appendix Bl, the Russian and 

Spanish versions are illustrated in appendices B2 and B3 
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respectively. 

The retrospective questionnaire was filled in by the 

subjects after the investigator explained the research 

project and subjects had read the written instructions for 

the participation in the diary study. In other words, 

subjects answered the retrospective questions before they 

engaged in the diary project. 

Results 

Frequency and Language of TOT Targets 

The mean estimated frequencies of TOT occurrences on a 

scale from 1 (never) to 7 (very often) and standard 

deviations (SD) are illustrated in the two columns of table 

2.2 (Ml). Columns 3 and 4 display the mean estimated TOT 

frequencies per month (M2) and SD. The four groups display 

quite similar patterns in the two TOT frequency ratings. 
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Table 2.2 

Mean Estimates for TOT Frequency within Groups 

Frequency (1-7) Frequency/Month 

Group n Ml SD M2 SD 

E 53 4 .13 1.37 5.67 2 .50 

R 28 4.54 1.20 5.50 2.50 

S 28 4 .04 1.26 5.36 2 .24 

SE 37 4.14 1.32 5.18 2 .47 

Note. The first column displays TOT frequency ratings on a 

seven-point scale from 1 (never) to 7 (very often). 

Table 2.3 illustrates the language(s) subjects' thought 

to experience TOTs in. Subjects were allowed to name more 

than one language. Often both the LI and the FL were named 

to be susceptible to TOTs. 



Table 2.3 

Languages in which Subjects Think they Experience TOTs 

75 

Language 

Group n LI FL OL 

E 53 69.8 47.2 7.5 

R 28 78.6 53.6 0.0 

S 28 96.4 60.7 0.0 

SE 37 91.9 (S*) 2.7 0.0 

83.8 (E*) 

LI = first language; FL = major foreign language; OL = other 

foreign language; S* = Spanish, E* = English 

Most E, R, and S subjects reported that they 

experienced TOTs in their first language; surprisingly not 

all did so. A high (47 to 61) percent of the subjects also 

named the major foreign language as subject to TOT 

experiences. Other foreign languages were only named to 

occur in TOTs by a few subjects of the E group. 

The Spanish-English bilingual group reported having 

TOTs in both languages. Spanish TOTs, however, appear to be 

somewhat more likely than TOTs in English. 
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TOT Word Types 

Subjects were asked to rate the three most common word 

types that constitute TOT targets. Seven choices were given 

(see table 2.4 or item # 5 of questionnaire in appendix Bl), 

and subjects could add 'other' word types. Subjects were 

asked to give 3 points for the most frequent word type, 2 

for the second most frequent, and 1 for the third most ^ 

frequent. The results are illustrated in table 2.4. The E, 

R, S, and SE columns reflect the absolute number of points 

given by subjects in each group. Some subjects gave points 

for more than three word types. All of those ratings were 

included in the calculation. The % column displays the 

percentage that word types were given in students' ratings 

in relation to the absolute number of points given. 
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Table 2.4 

Subjects' Estimates of Most Common TOT Word Types 

Group of Subjects 

Word Type E R S SE Word Type 

n % n % n % n % 

Friend/Relat 36 8. .0 8 4 . 1 20 12 . .2 25 8 .5 

Hist/Pol.Fig 61 13 . .5 18 9. 3 8 4 . .9 43 14 .7 

Acquaintance 60 13 . .3 23 11. 9 30 18 . .3 33 11 .3 

Place 52 11. ,5 10 5. 1 27 16. .5 33 11 .3 

Book/Movie 70 15. .5 19 9. 8 18 11. . 0 49 16 .7 

Object 57 12 . . 7 51 26. 3 41 25. . 0 56 19 . 1 

Adjective 75 16. .7 25 12. 9 18 11. . 0 51 17 .4 

Other 39 8 . .7 40 20. 6 2 1. .2 3 1 . 0 

Note. Figures are for all languages (LI and FL). 

The estimates are quite diverse. All word types appear 

to be prone to TOTs to a certain extent, and differences 

between groups are apparent. 

Fragmentary Information 

Most subjects answered the question whether they 

usually know something about the target with yes (E: 100%, 

R: 96.4%, S: 100%, SE: 89.2%). Table 2.5 illustrates the 

percentage of subjects that reported to normally recall (a) 
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how the word looks, (b) information related to the word's 

meaning, (c) how the word sounds, and (d) 'other'. 

Table 2.5 

What Subjects Report to Know about the Target 

Groups of Subjects 

Word Attribute E R S SE 
o, *o O, "o O, *o o. *o 

Word's Look 30.2 25. .0 39.3 27. . 0 

Word Meaning C
D

 

53 , .6 67.9 70 . .3 

Word's Sound 56.6 50 . .0 32.1 40 . .5 

Other 15.1 17. .9 7.1 8 . .1 

Note. Columns add to more than 100% because subjects could 

indicate more than one answer. 

The majority of subjects in all groups report recalling 

information about the target's meaning. How the word sounds 

and looks is less often, but still quite frequently thought 

to be recalled. 
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TOT Resolution Strategies 

What strategies do subjects consider helpful in TOT 

word search? Most subjects generally acknowledge that they 

'find something helpful to do while trying to remember the 

target word' (E: 88.5%, R: 96.4%, S: 75%, SE: 81.1%). Table 

2.6 illustrates the percentage of subjects that considered 

various strategy types helpful. 

Table 2.6 

Helpful Strategies Reported by the Subjects 

Groups ( Df Subjects 

Strategy E R S SE 
o, *o % 0, *o % 

Alphabet 7 .7 0 .0 7.1 10 , .8 

Pronounce 19 .2 46 .4 32.1 27 . .0 

Relax 61 .5 39 .3 21.4 27. . 0 

Reference 26 .9 21 .4 17.9 35 , .0 

Other 42 .3 32 .1 28.6 24 . .3 

Alphabet = go through the alphabet; Pronounce = pronounce 

known letter; Relax = relax and direct attention elsewhere; 

Reference = use reference such as dictionary or other book 
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Subjects added a considerable amount of 'other', often 

specific strategies. The most frequent additions across all 

groups were: to ask another person, to think of related 

words, to associate an image, to draw on sentence context, 

and to recall the situation or location in which the target 

was used before. 

Rate of Successful Resolution 

Subjects of all groups reported recalling the large 

majority of TOT targets. The following percentages of 

successful target recall were obtained: E: 74.8%, R: 78.8%, 

S: 66.7%, SE: 80.2%. 

Discussion 

The retrospective study was conducted to explore how 

subjects in different cultures think they experience TOTs. 

The ratings and additional remarks made by the subjects 

indicate that subjects know about TOTs from prior experience 

and that they have an idea about the characteristics of this 

phenomenon. The results strongly suggest that TOTs occur in 

all four participating groups and that they show similar 

features, but also a number of differences that appear to be 

culture specific. 
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Incidence and Language of TOTs 

Subjects' ratings of TOT frequency on the seven-point 

scale are similar in the four groups. The subjects' mean 

estimates (E: 4.13, R: 4.54, S: 4.04, SE: 4.14) correspond 

to the mean estimate reported by Burke et al. (1991) for 

their young subjects (4.38). The mean frequencies of TOTs 

per month are also very similar in my groups, however, they 

are considerably higher than in Burke et al.'s group. Their 

subjects estimated to experience only 3.04 TOTs per month 

compared to the groups in this study that rated to 

experience at least two more TOTs in that period of time (E: 

5.67, R: 5.5, S: 5.36, SE: 5.13). 

It may be possible that the higher estimates in my 

groups are due to a higher sensitivity of the subjects 

towards language problems in general, and TOTs in 

particular. All subjects in this study were enrolled in 

(foreign) language courses. In the diary project 

explanation/instruction (see appendix CI), I mentioned that 

TOTs may occur in both the first and second/foreign 

languages. Perhaps, Burke et al.'s subjects were less aware 

of the possibility of experiencing TOTs in a foreign 

language which might have resulted in the lower estimates. 

Most of our subjects reported that they experience TOTs 

in their native language, but the major foreign languages 

were also prone to TOTs. 47% to 61% of the subjects in all 
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groups thought that they experienced TOTs in the foreign 

language. This may be another indication of the greater 

sensitivity of these subjects towards TOTs because of their 

studying foreign languages. 

The bilingual group surprisingly did not estimate to 

experience more TOTs than the other groups. One may assume 

that TOT states occur more frequently in bilingual subjects 

because they (a) store a larger number of words in memory, 

and (b) many of these words should be used less frequently/ 

recently compared to monolingual speakers because of the 

option or need to use the "other" language. This hypotheses 

will be addressed in more detail in the experimental study 

and the general discussion on TOTs in bilinguals and foreign 

language learners. 

TOT Word Types 

Subjects think they experience TOTs with a wide range 

of word types, both within and across groups. In accordance 

with previous research, our subjects think to experience 

TOTs commonly with proper names. However, note that the 

options I gave in the instrument were somewhat biased 

towards proper names. Most choices (five out of the seven 

given) were types of proper names. 'Verbs' were not given as 

a choice, but subjects listed them occasionally under 

'other' words. The same holds for 'specific or abstract 
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terms'. 'Object names' received the highest ratings in the 

R, S, and SE groups despite the bias mentioned above. The 

high ratings of 'objects' and the ratings of adjectives 

which were high (in E and SE) and moderate (in R and S) were 

surprising and suggest that word categories other than 

proper names may account for more TOT targets than 

previously assumed. 

The subjects' mean estimates about TOT word types show 

some variation across groups. In part, this variation might 

be attributed to cultural differences. Movie titles are 

perhaps more frequently experienced in TOTs of American 

subjects because of the importance of television in this 

culture. Other cultural and individual differences in 

subjects' life styles, education, area of study, and 

interests may have contributed to this variation. 

Fragmentary Information 

The response options available to subjects on the 

question about attributes they normally know about the 

target were very general: (a) the word's look, (b) the 

word's meaning, (c) the word's sound, and (d) others. This 

generality was necessary in order not to bias subjects in 

the following diary study. Consistent with previous 

findings, most subjects reported having access to 

information about the word's meaning (54% to 81%). The 
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word's sound was reported by 32% to 57% of the subjects, the 

word's look was thought to be known by 25% to 30% of the 

subjects. Despite a considerable variation between groups, 

the finding suggests that TOTs in Russian and Spanish are 

similar to TOTs in English, in that they normally reflect an 

accessed word meaning with sometimes fragmentary form 

features available to subjects, but without a complete word 

form retrieved. 

One question that cannot be answered at this point is 

why more than 46% of the R subjects did not report to know 

something about the TOT word's meaning. This is an unusually 

high number compared to the other three groups. Unlike the E 

and especially the S and SE subjects, the R subjects also 

added more 'other' word attributes. 

TOT Resolution Strategies 

Most subjects in all groups reported finding something 

helpful to do while trying to remember the TOT word. The 

preferred strategies, however, differed across the groups. 

While most of the E subjects (61.5%) considered the 'relax 

and direct attention elsewhere' strategy most helpful, R 

subjects preferred to 'pronounce the known letters' (46.4%), 

as did the S subjects (32.1%), but to a lesser extend and 

with a more even distribution of strategies. References were 

considered helpful by some subjects in all groups, but 
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especially by SE subjects (35%). 

I can only speculate about possible reasons for this 

variation. Differences in institutionalized teaching and 

learning methods may affect recall strategies. Mexican and 

Russian education might rely more upon memorization of 

content knowledge compared to the American approach to 

education. Special learning habits that have been developed 

in the different educational systems may have affected the 

way subjects resolve (or think that they resolve) memory 

problems including TOTs. 

Summary 

In summary, the data of the retrospective study suggest 

that subjects of all four language groups have had 

experience with TOTs and that subjects have developed 

subjective theories about TOTs and their resolution. 

Although this result was expected, it is not trivial because 

very little empirical evidence has been provided for the 

existence of TOTs in other cultures. Whether or how far the 

subjective theories of our subjects correspond to real 

processes in TOT word search cannot be said at this point. 

The diary study that will be reported next was designed to 

shed more light on the on-line word retrieval processing in 

TOTs. 
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Method 

The data from the retrospective questionnaire strongly 

suggest that TOTs occur in all four subject groups (E, R, S, 

SE), that they overall display similar characteristics and 

that they are resolved by the subjects in similar ways. The 

diary study was conducted to provide empirical evidence for 

this assumption. During a period of four weeks, participants 

kept a diary in which they recorded the TOTs they noticed in 

that time. The main objectives of the diary investigation 

were to learn about the word types that are subject to TOTs, 

the fragmentary information that is available about the 

target, the relation between TOT targets and other words 

associated during the TOT search, and the strategies that 

are used for TOT recall. Investigating these questions will 

be the basis for a discussion of the cause(s) for TOT 

experiences in which I will primarily address the 

controversy between the incomplete activation hypothesis and 

the blocking hypothesis (e.g., Brown, 1991). Another 

question that I attempt to illuminate concerns the status of 

TOT experiences with foreign language words and TOTs 

experienced by bilingual subjects: Do these kinds of TOTs 

differ from TOTs experienced by subjects in their (one) 
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native language? A major subquestion of this issue is 

whether there is a substantial amount of interlingual word 

association in FL learners and bilinguals during TOT 

searches. Last but not least, I will discuss how the results 

of this investigation fit or do not fit into current models 

of speech production. 

Subjects 

The 146 participants were the same subjects that took 

part in the retrospective study. Four subject groups were 

distinguished based upon the native and foreign languages 

spoken: 53 American English speakers studying German FL 

formed the (E) group, 28 Russian native speakers learning 

English FL represented the (R) group, 28 Mexican speakers of 

Spanish learning English FL were part of the (S) group, and 

37 Spanish-English bilinguals served as the (SE) group. For 

a detailed characterization of the subjects and their 

language proficiency see table 2.1 in chapter II. 

Procedure 

In a group session, the researcher briefly described 

the investigation and the TOT phenomenon orally. The TOT 

state was described as follows: "Sometimes we want to say or 

write a word, but we cannot find it at that moment. However, 

we are certain that we know the word. In fact, we may feel 

close to remembering it. Often we know certain features of 
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the word: maybe a letter or a sound of the word, maybe its 

approximate length, the number of syllables or the melody of 

the word. In other words, the word that we are looking for 

seems to be on the tip of our tongue, an experience that, at 

times, can be quite frustrating." 

Next, subjects were given a written explanation of the 

study which first described the TOT phenomenon again: 

"Sometimes, we look for a certain word or phrase (which we 

feel we know), but at the time we cannot find and articulate 

it. The word we are looking for (the target) seems to be on 

the 'tip of the tongue'Then the diary study was 

characterized as an investigation in which participants 

monitor their every-day life for TOTs and record them over a 

period of four weeks. 

In the instructions, the participants were asked to 

monitor their speech and thought for TOTs, to record what 

they know about the target, to define the target, to give a 

sentence context in which the word can be used, to record 

all the associations made during the search, and to record 

the times at which the TOT state occurred, the associates 

were recalled and the target was found. The complete 

explanation and instructions for the diary study can be 

found in appendices CI (in English), C2 (in Russian), and C3 

(in Spanish). 

After reading the instructions, the researcher answered 
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subjects' questions and a diary answer sheet was filled in 

with a sample of a TOT state on an overhead transparency. 

After that, subjects were asked for voluntary participation 

in the diary study. After four weeks, the researcher 

collected the diaries and paid the subjects for their 

participation. 

Material 

The diary package that students received consisted of 

one page with the project explanation and instructions and 

eight double-sided answer sheets for TOT recording. Subjects 

were instructed to fill in one answer sheet for one 

occurring TOT. The answer sheets were prestructured with 

short questions in order to receive as much information 

about the TOT state as possible. The following information 

was sought from the subjects while being in a TOT state: (1) 

the language of the target word, (2) how well the word was 

known, rated on a scale from 1 (Not very well) to 5 (Sure, I 

know it), and (3) any features that were known about the 

target (gender, number of syllables, article, 

letters/sounds, other). (4) Further, subjects were asked to 

provide a definition or description of the target's meaning, 

and (5) a sentence in which the target could (or was 

intended to) be used. (6) Also, any other words or sounds 

that came to mind were asked to be recorded, including the 
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approximate time of their occurrence related to the initial 

search effort. (For example, a related word may have been 

associated 40 seconds after the word search started.) In 

addition, the subjects recorded the time the TOT state 

occurred and the time the TOT state was resolved. 

The back page of the answer sheet contained the 

following questions which subjects were to answer after they 

had found the target or after they had finished their 

search: (7) How was the target found? Subjects could choose 

among six options: (a) Target 'popped up' later when I did 

not think about it. (b) I searched my memory. I used the 

following strategy: . (c) Some context in the 

environment/situation triggered the target, (d) I heard the 

target from someone else./I read the target somewhere else, 

(e) I looked up the target in a dictionary/book, (f) I 

consulted a person, (g) Other: . 

(8) Another question concerned subjects' intuitions 

about the effect of related words on TOT resolution. Did 

subjects feel that the related word(s) helped or blocked 

(hindered) target word recall? Subjects rated the effect of 

the related words upon target recall on a seven-point scale 

from -3 (blocks target) to +3 (helps finding target). A zero 

represented the 'don't know' option. Subjects were also 

asked to rate the frequency of use (from 1: 'low' to 3: 

'high') and the recency of use (from 1: 'long time ago' to 
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3: 'recent') of the related words. 

Next, subjects were asked to rate (9) the target's 

recency of use and (10) its frequency of use on the same 

three-point scales that were used in number (8) with the 

related words. In number (11) subjects were asked to compare 

the features that they initially predicted about the target 

in number (3) with the actual target recalled. Subjects 

indicated whether these features did not confirm [1], did 

somewhat confirm [2] or did confirm [3] with the target. 

(12) Finally, subjects were asked to provide any 

information that they thought relevant or interesting about 

their TOT search, about the target and its relation to 

predicted features and associated words. 

The E group received the diary package including 

instructions in English, the R group in Russian, and the S 

and SE groups were given the material in Spanish. Copies of 

the answer sheet versions in English, Russian, and Spanish 

are available in appendices Dl, D2, and D3. 

Coding Procedure 

Fragmentary Information 

Two main objectives of this study were to capture the 

relationships between the target and fragmentary 

information, and the target and associated words. The coding 

procedure of these issues requires some explanation. 
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The first fragmentary information coded was the 

estimated number of syllables of the target word. Correct 

syllable number guesses, guesses that differed in +1 or -1 

syllable, guesses that differed in 2 or more syllables, and 

no guesses made were coded. 

Further, I coded whether subjects knew the initial 

letter/sound, middle letters/sounds, and the final 

letter/sound of the target. The coding of middle letters was 

somewhat difficult with respect to the status of prefixes 

and endings. In this category, I decided to include only 

letters that were neither part of an initial or final 

syllable, nor part of a prefix or an ending. For example, 

the 'e' in the recorded prefix 're-' of the target 

'reproduce', and the letters 't,i,o' of the recorded ending 

'-tion' of the target 'dehydration' were not coded as middle 

letters because of their syllabic attachment to the primary 

or final word constituents. This classification may not be 

perfect, but I chose it as the better alternative to 

counting as middle letters all letters other than the first 

and final ones. Table 3.01 illustrates examples of TOT 

targets whose first, middle or final letters were guessed 

correctly by the subjects. 



Table 3.01 

Examples of TOTs whose Initial, Middle, and Final Letters/ 

Sounds were Coded as Guessed Correctly 

Initial Middle Final Target Language Group 

a addicion (S) SE 

Hu Husten (G) E 

K Kassandra (R) R 

in ti intimidacion (S) SE 

m Carmen (S) S 

iu Zhaziubl (R) R 

St Nostradamus (R) R 

y Tracy (E) E 

or adaptor (S) S 

ka podvodka (R) R 

ado venado (S) SE 

The final attribute coded as fragmentary information 

was gender knowledge. This analysis was conducted only on 

Spanish and Russian nouns in the R, S, and SE groups. 

English nouns were not analyzed because they do not carry 

the grammatical category of gender. German nouns, that are 

marked for gender, were not analyzed because they only 

occurred as FL targets. Gender is one of the most difficult 

grammatical concepts for foreigners to learn and always 

causes a great number of errors. Only Russian and Spanish 
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nouns with grammatical gender that could not be derived from 

conceptual knowledge were included in my analysis. Excluded 

were proper names whose grammatical gender corresponds to 

the known natural gender (e.g., la sirena -mermaid), 

personal names (e.g., Rita), nouns that can be both 

masculine or feminine (e.g., el/la interprete), and 

substantivized adjectives (e.g., el asalariado/la 

asalariada). 

Since subjects' correct gender guesses might also be 

attributed to inductive processes based upon the knowledge 

of the words' endings, I had to address this possibility. In 

both Russian and Spanish, the phonological endings highly 

correlate with grammatical gender. Thus, I determined the 

proportions of correct gender guesses that were made (a) 

when the target's final letter was also reported and (b) 

when no final letter was provided by the subjects. If most 

of the correct gender guesses were made when the final 

letter was also recorded, a strong argument can be made for 

strategic inferencing processes. If, on the other hand, only 

a small proportion of final letters were recorded in the 

instances when gender was guessed correctly, an argument can 

be made for the access of gender information independently 

from the use of phonological cues. 
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Related Words 

Other words associated during the TOT search were 

classified into four kinds of relationships with the target 

word: words similar in sound/script (SS), words similar in 

meaning (SM), words similar in sound/script and meaning 

(SSM), and words without a detectable relationship to the 

target (NR). Only the related words of TOTs that were 

resolved became part of the analysis. Table 3.02 shows 

examples for SS, SM, SSM, and NR relationships between 

associated words and targets. 

SM and SSM words were further categorized into seven 

types of meaning relations: Superordinate (Sup), Subordinate 

(Sub), Synonym (Syn), Antonym (Ant), Category Member (CM), 

Attributive (Att), and Associative (Ass). The Associative 

group subsumes various subcategories (agentive, locative, 

final, instrumental, and objective relationships) that were 

not listed separately because of their infrequent 

occurrence. Examples of the major types of meaning relations 

are illustrated in table 3.03. 
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Table 3. 02 

Examples for the Coding of Target--Associate Relation Types 

Relation Language Related Word Target 

SS E heat Heathro (airport) 

S soldado sol 

(soldier) (sun) 

R furunkul follikul 

(furuncle) (follicle) 

G Bauernhof Bahnhof 

(farm) (train station) 

SM E thirsty dehydration 

S proposicion tesis 

(proposition) (thesis) 

R abzats paragraf 

(paragraph) (paragraph) 

SSM E Saturn Neptune 

S polio gallo 

(chicken) (cock) 

G gut gemiitlich 

(good) (comfortable) 

NR S recordable justo 

(memorable) (just) 

Note. The words in brackets are my translations. SS = 

similar in sound; SM = similar in meaning; SSM = similar 

in sound and meaning; NR = not related; E = English; R = 

Russian; S = Spanish; G = German 
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Table 3.03 

Examples for Meaning Relation Types of Target-Associate 

Pairs 

Meaning 
Relation 

Language Related Word Target 

Sup S vent a subasta Sup 
(sale) (auction) 

R limonad Fanta 
(squash, soda) (Fanta) 

Sub E cow ruminate 
R predtsuvstvie oshchushchenie 

(presentiment) (sensation, feeling) 

Syn R sekretnyi konfidentsialnyi 
(secret) (confidential) 

S estante librero 
(rack, bookcase) (bookcase) 

Ant G schnell langsam 
(fast) (slow) 

R osmelivaius osteregaius 
(I dare) (I warn) 

CM E Eugene Elliot 
S diodo fusible 

(diode) (fuse) 

Att E glass coffee table 
S justo democracia 

(just) (democracy) 

Ass S lapiz sacapunta 
(pencil) (pencil sharpener) 

R kovrizhka gvozdika 
(ginger bread) (cloves) 

Sup = superordinate; Sub = subordinate; Syn = synonym; Ant = 

antonym; CM = category member; Att = attributive; Ass = 

associative; E = English; R = Russian; S = Spanish; G = 

German 
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Another research question concerned the cross-language 

dimension of TOT word search in bilinguals and foreign 

language learners: Do subjects only recall related words of 

the same language as the target (intralingual relation) or 

do they also retrieve non-target associates that are of a 

language different from the target's language (interlingual 

relation)? 

I coded all related words whose language was different 

from the target's language. These words were subcategorized 

into translation equivalents (T) and other words (0). It was 

also examined whether the interlingual associates retrieved 

by the bilingual subjects (SE) were cognates, i.e., whether 

they showed a strong semantic and phonological/graphemic 

similarity to the target. In the E, R, and S groups, 

cognates were not substantially involved in TOT word search. 

Table 3.04 illustrates examples for T, O, and C. 
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Table 3.04 

Examples for Types of Interlingual Word Associations 

Type Associated Word Target Group 

Trans harassment (E) hostigamiento (S) SE 

sabanas (S) sheets (E) SE 

use (E) uzus (R) R 

ukazanie (R) direction (E) R 

gift (E) Geschenk (G) E 

Other leave (E) lirico (S) SE 

fin (S) spoiler (E) S 

Houston (E) Husten (G) E 

grasa (S) grass (E) S 

+Cog iniciar (S) initiated (E) SE 

harmony (E) harmonico (S) SE 

estrategia (S) strategy (E) SE 

certain (E) certidumbre (S) SE 

Note. Trans = translation equivalent; Other = other word/not 

a translation equivalent; +Cog = cognate; The letters in 

brackets indicate the language of the word: E = English; G = 

German; R = Russian; S = Spanish. The last column represents 

the subject group. 
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First Language and Foreign Language TOTs 

Another important research question was whether TOTs 

with foreign language targets were any different from TOTs 

with targets of a first language. Consequently, I analyzed 

the major aspects (fragmentary information, sound and 

meaning relations, and interlingual relations between target 

and associate) for first language TOTs (LI), and foreign 

language TOTs (FL). 



Results of General Analysis 
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The following abbreviations will be used throughout 

this section representing the different subject groups: 

E: English Speakers Learning German as a FL 

R: Russian Speakers Learning English as a FL 

S: Spanish Speakers Learning English as a FL 

SE: Spanish/English Bilinguals 

(B): English-Speaking Young Adults of Burke et al. (1991) 

TOT Incidence 

The absolute numbers of recorded TOTs, and the mean 

numbers of TOTs per subject for all groups are displayed in 

table 3.05. The 146 subjects recorded 705 TOTs overall. This 

is an average of 4.83 TOTs per subject. The mean numbers of 

TOTs differ considerably across groups: The S and R groups 

recorded significantly more TOTs than the E and SE groups. 

Compared to Burke et al.'s young subjects, the E group 

recorded about the same number of TOTs, the SE group 

recorded slightly more, and the R and S subjects recorded 

considerably more TOTs at average during the four-week 

period of study. 
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Table 3.05 

Number of Subjects, Absolute Number of TOTs, and Mean Number 

of TOTs per Subject within and across Groups 

Group n Subjects n TOTs M TOTs 

All 146 705 4 . 83 

E 53 215 4 . 06 

R 28 160 5. 71 

S 28 165 5. 89 

SE 37 165 4. 50 

(B) 50 195 3 . 92 

The mean number of TOTs recorded by subjects across all 

groups during this four-week study (4.83) is higher than the 

average number of TOTs recorded by the subjects in Reason 

and Lucas' (1984) diary study (2.4). It also exceeds the 

number of TOTs (3.9) reported by the young subject group in 

Burke et al. (1991). However, Cohen and Faulkner (1986) 

reported a substantially higher average of TOTs (8.2) 

recorded by their young subjects. The differences are 

probably due, in part, to subjects' motivation, and to 

differences in material and design of the studies. Reason 

and Lucas, for example, distributed only five answer sheets 
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compared to eight sheets that my subjects received as a 

diary package. This artificial ceiling may have been 

responsible for the lower results. Several participants in 

this study returned all eight sheets filled out with TOT 

recordings, and two reported that they had experienced even 

more, but did not have the time or the opportunity to record 

those (e.g., because of being in class). Thus, one can 

assume that the average number of 4.83 TOTs is still an 

understatement of the actual number of TOTs that occur in 

young subjects over a four-week period. 

The mean number of TOT recordings differ across the 

four groups in this study. The Mexican subjects and the 

Russian subjects recorded more TOTs than the subjects of the 

English group and the Spanish/English group. The differences 

in number of TOT recordings may also be attributed to 

differences in participants' motivation or interest in the 

project. The Russian and Mexican subjects might have been 

more motivated by the fact that a "foreign researcher" at a 

U.S. university was interested in their participation. Also, 

the subject payment (in dollars) was perhaps more 

significant to them compared to the American subjects. 

Language of TOT Targets 

The percentages of TOTs with targets of a first 

language (LI TOTs) and targets of a foreign language (FL 
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TOTs) is illustrated in table 3.06. Across all groups, most 

of the TOTs (84%) occurred with targets of a first language. 

TOTs with English and Spanish targets experienced by the SE 

subjects were both counted as LI TOTs. They represented 95% 

of the TOTs in this group. Only 5% of the TOTs in the SE 

group occurred with targets of a third (foreign) language. 

Roughly 20% of the TOTs in the E, R, and S groups 

encompassed targets that were foreign language words. 

Table 3.06 

Total Number and Percentage of TOTs in First Languages and 

Foreign Languages 

LI TOTs FL TOTs 

Group n % n *o 

All 593 84 . .10 112 15 . . 90 

E 170 79. .10 45 20 . .90 

R 130 81. .25 30 18 . .75 

S 133 80. .60 32 19. .40 

SE S* 90 54. .50 5 3 , .00 

E* 70 42 , .40 

Note. S* = 

counted as 

Spanish TOTs; and E* 

LI TOTs. 

= English TOTs were both 
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Almost twenty percent (19.8%) of the TOTs reported 

across the English, Russian, and Spanish groups contained a 

foreign language target. This is a significant number of TOT 

experiences that has been neglected in previous TOT research 

and that certainly deserves attention in future studies. 

The Spanish/English bilingual subjects experienced TOTs 

frequently in both Spanish (54.5% of the times) and English 

(42.4% of the times). Note that both languages were regarded 

as first languages. Only 3% of the TOTs in the SE group 

included targets from a third (foreign) language. The higher 

proportion of Spanish TOTs may be due to subjects' language 

acquisition history. All subjects acquired Spanish in early 

childhood. In school and college, however, English became 

the dominant language for most of them. Consequently, the 

subjects' Spanish vocabulary (at least for certain domains) 

is probably marked by a lower frequency and recency of use 

compared to the English vocabulary, which may make it 

somewhat more vulnerable to word finding problems. Subjects' 

frequency and recency ratings of the TOT targets show a 

trend that supports this assumption: Spanish targets 

received more 'low' recency ratings (42.4%) than English 

targets (33.8%), and fewer high frequency ratings (8.7%) 

than their English counterparts (20.6%). The complete 

frequency and recency estimates for TOT targets are 

illustrated in table 3.12 in a section below. 
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Feeling of Knowing (FOK) the TOT Target 

Table 3.07 illustrates the mean FOK ratings for TOT 

targets on a five-point scale. 

Table 3.07 

Mean Ratings of Feeling of Knowing and SD for TOT Targets 

Group Language FOK SD n 

E All 4 .220 1.025 213 

LI 4 .351 1.010 168 

FL 3 .756 0.957 45 

R All 4 .312 0.966 160 

LI 4 .431 0.897 130 

FL 3 .800 1.095 30 

S All 4 .388 0.966 165 

LI 4 .444 0 . 941 133 

FL 4 .156 1.051 32 

SE All 4 .360 0.970 165 

Spanish 4 .310 0.980 90 

English 4 .390 0.970 70 

FL 5 .000 0.000 5 

(B) All 5 .16* 

*Note. The subjects in this study rated FOK on a five-point 

scale while Burke et al.'s subjects (B) rated FOK on a 

seven-point scale. 
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The subjects' mean FOK ratings for all TOT targets are 

high in all groups (E: 4.2, R: 4.3, S: 4.4, SE: 4.4). This 

confirms that subjects in a TOT state are usually certain 

that they know the target well. (1) below illustrates a TOT 

report including a remark made by the subject that 

underscores this assumption. 

(1) TOT with high FOK rating: 

TOT: SE 97, Subject: 23 Time 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 2, 

Letters: about 5 

accumulated seconds 

make up 2 min 

construct 5 min 

create (target) 2:40 h 

"I was sure I knew the word and could approximate the 
number of letters. I could almost see the word and I 
knew I used it often but could not recall it. It was 
extremely frustrating." 

FOK ratings for native language targets (E: 4.3, R: 

4.4, S: 4.4) are higher than ratings for foreign language 

targets in all groups (E: 3.7, R: 3.8, S: 4.2). This is 

plausible if one takes into account that FL words are 

normally used less frequently than LI words. In spite of the 

lower mean FOK scores for FL items, I assume that the word 

finding problems for FL words are proper TOTs. The ratings 
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can still be considered high on the scale, and, as will be 

shown below, fragmentary information available to the 

subjects, and the 100% resolution rate of FL TOTs strongly 

suggest that the retrieval problems are TOTs and not "a not 

knowing" of a word that has never been learned. (2) below 

illustrates an example of a FL TOT with a medium-low FOK 

rating, but the fragmentary information which was accessed 

suggests that this is a real TOT. 

(2) TOT with medium FOK rating: 

TOT: R 103, Subject: 18 Time 

FOK: 3 

d---

discharge seconds 

dispatch 5 min 

TOT Resolution 

Rate of Successful Target Recall 

Almost all TOT targets were recalled during the four-

week period. The FL TOTs were resolved 100% of the times in 

all groups. The LI TOTs' resolution rate was in the high 90% 

range in all groups. Table 3.08 illustrates the proportion 

of successfully resolved TOTs for both LI TOTs and FL TOTs. 
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Table 3.08 

Percentage of Resolved TOTs 

Language 

Group All 

% 

LI 
o. 
*o 

FL 
o 
*o 

E V
O

 00
 

96 .5 100 

R 98.1 97.7 100 

S 97.0 96.2 100 

SE 96.9 100 . 0 (S*) 100 

92.9 (E*) 

(B) 92 7 ? 

Note. Burke et al. (1991) did not give specific information 

on TOT language. S* = Spanish; E* = English 

It is interesting that subjects are extremely 

successful in resolving FL TOTs. Perhaps, their training to 

use references (dictionaries, note books etc.) contributed 

to this high rate of TOT resolution. It may also be easier 

to use references for FL words compared to LI words. There 

is more than one way to look up a FL word. Subjects can use 

fragmentary information (e.g., a first letter or syllable) 

to find the entry in a dictionary, they can use information 

concerning the target's meaning for the search in a 

thesaurus, or they can look for the target through the LI 
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translation equivalent in a dictionary with two languages. 

The data on TOT resolution type reported below will show 

that subjects, indeed, use references more frequently in FL 

TOTs compared to LI TOTs. 

Resolution Time 

The time needed by subjects to successfully recall TOT 

targets was categorized into three resolution time periods: 

When subjects recalled the target within a period of two 

minutes, the resolution time was categorized as 'short', 

when they recalled the word in the time span between two 

minutes and one hour, it was coded 'medium', and when more 

than one hour time was needed to retrieve the target, the 

resolution time was categorized as 'long'. The proportion of 

TOTs and their resolution time is illustrated in table 3.09 

Note that data on resolution time is not available for all 

TOT states. Because of that, the numbers of TOTs (n) differ 

from the absolute number of TOTs reported in table 3.05. 
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Table 3.09 

TOT Resolution Time within Groups 

Resolution Time 

Group Language Short 

(x<2min) 

% 

Medium 

(2>x.>lh) 
O  ̂
*o 

Lona 

(lh<x) 
0, 
o 

n 

E All 40 .3 40.8 18.9 201 

LI 41.2 39.4 19.4 160 

FL 36.6 46.3 17.1 41 

R All 17.4 54.8 27.7 155 

LI 18 .4 53 .6 28.0 125 

FL 13 .3 60.0 26 .7 30 

S All 21.2 53.0 25.8 151 

LI 20.0 55.0 25.0 120 

FL 25.8 45.2 29.0 31 

SE All 31.7 50 .3 17.9 145 

Spa 35.4 47.5 17.1 82 

Eng 25.0 55.0 20.0 60 

FL 66.7 33 .3 - 3 

There is a wide spectrum for TOT resolution time in all 

subject groups. Some TOTs are resolved within a few minutes, 

others need hours or even days for resolution. There are 
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differences in resolution time across groups: The English 

and Spanish/English subjects resolved more TOTs in the short 

time period compared to the Russian and Spanish subjects who 

needed more frequently extensive (long) resolution times. I 

do not have an explanation for these differences. Resolution 

strategies, target word type, and available fragmentary 

information may all be potential variables that could have 

affected the resolution times. 

Resolution Types 

In the TOT diary, subjects indicated whether their TOT 

state was resolved in a directed (conscious) search effort 

(example 3), as a pop-up (example 4), through the use of 

external references (example 5), through an environmental/ 

contextual cue (example 6), or via other ways of resolution 

(examples 7 and 8). In some cases (including the examples 

given below), subjects wrote additional comments on how they 

were searching for the target. 

(3) TOT resolved through directed search: 

TOT: E 60, Subject: 15 Time Resolution Type 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 

f-

f lake 

funny 

seconds 

seconds 

minutes changing 

fickle 6 min Directed Search 
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"Trying to remember and seeing the word in my mind. I 
knew I could see it. I could almost write it down." 

(4) TOT resolved as pop-up: 

TOT: S 57, Subject 10 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 3, 

Article: el 

es-

reflejo 

espejo 

espei izmo 

Time Resolution Type 

5 min 

3 0 min 

21:45 h Pop-Up 

"Que al momento de querer acordarme, me desespere y se 
me cerro el mundo y ahi lo deja hasta q' el dia 
siguiente sin pensar se me vino a la mente." 
[When I wanted to remember, I lost hope and got totally 
lost and so I let it go until the next day when it came 
to mind without thinking about it.] 

(5) TOT resolved by reference use: 

TOT: SE 83, Subject: 21 Time 

FOK: 3, Gender: Feminine, 

Syllables: 3, 

Article: las 

c, s 

sheets 6 min 

cortinas 16 min 

sabio 41 min 

sabanas 4:30 h 

Resolution Type 

Reference 

"La busque en un diccionario abajo 'c' primero, despues 
abajo 's'" [I looked for it in a dictionary, first 
under 'c', then under ' s' ] 
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(6) TOT resolved through contextual (environmental) cue: 

TOT: R 2, Subject: 1 Time Resolution Type 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 

udivlennyi [surprised] 2 min 

izumlennvi [amazed] 4 min Context 

"I was watching a program on TV, and the face of the 
hero showed the expression that the searched-for word 
stands for. Probably seeing that expression helped me 
to remember the word." (my translation) 

(7) 'Other' resolution: 

TOT: E 205, Subject: 52 Time 

FOK: 2, 

Gender: Neuter (wrong), 

Syllables: 3 

ch, ng 

Zunge [tongue] 10 sec 

Chung [?] 15 sec 

Zoom 20 sec 

Zuneigunq [affection] 8 h 

Resolution Type 

Other: dream 

"I thought about the word for a fairly long time before 
I went to sleep. I awoke in the middle of the night 
from a dream I had about that same word written across 
a banner. The word "Zuneigung" appeared on the banner." 

(8) 'Other' resolution: 

TOT: E 81, Subject: 19 Time 

FOK: 5, Gender: Feminine, 

Syllables: 2 

L-, s 

lila [German: 

Lila [name] 

Lily [name] 

purple] 15 sec 

35 sec 

40 sec 

"I just relaxed and let it come. 

Resolution Type 

Other: relax 
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Table 3.10 displays the proportion of TOT resolution 

types across E, R, and S groups for native language TOTs and 

foreign language TOTs. TOT resolution strategies of the 

Spanish-English bilingual group are listed separately 

because of their different language status with respect to 

language proficiency and acquisition history. I added Burke 

et al.'s (1991) results for a convenient comparison. 

Table 3.10 

Resolution Types for First Language TOTs and Foreign 

Language TOTs across Groups 

Resolution Type 

Language n Directed 

% 

POD-

% 

Up Reference 
o, *o 

Context 

% 

Other 

% 

LI 425 29.2 21. 2 24 . .2 22 .3 3.1 

FL 106 22.6 12 . 3 46. ,2 17.0 1.9 

SE 167 22 .7 21. 0 39. .5 16.8 0.0 

All 698 26.6 19. 8 31. .2 20.2 2.1 

(B) ? 20 46 34 — not an option --

Note. LI and FL figures are from E, R, and S groups only; SE 

figures represent all TOTs in the bilingual group; B figures 

show Burke et al.'s (1991) results as a comparison. 
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Subjects used a wide range of strategies to recall the 

targets of first language TOTs and foreign language TOTs. As 

shown in table 3.10 and in the examples (3 - 8) above, TOTs 

were resolved through conscious search, pop-ups, external 

reference use, and through contextual/environmental cues. 

Subjects across all groups show similar tendencies in 

how they resolve FL TOTs compared to LI TOTs. FL TOTs 

preferably are resolved through the use of references. As a 

consequence, resolutions through pop-ups are less frequent 

compared to LI TOTs. The bilingual subjects of the SE group 

use references more frequently to resolve their LI TOTs 

compared to the subjects in the E, R, and S groups. In this 

respect, the LI TOTs in the bilingual group resemble 

somewhat the resolution of FL TOTs in the other groups. 

Subjects in all groups in this study reported pop-ups 

to occur less often than Burke et al.'s (1991) young 

subjects. Note, however, that this difference may, at least 

in part, be due to the fact that this study included 

contextual/environmental cues as a type of resolution which 

was not an option in Burke et al.'s TOT questionnaire. Some 

of the TOTs reported as pop-ups in Burke et al. may have 

been categorized as "context-resolved" in this study. 

Table 3.11 displays the percentages of TOT resolution 

types within subject groups. 
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Table 3.11 

Resolution Types for First Language TOTs and Foreign 

Language TOTs within Groups 

Resolution Type 

Group n Directed Pop-UP Reference Context Other 

Language % % % % % 

E 

All 215 31 .2 14 .4 28 .4 23 .3 2 . 8 

LI 171 31 .6 16 .4 24 .6 25.1 2 .3 

FL 44 29 .5 6 . 8 43 .2 15.9 4 .5 

R 

All 158 31 .6 22 .2 27 .2 16.5 2 . 5 

LI 128 33 .6 24 .2 21 .9 17.2 3 . 1 

FL 30 23 .3 13 .3 50 . 0 13 .3 0 . 0 

S 

All 158 19 .6 23 .4 30 .4 23 .4 3 .2 

LI 126 21 .4 24 .6 26 .2 23.8 4 . 0 

FL 32 12 .5 18 .8 46 .9 21. 8 0 .0 

SE 

All 167 22 .7 21 . 0 39 . 5 16.8 0 .0 

Spa 94 25 .5 21 .3 38 .3 14 . 9 0 .0 

Eng 69 17 .4 20 .3 43 . 5 18.8 0 . 0 

FL 4 50 .0 25 .0 0 . 0 25.0 0 .0 

(B) 20 46 34 not an option 

Note. n represents the absolute number of resolution type 

classifications. 
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Differences in strategy use across groups were also 

apparent: For all TOTs (LI and FL), E and R subjects used 

conscious search strategies more frequently than the S and 

SE subjects. Pop-ups occurred less often in the E subjects 

compared to the R, S, and SE subjects who experienced about 

the same number of pop-up resolutions. The SE group differed 

from the other groups in an above-average use of external 

references for LI TOTs. Why these differences occurred, is 

hard to explain. The reason for different preferences for 

search strategies can probably be found in differences in 

formal language instruction (in the native and foreign 

languages) as well as in general educational practices 

(e.g., the role of memorization, repetition, contextual and 

meaningful learning) in the different cultures. However, 

this is only a speculation that needs further exploration. 

I do not know of any research that has investigated this 

issue, so there is no evidence to make a strong claim. 

TOT Target Characteristics 

Target Frequency and Recency 

Subjects rated the targets' frequency of use and the 

recency of use on three-point scales. Table 3.12 displays 

the mean frequency ratings for first language targets and 

foreign language targets across the E, R, and S groups, and 

for the SE group. 
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Table 3.12 

Target Frequency Ratings for First Language Targets and 

Foreign Language Targets across Groups 

Frequency Rating 

Group Language n Low Medium Hiah 

% *o o. o 

E, R, S LI 425 37.4 45.2 17.4 

E, R, S FL 105 38 .1 48 . 6 13 .3 

SE All 161 34.8 51.5 13 .7 

All All 691 36.9 47.2 15.9 

It is not a surprise that TOTs are frequently composed 

of low frequency targets like the one presented in example 

(9) below. In fact, I would have expected the proportion of 

low frequency targets to be higher than the moderate 37% of 

ratings across the E, R, and S groups. 

(9) TOT with a low frequency target: 

TOT: E 178, Subject: 42 Time 

FOK: 2, Syllables: 3 

e 

entropy 1 week 

"This is a vocabulary word that I learned in science 
class probably about 8 years ago - so its just a random 
word that I hardly need or use." 
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The overall target frequency ratings by subjects in 

this study show that also higher-frequency words occur in 

TOTs. Most of the targets (47.2% across E,R,S groups) were 

judged to be of moderate frequency of use, and a 

considerable number of targets (13% across the E, R, S 

groups) was rated to be high-frequency words. In some cases, 

subjects expressed their own surprise about experiencing a 

TOT for a word that they have used frequently. Examples (10) 

and (11) illustrate TOTs with medium/high frequency targets. 

(10) TOT with a high frequency target: 

Subject: E 4, TOT: 151 

FOK: 5, 1 Syllable 

test 5 sec 

points 10 sec 

quiz 1 min 

"It was so easy, again, and I couldn't believe I 
forgot it!" 

(11) TOT with a high frequency target: 

Subject: SE 27, TOT: 165 

FOK: 5, Masculine, 3 Syllables 

mucha - [much] 

traer [bring] 1 min 

trotar [trot] 7 min 

homework 13 min 

tarea [homework] 15 min 

"Utilizo mucho esta palabra pero no me podia acordar.11 
[I use this word a lot, but I couldn't remember.] 
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The target frequency ratings for LI targets and FL 

targets within and between groups are listed in appendix E2. 

There is little variation in frequency estimates for LI 

targets between subject groups. The exception is the 

bilingual SE group that experienced fewer high-frequency 

targets in Spanish compared to English and to the LI targets 

of the other groups. Again, the acquisition history of 

Spanish may be responsible for this outcome. Certain Spanish 

words probably have not been used recently due to the 

dominance of the English use (in certain domains). 

Another difference is apparent in the comparison 

between FL target ratings. The Russian ratings show a below-

average number of high frequency FL targets compared to the 

FL targets in the S, and E groups. While it is plausible 

that FL targets are less frequently used in general, it is 

unclear why there is a difference between the groups. The 

higher frequency ratings of English FL targets for Mexican 

subjects who live relatively close to the American border 

may at best be explained by their additional exposure to TV, 

advertising, and the easier possibility of travel compared 

to the more limited possibilities that Russian subjects may 

face. Why the average ratings for FL targets of American 

subjects are also higher compared to the Russian ratings is 

unclear. 

Subjects' ratings for target recency across groups are 
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displayed in table 3.13 below, the respective ratings within 

groups are listed in appendix E3. 

Table 3.13 

Target Recency Ratings for First Language Targets and 

Foreign Language Targets across Groups 

Recency of Use 

Group Language n Long Time Ago Recently 
2* S- 2-

E, R, S LI 427 31.6 37 .9 30 .4 

E, R, S FL 105 21.9 44 .8 33 .3 

SE All 161 38.5 34 .2 27 .3 

All All 693 31.7 38 .1 30 .2 

The estimates for recency of target use were 

distributed relatively evenly in the three categories, but 

this is actually a surprising result. More low recency 

ratings would have been expected if one assumes that recency 

is a factor that affects TOT causation. That almost one 

third of the targets across all groups was rated to be used 

"recently" is certainly an unexpected result. The high rate 

of high-recency ratings is not only due to the FL target 
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ratings. It is plausible that recently-learned FL words that 

occur in TOTs would be rated high in recency (probably lower 

in frequency). Besides more high-recency ratings, FL targets 

also received less low-recency ratings than LI targets. 

However, the 30% of high frequency ratings obtained for LI 

targets are substantial and they need to be addressed by 

theories that attempt to explain TOT causation. 

One comment needs to be made concerning the SE ratings. 

Spanish targets received more low-recency ratings than 

English targets. This corresponds to what I suggested above, 

discussing a similar tendency for frequency ratings. The 

early acquisition of Spanish and the increasing dominance of 

English over the last years probably affected this outcome. 

One also needs to recall that the SE subjects reported more 

TOTs in Spanish than English (see table 3.06) . This speaks 

for a potential effect of low recency of use for TOT 

causation. 

In a few cases, subjects report to experience a TOT 

with the same target more than once, usually only a few days 

after the first time. An example for a TOT that occurred 

repeatedly (after six days) and that contained a target that 

was used recently by the subject is illustrated in example 

(10) . 
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(10) TOT which repeatedly occurred: 

TOT: E 138, Subject: 3 0 Time 

FOK: 5 

an (article) 

aerobics 1 min 

"I was very very tired when this TOT occurred. I 
thought it was rather interesting that I should have 
the same word as a TOT within just a few days of each 
other... 11 

Frequency and recency of target word use certainly are 

factors for TOT causation. The data from the SE group, in 

particular, supports this view. However, subjects' target 

frequency and, especially, recency ratings in this study 

suggest that they are not the only factors. As the comment 

in example (10) and several others suggest, exhaustion, 

tiredness, or stress may be additional aspects that 

contribute to the causation of TOTs including TOTs with 

moderate or high frequency/recency targets. The fact that 

also high-frequency words occur in TOTs cannot be explained 

by theories that rely exclusively on frequency/recency 

effects for TOT causation. 

Target Word Types 

TOT targets were categorized into five word type 

groups: Proper names (Prop), nouns (N), verbs and 

participles (V), adjectives and adverbs (Adj), and other 



targets (Other), e.g., phrases, and abbreviations, 

for the TOT word types from all subject groups are 

table 3.14 below. 
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Examples 

listed in 

Table 3.14 

Examples for Target Word Types 

Proper Name 

Berlinski (E: name), "Me and the Boys" (E: TV show), 

Neverland Ranch (E: location), Kassandra (R: name/movie), 

"Spisok dlia ubiistvo" (R: movie), Tseilon (R: location), 

Fanta (R: soda brand), Estela (S: name), "La Ley" (S: band), 

Datsun (S: car type), Zague (SE: name), 

Noun 

origin (E), das Gesicht (E: face in German), gvozdika (R: 

cloves), tesis (S: thesis), addicion (SE: addiction), 

Verb/Participle 

reproduce (E), entwickeln (G: to develop), reagirovat' (R: 

to react), erase (S), hervir (SE: to boil) 

Adiect ive/Adverb 

indecipherable (E), langsam (E: slow in German), 

garmonitshnyi (R: harmonious), temperamental (S: 

temperamental), lirico (SE: lyrical), 

Other 

MCAT (Medical College Admission Test), Dosvidania (SE: 

phrase 'Good Bye' in Russian) 

Note. Brackets include subject group and additional 

information or translation of the target. 
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The overall distribution of TOT word types across all 

groups is illustrated in table 3.15. Table 3.16 displays the 

proportion of target word types within groups. 

Table 3.15 

Percentage of Target Word Types of First Language TOTs and 

Foreign Language TOTs across Groups 

TOT Word Type 

Language ProD N V Adi Other n 

% O,. 
o 

o. 
"o % % 

LI 32 .8 45. 0 6.9 11.3 3.9 433 

FL 9.3 49. 5 24 .3 14.0 2.8 107 

SE 19.4 45. 5 18 .2 13.9 3 . 0 165 

All 26.1 45. 8 12 .2 12 .3 3.5 705 

abstract . words 

(B) 62 12 23 

Note. LI and FL numbers represent the proportion of TOT word 

Types in the E, R, and S groups. Prop = proper name; N = 

noun; V = verb/participle; Adj = adjective/adverb. Burke et 

al. (1991) did not report verb and adjective TOTs, but a 

category of "abstract words". 
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Table 3.16 

Percentage of Target Word Types of First Language TOTs and 

Foreign Language TOTs within Groups 

TOT Word Type 

Language ProD N V Adi Other n 

% O, 
o % % % 

E 

All 29.8 35.8 15.4 13 . 0 6 .0 215 

LI 37.1 32 .3 11.8 12.9 5 .9 170 

FL 2.2 48 . 9 28.9 13 .3 6 . 7 35 

R 

All 20 . 0 53.8 10.6 15.0 0 .6 160 

LI 23.1 56.2 7.7 12.3 0 .7 130 

FL 6.7 43 .3 23 .3 26.7 0 .0 30 

S fl 

All 33 .9 51.5 3.6 7.3 3 .6 165 

LI 36 . 8 50.4 0.0 8.3 4 .5 133 

FL 21.9 56.2 18 . 8 3.1 0 .0 32 

SE 

All 19.4 45.5 18.2 13.9 3 .0 165 

Spa 15 . 6 46.7 22.2 14.4 1 .1 90 

Eng 24 .3 45.7 14.3 14.3 1 .4 70 

FL 20.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 60 .0 5 

abstract words 

(B) 62 12 - 23 

Prop = Proper Name; N = Noun; V = Verb; Adj = Adjective 
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Nouns composed the largest proportion of targets across 

all subject groups (45%). This is a surprising finding 

because previous studies of naturally occurring TOTs 

consistently showed proper names to be by far the most 

frequently reported TOT targets (Brown, 1991). In this 

study, proper names composed targets in only 26% of all TOTs 

reported. It needs to be noted that proper names occur more 

frequently in LI TOTs (33%) compared to FL TOTs (9%). These 

33%, however, are still much below the findings reported in 

previous studies, e.g., the 62% of proper names in the TOTs 

of Burke et al.'s (1991) young subjects. Verbs (12%) and 

adjectives/ adverbs (12%) also represent a considerable 

proportion in this TOT data corpus. These word types are 

also more likely to occur in FL TOTs (verbs: 24%, 

adjectives: 14%) compared to LI TOTs (verbs: 7%, adjectives: 

11%) . 

The bilingual SE group experienced TOTs most of the 

time with nouns (45%). Verbs (18%) and adjectives (14%) 

occurred more often than in the E, R, and S groups' LI TOTs, 

and thus, resemble somewhat the pattern for FL TOTs. 

There are differences in the distribution of word types 

between groups. Most striking are the below-average rates of 

verb TOTs reported in Spanish LI (0%) and Russian LI (7.7%), 

and also the above average rates for nouns (50% of the 

Spanish LI TOTs, and 56% of the Russian LI TOTs). These 
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results may have been obtained due to the more frequent use 

of nominalizations (including Genitive constructions) in the 

Spanish and Russian languages compared to the English 

language where verbal constructions are preferred and 

nominalizations are very limited in their usage. 

Another difference to be mentioned is the above 

average-rate of proper names in the FL TOTs of the Mexican-

Spanish group. I suspect that American movies, advertising, 

and commerce have a stronger impact on this population, 

living close to the U.S., compared to the Russian and 

American students who are certainly less exposed to products 

of the foreign language and culture. This extra exposure to 

brands, movies, TV shows etc. may have caused the higher 

rate of proper name TOTs in the S group. 

Mean Number of Letters and Syllables of Targets across 

Languages 

One major research question of this study concerned 

subjects' access to fragmentary information of the target, 

in particular, letters/sounds and the number of syllables. 

In order to be able to compare the data from different 

languages, one has to make sure that guessing possibilities 

are similar across languages, i.e., that the recall task is 

equally difficult. If the words of one language vary to a 

larger extent in the number of syllables compared to another 
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language, syllable guessing should be more difficult, and 

errors more likely. A finding reported by Koriat and 

Lieblich (1974) seems to confirm this assumption: Their 

English speaking subjects correct guessing rates were 74% 

for one-syllable words, 90% for two-syllable words, 78% for 

three-syllable words, and 62% for four-syllable words. This 

suggests that long words' number of syllables are more 

difficult to correctly report than short words. In order to 

determine whether English, Russian, and Spanish words differ 

in mean numbers of letters, mean numbers of syllables and 

respective standard deviations thereof, I conducted two 

analyses. The first examined the target words reported in 

the diary study with respect to number of letters and 

syllables, the second examined the first 500 content words 

of interviews in English, Russian, and Spanish. 

Table 3.17 illustrates the results obtained from the 

target word analysis. 
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Table 3.17 

Mean Number of Letters, and Mean Number of Syllables for 

English, Russian, Spanish, and German Targets 

Number of Letters Number of Syllables 

Group 

Language 

M SD n M SD n 

E 

English 

German 

R 

Russian 

English 

7. 

8 . 

.760 

.314 

2 . 

2 . 

665 

948 

125 

35 

2 . 

2 . 

.808 

.629 

1.  

0  .  

141 

843 

125 

35 

E 

English 

German 

R 

Russian 

English 

8 . 

7. 

.344 

. 800 

2 . 

2. 

736 

140 

122 

30 

3 . 

2 . 

.295 

.533 

1.  

0  .  

088 

819 

122 

30 

Spanish 

English 

SE 

Spanish 

English 

7. 

6. 

7. 

7 , 

.648 

.280 

.894 

.830 

2. 

2. 

2. 

2. 

218 

509 

517 

392 

108 

25 

85 

53 

3 . 

1. 

3 . 

2 , 

.259 

.800 

.353 

.623 

0 .  

0  .  

0 .  

0  .  

980 

913 

996 

985 

108 

25 

108 

53 

Note. n is the number of targets used for analysis. Targets 

that were not found, target phrases, and targets from 

languages other than the first language or the major foreign 

language were excluded. 

The results displayed in table 3.17 show that the TOT 

targets differ with respect to the number of letters and the 

number of syllables across languages. While English and 
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Spanish show a similar mean number of letters and a similar 

standard deviation, Russian targets contain more letters on 

average. 

Russian and Spanish targets yielded similar mean 

numbers of syllables which are higher than the mean number 

of syllables of English targets. Although the standard 

deviations suggest similar variation in words' syllable 

number in English, Russian, and Spanish, higher rates of 

correct recall may be expected for English words if one 

assumes that Koriat and Lieblich's (1974) findings are 

correct. 

Mean Number of Letters and Syllables of Words from Interview 

Analysis 

Table 3.18 illustrates the results of the three 

interview analyses. The interviews were comparable with 

respect to communicative partners, and topics. All 

interviewees were famous entertainers in their countries. 

The interviewers questions were about work/career, 

relationships with other people, and some politics. 
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Table 3.18 

Mean Numbers of Letters and Mean Numbers of Syllables for 

English, Russian, and Spanish Words Obtained from Interview 

Analyses 

Language Number of Letters Number of Syllables 

M SD M SD 

English 5.49 2.14 1.68 0.88 

Russian 6.90 2.25 2.60 0.93 

Spanish 5.97 1.98 2.50 0.94 

n = 500 words for all language groups 

The findings of the interview analysis confirm most of 

the results obtained from the analysis of the target words: 

English words contain fewer syllables and also somewhat 

fewer letters than Spanish on average. Russian words contain 

considerably more letters and slightly more syllables than 

Spanish words. The SD for syllable length of English words 

is also the lowest. This suggests that the number of 

syllables of English words is easier to predict compared to 

Spanish, and especially Russian words. 

An interesting side-result shows that both the number 

of letters and the number of syllables of TOT words obtained 
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from the diary study exceed significantly the respective 

numbers of words taken from the interview. This indicates 

that TOT states occur more frequently with longer words. 

Fragmentary Information 

Number of Syllables and Letters 

Table 3.19 illustrates the overall proportion of 

correctly reported fragmentary information about the target 

word. The number of syllables, first letter, middle letter, 

and final letter knowledge are the target attributes that 

were requested from the subjects. Besides, the participants 

could provide "other" information available to them about 

the target. 
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Table 3.19 

Number of Syllables, and Letters Reported for Targets of 

First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs across Groups 

Fragmentary Information 

Group n Svllables 1st L Mid.L Fin. L Group 

C + /-1 

% *o % Q_ 
*o % 

LI 380 62.6 18 . .7 43 .2 19.2 15.8 

FL 103 55 .3 32 . . 0 39.8 24 . 3 22 .3 

SE 149 62 .4 28 , .2 40 .9 10 . 7 14 .1 

All 632 61.4 23 . . 1 42 .1 18 . 0 16.4 

Note. LI and FL figures represent the percentage in E, R, 

and S groups; SE represents the percentage of fragmentary 

information for all TOTs in the bilingual SE group. C = 

correct guesses of number of syllables; +/-1 = guesses of 

number of syllables that differed from the target in +/- one 

syllable; 1st L = first letter/sound; Mid.L = middle 

letter/sound; Fin.L = final letter/sound 

The figures representing the proportion of fragmentary 

information across all subjects and groups confirm findings 

reported in other TOT studies (see Brown, 1991). In the 
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subjects of this study, the first letter (42.1%) was more 

frequently available than the final letter (16.4%) and 

middle letters (18%). The number of syllables was reported 

correctly in the majority of TOT instances (61.4% of the 

times) and is similar, perhaps a little low, compared to 

results of prior studies (e.g., 60% in Brown & McNeill, 

1966, 80% in Koriat & Lieblich, 1974). In comparison to 

other TOT studies, the subjects in this investigation in 

general reported less frequently information about the 

targets' first letter (42.1% of the times). Brown (1991) 

assumed in his review of TOT research that subjects seem to 

be correct in their first-letter-guesses in 50 to 71% of the 

time. It may be possible that the lower rate of first-letter 

reports in this study is due to other information that was 

provided (and paid attention to) by the subjects which was 

not sought in previous studies (e.g., gender and article, a 

description/definition of the target, a sample sentence/ 

context the target can be used in, in addition to the 

usually requested number of syllables and associated words). 

A study that focuses only or primarily on letter and 

syllable knowledge may yield higher proportions of reports 

for these target features, while other information would not 

be gathered at all. Since this investigation's objective was 

to obtain a general picture about naturally occurring LI and 

FL TOTs in various languages, it seemed more appropriate to 
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seek as much information as possible. Comparing the overall 

results obtained from all groups and languages, however, is 

perhaps not an adequate procedure if one assumes that there 

might be differences in language structure and/or subjects' 

processing these languages. 

If one compares the fragmentary information obtained 

within and across languages, then indeed, a different, more 

complete picture arises. The data on English LI TOTs, in 

fact, shows a great deal more similarity to prior studies 

conducted on English TOTs than the overall numbers presented 

above. English LI syllables were guessed correctly 66.1% of 

the time, correct first letter reports were given 61.9% of 

the time - both consistent with Brown's (1991) estimates for 

(English) TOTs. What this similarity of English LI TOTs to 

other (English) TOT study results suggests is that the 

distinct overall results obtained are due to differences in 

TOTs across languages. Table 3.20 illustrates the proportion 

of fragmentary information reported in the various groups 

for LI and FL TOTs. 
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Table 3.20 

Number of Syllables, and Letters Reported for Targets of 

First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs within Groups 

Fragmentary Information 

Group n Svllables 1st L Mid. L Fin. L Group n 

C 
0^ *5 

+ / 

% 

-1 

% O, 
*o 

ft, 
"o 

E 

All 177 66 .1 18 .6 57 .6 13 . 0 12 . 4 

LI 134 69 .4 14 . 9 61 .9 10. 4 8. 2 

FL 43 55 .8 30 .2 44 .2 20 . 9 25. 6 

R 

All 154 57 . 1 23 .4 40 .3 37. 0 26. 0 

LI 126 57 .9 22 .2 38 .9 34 . 9 26. 2 

FL 28 53 .6 28 .6 46 .4 46. 4 25. 0 

S 

All 152 59 .2 23 . 0 27 .0 11. 8 13 . 8 

LI 120 60 .0 19 .2 26 .7 12 . 5 13 . 3 

FL 32 56 .3 37 .5 28 .1 9. 4 15. 6 

SE 

All 149 62 .4 28 .2 40 .9 10. 7 14 . 1 

Spa 88 68 .2 23 .9 46 .6 14 . 8 15. 9 

Eng 60 55 .0 33 .3 31 .7 5. 0 11. 7 

FL 1 0 . 0 100 .0 100 .0 0 . 0 0. 0 

C = correct guesses of number of syllables; +/-1 = guesses 

of number of syllables that differed from the target in +/-

one syllable; 1st L = first letter/sound; Mid.L = middle 

letter/sound; Fin.L = final letter/sound 
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The major difference between English, Russian, and 

Spanish LI TOTs concerns the availability of letters/sounds. 

In particular, the English subjects reported substantially 

more letters (61.9%) of their LI TOTs compared to the 

Russian subjects' (38.9%) and the Spanish subjects' (26.7%) 

LI TOTs. On the other hand, Russian subjects were better in 

recalling middle letters (34.9%) and final letters (26.2%) 

compared to the English group (10.4% and 8.2% respectively) 

and the Spanish group (12.5% and 13.3% respectively). 

Correct syllable guesses were best for LI targets in 

the E group (69.4%) compared to 57.9% in the Russian and 60% 

in the Spanish group. The difference between the English and 

Russian results can be explained by the higher mean number 

of syllables in Russian words that was reported in the 

interview and target word analyses above. Thus, the results 

are consistent with Koriat and Lieblich's (1974) assumption 

that it is harder to correctly report the syllable number of 

words that contain higher number of syllables compared to 

words that contain fewer syllables. The low rates of correct 

reports of letters and syllable numbers in the S group are 

more difficult to explain. The below-average rate of 

fragmentary information reported by the subjects of the S 

group contrasts sharply to their above-average reports of 

related words. This is, perhaps, an indication for 

differences in strategy use for TOT resolution. While 
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speakers of English and Russian focus more on target word 

form, the Spanish-speaking subjects appear to be less 

target-focused and more 'context-focused' in that they 

associate more related words compared to the other groups. 

The SE bilingual group recalled less frequently first 

letters compared to the E group. Their reports included 

somewhat more middle and final letter guesses compared to 

the E group which are, however, much below the rates of the 

R group. 

The number of syllables is guessed correctly more often 

for LI TOTs (62.6) compared to FL TOTs (55.3%) across all 

groups and also within all groups. 

LI targets' first letters are retrieved more often in 

LI TOTs than in FL TOTs by the E group subjects. However, 

subjects of the R and S groups tend to recall more 

frequently first letters of the English FL targets compared 

to TOTs of their LI. This may suggest some particularity of 

the English language structure (perhaps a frequently 

stressed first syllable?) that may be responsible for this 

tendency. 

Middle and final letters are more frequently reported 

for FL targets than for LI targets. It seems that FL 

learners are aware of a greater variety of (salient) form 

features in FL words compared to LI words for which the 

first letter is frequently available exclusively. One may 
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speculate that the FL learner during initial phases of 

language acquisition pays more attention to form features, 

in general, and perhaps to features that are similar in form 

to already known words of the LI or FL, in particular. This 

overt attention to various form features (depending upon the 

noticed similarity to already known features) may have 

produced the results reported above. This is only a 

hypothesis so far that may be interesting to investigate in 

future studies. 

The results from the SE group are somewhat puzzling. 

The bilingual subjects were more successful in correctly 

guessing the number of syllables for Spanish targets (68.2%) 

compared to guessing the syllable number of English targets 

(55%), although their Spanish targets also displayed a 

higher mean length of syllables (3.3) compared to the 

English targets (2.6). English targets' first letters were 

also recalled less frequently (31.7%) than Spanish targets 

(46.6%) which also contradicts the results obtained for the 

other groups. It seems that SE subjects in general reported 

less fragmentary information for English targets compared to 

Spanish targets. It is not clear to me what might have 

caused these results. 

Access of Grammatical Gender 

A final feature that was investigated with respect to 

its accessibility in TOT states was grammatical gender. If 
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subjects guessed the grammatical gender correctly and/or if 

they provided a correct article for the target word, this 

information was taken as an indicator for gender 

availability. 

Table 3.21 presents the percentage of correct and wrong 

reports of gender information as well as the proportion of 

TOTs for which no gender information was provided. Only 

Russian and Spanish LI targets that met the criteria 

described on page 95 became part of the number (n) of TOTs 

analyzed. 

Table 3.21 

Percentage of Correct and Wrong Gender Guesses about Target 

Gender Guesses 

Group Correct Wrong No Guess n 
2 - 2 - 2 -̂ 

R 81.1 5.4 13.5 74 

S 82.8 1.6 15.6 64 

SE 56.8 8.1 35.1 37 

Note. n represents the number of nouns that carry gender as 

a grammatical category and that met the criteria for 

analysis. 
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Both the Russian and Spanish subjects indicated the 

grammatical gender correctly for over 80% of the TOT 

targets. Only a very small proportion of the reports (5% of 

Russian nouns and 2% of Spanish nouns) was incorrect. For 

the remaining 15% of Russian TOTs and 18% of Spanish TOTs, 

no information on gender was given. These data strongly 

support the two-stage view of lexical retrieval in speech 

production (Garrett, 1976, 1988; Levelt, 1991). In TOT 

states, the first step of lexical selection, in which a 

semantically and syntactically specified lemma is retrieved, 

has been completed whereas the second step (phonological 

encoding) is obstructed. Accessed grammatical gender is 

evidence for and part of the syntactic specification of the 

lemma. 

The bilingual SE subjects' ratings of gender were 

correct 57% of the time; they were incorrect 8% of the time. 

In 3 5% of the TOT states, no reports about gender 

information were given. It is possible that the lower rate 

of correct responses, compared to the R and S subjects, is 

due to a distinct feature in the TOT answer sheet that was 

used for the SE subjects. The initial version of the 

instrument, that was used by the SE group, asked subjects to 

write down the target's gender. The later version of the 

instrument, used by the S and R groups, asked subjects to 

simply circle the right gender. The latter task was perhaps 
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encouraging subjects more often to guess, so that fewer 'no 

responses' were obtained. This is the only feature that 

distinguishes the first version from the second version of 

the answer sheet; otherwise the material was identical. 

However, it is likely that this slight difference produced 

the lower correct responses in the SE group. 

Besides the lower rate of correct gender reports by the 

SE subjects, I still tend to propose that SE subjects are 

able to access gender in TOT states, taking into account the 

low rate of incorrect gender guesses (8.1%) made by these 

subjects. 

The assumption that R, S, and SE subjects can access 

gender information in a TOT state is only valid if it can be 

shown that strategic processes are not likely to be involved 

in the guessing of gender. In both Spanish and Russian, the 

phonological endings of nouns frequently correlate with 

gender (e.g., Teschner, 1987 on gender in Spanish). Table 

3.22 illustrates the proportion of reports of the final 

phoneme/letter in TOTs with correct gender guesses. 
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Table 3.22 

Percentage of Final Letter/Phoneme Reports in TOTs with 

Correct Gender Guesses 

Group 

R S SE 

Final Letter Guessed (%) 31.7 20.8 12.5 

Final Letter not Guessed (%) 68.3 79.2 87.5 

n of Correct Gender Guesses 60 53 21 

The majority of correct gender guesses of TOT targets 

in all groups was not accompanied by reports of final 

letters/sounds. Only 31.7% of the Russian, 20.8% of the 

Spanish, and 12.5% of the Spanish/English bilingual subjects 

reported information about the target's final letter/sound 

for TOTs in which gender was reported correctly. Both the 

final letter reports of the Russian and Spanish subjects are 

slightly above the overall mean proportion of available 

final letter knowledge in these groups (R: 26.2%, S: 13.3%). 

In the SE group, the overall proportion of reported final 

letter knowledge (15.9%) lies above the proportion of TOTs 

with correct gender guesses (12.5%). The low proportion of 

reported final letter segments suggests that the 

accessibility of gender information in most cases is not due 
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to strategic inferencing based on available phonological or 

morphological information. Instead, the results support the 

view that the grammatical gender is retrieved early in the 

process of lexical production, namely at the lemma level 

where the target's semantic/syntactic make-up is specified 

without phonological encoding yet taking place (Garrett, 

1976; Levelt, 1989; Badecker et al., 1995; Vigliocco et al., 

1995). 

Summary of Results 

In summary, the findings of this study across all 

groups confirm the assumption that subjects in a TOT state 

frequently know the number of syllables, and/or letters/ 

sounds. Of the latter, the initial letter/sound is most 

likely to be recalled. An important finding of this study 

concerns the accessibility of grammatical gender in 

naturally occurring TOTs in Russian and Spanish which are 

languages marked for grammatical gender: Subjects who 

experience TOTs with noun targets of Spanish or Russian as a 

LI know the gender of the target word. The access of 

grammatical gender represents evidence for a first lexical 

stage at which an abstract lexical entry is specified 

semantically and syntactically. The TOT phenomenon clearly 

illustrates that this level of representation is dissociated 

from sound representations (lexemes) as proposed by two-
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stage models of lexical retrieval (Garrett, 1976, 1988; 

Levelt, 1989). 

The following cross-language differences were found for 

LI TOTs: Diaries of English TOTs contain more first letter 

reports and a higher proportion of correct syllable guesses 

compared to Russian and Spanish LI TOTs. On the other hand, 

reports of Russian LI TOTs include substantially more 

information about middle and final letters compared to 

English TOTs. Spanish LI TOT reports contain somewhat more 

middle and final letter information in comparison to the 

English LI TOT reports. 

Subjects are generally somewhat less successful in 

guessing the number of syllables for FL TOT targets compared 

to LI targets. FL TOT reports of the E group included a 

lower rate of first letter knowledge, and a higher rate of 

middle and final letter knowledge compared to the English LI 

TOT reports. The R group's FL TOT reports included more 

first and middle letter information compared to their LI TOT 

reports. 

The Spanish/English bilinguals recorded fewer correct 

first-letter reports and fewer syllable guesses for English 

TOTs compared to their recordings of Spanish TOTs and also 

in comparison to the English LI TOT reports of the E group. 

These findings suggest that both language structure and 

language status (first language versus foreign language, 
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frequency of prefixation), among other factors (preferred 

resolution strategy, TOT word type), affect the kind of 

fragmentary information that is available to subjects in a 

TOT state. 

Related Words 

Words that are associated during TOT search are 

interesting with respect to fragmentary information about 

the target that the subject has access to, and with respect 

to hypotheses about TOT causation. The analysis of word 

associations within and between languages may reveal insight 

into language processing and representation in bilinguals 

and foreign language learners. 

Sometimes, subjects in a TOT state who can or cannot 

explicitly report target features, associate other words 

related in sound and/or meaning to the target. It has been 

suggested that associated words similar to the target 

reflect fragmentary information that the subjects have 

retrieved of the target word (Brown and McNeill, 1966) and 

that they indicate the level of processing at which word 

retrieval was halted (Meyer and Bock, 1992). 

Further, associated words are crucial for proponents of 

the so-called blocking hypothesis who argue that TOTs are 

caused by the interference or blocking of target word 

retrieval by another lexical item that has been activated 
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prior to the target (Reason and Lucas, 1984; Jones and 

Langford, 1987; Jones, 1989; Priller and Mittenecker, 1988). 

In the blocking hypothesis, related words' higher frequency 

and recency, compared to the target, are assumed major 

determinants for interference processes causing TOT states. 

My analysis of associated words was conducted to 

address the issues mentioned above, including the problem of 

inter- versus intralingual word associations. The absence of 

interlingual associations in the TOT states of bilinguals 

and foreign language learners may suggest that two 

(independent) lexicons exist. The occurrence of interlingual 

word associations in the TOT states of bilinguals and/or 

foreign language learners would be an indication that words 

are represented in a unified lexical store. Supposing 

interlingual associations in TOTs exist, the kind of 

similarity between target and interlingual associate may 

point at the level(s) of representation that is shared by 

the lexical items of the two codes. 

Incidence of Word Association 

The first analysis concerned the incidence of word 

associations in the TOT states of this data corpus. Table 

3.23 illustrates the percentage of the subjects' diary 

reports that did not include any word associations during 

TOT search. High proportions of TOT states without word 
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associations have been cited as evidence against the 

blocking hypothesis. 

Table 3.23 

Percentage of First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs 

without Word Associations across and within Groups 

Group 

Language All E R S SE 

% 23.3 22.3 39.4 17.6 12.1 

n (160) (48) (63) (29) (20) 

% 22.5 22.3 37.7 16.5 11.1 

n (129) (38) (49) (22) (10) 

% 27.7 22.2 46.7 21.9 14.3 

n (31) (10) (14) (7) (10) 

Note. The numbers in brackets represent the actual number of 

TOTs without word associates. 

All 

LI 

FL 

Across all groups, subjects experienced word 

associations in 77% of the TOT states. This number exceeds 

the rates reported in other studies. Reason and Lucas (1984) 
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found that 53% of the TOTs in their diary study involved 

related words, Cohen and Faulkner (1986) reported 50%, and 

Burke et al. (1991) reported 56% respectively. 

A comparison between the groups of this study shows 

that the R subjects reported fewer-TOTs with related words 

compared to the E, S, and SE groups. The SE group recorded 

the highest rate of TOTs with word associations. 

FL TOT states tend to involve somewhat less often word 

associates compared to LI TOT experiences, but this 

difference is only substantial in the R group. 

The high overall rate of TOT states with word 

associations in this investigation may be an indication for 

possible interference processes that cause TOTs. However, I 

intend to show below that a high proportion of word 

associations in TOTs does not suffice to argue convincingly 

for interference processes. A closer look at the time course 

of the TOT states and the types of relationship between 

target and associated words is required for a well-grounded 

explanation of the phenomenon. 

Frequency and Recency of Associates 

The frequency and recency ratings for associated words 

are particularly interesting in comparison with the targets' 

frequency and recency ratings. Table 3.24 illustrates the 

overall frequency ratings of targets and associated words; 
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table 3.25 displays the recency ratings respectively. 

Table 3.24 

Frequency of Associates Compared to Target Frequency across 

Groups and Languages 

Frequency Rating 

Word Type n Low Medium High 
2- 2- S-

Target 691 36.9 47.2 15.9 

Related Word 954 29.2 40.1 30.6 

Table 3.25 

Recency of Associates Compared to Target Recency across 

Groups and Languages 

Recency Ratings 

Word Type n Low Medium High 
0 , 0 , 0 ^  
*o *o *5 

Target 693 31.7 38.1 30.2 

Related Word 952 26.6 37.9 35.5 
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The related words are more often rated high in 

frequency, and less often rated low in frequency than the 

targets. A trend towards higher recency ratings for related 

words compared to target ratings is also apparent. However, 

the difference is smaller than the one obtained for 

frequency ratings. Appendix E4 contains the associates' 

frequency ratings, and appendix E5 the associates' recency 

ratings within the various subject groups. 

Variation between groups is limited to the following 

two findings: The subjects of the R group reported above 

average low-frequency words among related words, and less 

high frequency associates. Both the R and SE subjects' 

ratings included more low-recency ratings than the E and S 

subjects who reported more high-recency associates. 

Appendix E6 provides the percentages of associated 

words' frequency ratings for LI TOTs and FL TOTs within the 

various subject groups, appendix E7 illustrates the 

respective figures for recency ratings. 

Across groups, LI TOT associates are categorized 

relatively evenly as low frequency (30%), medium frequency 

(38%) and high frequency (33%) words. The E, and S groups 

display similar rates for high-frequency LI associates (both 

36%). The Russian group's rate of high-frequency LI 

associates (17%) is below average, whereas their low-

frequency ratings (43%) are above average. 
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FL TOT associates across groups are rated less often 

high in frequency than associates of LI TOTs (with the 

exception of the Russian group). The overall rate of low-

frequency FL associates is also somewhat lower than the rate 

of low-frequency LI associates. 

Most FL associates (50%) are rated of medium frequency. 

Low frequency estimates (26%) and high frequency estimates 

(24%) constitute the remaining 50%. FL TOT associates are 

rated more often low in frequency by the S subjects compared 

to the E, and R subjects. However, the S subjects' also 

reported somewhat more high-frequency associates in 

comparison to the other groups. 

Across groups, LI TOT associates' recency rates were 

high 39% of the time, medium 36% of the time and low 26% of 

the time. The R group reported more than average low recency 

LI associates. 

Overall the ratings of recency for LI associates and L2 

associates are comparable. However, differences in the 

ratings of FL associates between groups are apparent. The 

most striking difference is the low rate of Russian low-

recency FL associates (8%). Note however, that this rate is 

based upon a small sample of associates (n=24). 

In addition to computing the overall proportions of 

frequency and recency ratings of related words, I compared 

the frequency and recency of every target with the frequency 
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and recency of its associate(s). Table 3.26 illustrates the 

results of the direct comparison between targets' and 

associates' frequency ratings. Recency ratings are displayed 

in table 3.27. 

Table 3.26 

Frequency of Associates Compared to Target Frequency within 

Groups 

Frequency of Related Words Compared to Target 

Group Lower Ecrual Hicrher n 

% % % 

E 15.8 45.3 38.8 278 

R 19.5 60.2 20.3 128 

S 20.6 38.3 41.1 282 

SE 21.4 42.9 35.7 266 

All 19.3 44 .5 36.2 954 

n = number of related words rated for frequency of LI and FL 

TOTs 
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Table 3.27 

Recency of Associates compared to Target Recency within 

Groups 

Recency of Related Words Compared to Target 

Group Lower Ecrual Hiaher n 

% % q, 
o 

E 14 .8 52.8 32.4 284 

R 26.3 50.4 23 .3 133 

S 20.2 47.6 32.1 277 

SE 24 50.4 25.6 258 

All 20.5 50.3 29.2 952 

n = number of related words rated for recency in LI and FL 

TOTs 

The majority of associated words were rated equal in 

frequency (44.5%) and recency (50.3%) compared to their 

targets. A surprisingly high twenty percent of related 

words' were estimated lower in frequency and recency than 

the target. Only somewhat more than a third of the frequency 

estimates and less than a third of the recency estimates for 

related words exceeded the respective target numbers. This 

is a surprising result which is inconsistent with the 

assumption that the frequency and recency of related words 
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is usually higher than the targets' frequency and recency 

(e.g., Reason and Lucas, 1984). The target-associate 

comparison for frequency within groups is listed in appendix 

E8, the comparison for recency is listed in appendix E9. 

It has been suggested that word associates are being 

recalled in TOT states because of their higher frequency/ 

recency of use in comparison with the target, and that they 

are interfering with the retrieval of the less frequently/ 

recently-used target words. Some researchers view this 

interference as the major cause for TOT states. Reason and 

Lucas (1984) referred to this process as "blocking" or a 

form of "habit intrusion", and Jones and Langford (1987) 

following Woodworth (1929) named it "blocking" by 

"interlopers". Reason and Lucas (1984) found supporting 

evidence for blocking processes: Their subjects rated three 

quarters of the related words higher in either frequency, 

recency, or both, compared to the target. Note however, that 

their analysis relied upon the record of 22 TOT states only, 

a relatively small sample. The findings of this study show a 

different picture. The 952 related words analyzed exceeded 

the targets' frequency only 36.2% of the time, and the 

target's recency only 29.2% of the time. The majority of 

target-associate pairs showed similar frequency and recency 

ratings, and a substantial rate of associated words was 

rated lower in frequency (19.3%) and recency (20.5%). This 
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suggests that related words' (higher) frequency and recency 

are not as important factors in TOT causation as previously 

assumed by proponents of the blocking hypothesis. Note that 

frequency effects have also been discussed as potential 

causal factors for meaning substitution errors. Whereas 

Levelt (1989) reported that associatively-connected words of 

higher frequency tend to displace lower frequency targets in 

aphasic patients, Garrett (1992b) reported no such effects 

in normal semantic substitution errors. If frequency/recency 

only play a minor or no role in the TOT-causing mechanism, 

which seems to be the case in this data corpus, the 

following question arises necessarily: What are other 

potential factors that cause TOTs and determine the kind of 

related words that are being associated during search? I 

shall attempt to address this question below. 

Target-Associate Relation Types 

Non-target words that are associated during TOT search 

are often noted as similar or related to the target in 

meaning or form. In this respect, TOTs have been compared to 

structural regularities in substitution errors (e.g., Burke 

et al. 1991; Garrett, 1976; Levelt, 1989; Wenzl, 1932). 

Correspondence in Syntactic Class 

The first analysis with respect to target-associate 
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similarity concerned the syntactic class membership. Table 

3.28 illustrates the results. 

Table 3.28 

Percentage of Associates Sharing Syntactic Class with Target 

in First Language TOTs and in Foreign Language TOTs across 

Groups 

All LI FL SE 

(n = 1054) (n = 647) (n = 112) (n = 295) 
S. S» S» fi-
*o "o o *o 

86.4 89.5 79.5 82.4 

Note. LI and FL figures represent data from the E, R, and S 

groups only. SE = Spanish English bilingual group; All = LI 

and FL associate-target pairs of all groups 

The results presented in table 3.28 are consistent with 

the finding reported by Burke et al. (1991): The large 

majority of associated words share the syntactic class with 

the target. In this corpus, this is true for all groups and 

languages. FL TOT associates, and bilingual SE associates, 

however, tend to share somewhat less often syntactic class 

with the target compared to LI pairs. 
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The results, which resemble the pattern of substitution 

errors in speech production (e.g., Garrett, 1976), indicate 

that in most TOT states, the target word's syntactic 

category is specified and known by the subject and that it 

places strong constraints upon the subject's search for the 

target's phonology which has not yet been retrieved fully. 

This pattern is another indication for the dissociation of 

lemmas (syntactically and semantically determined lexical 

entries) and lexemes (their form representations). 

Similarity in Sound and Meaning 

Next, I categorized the associated words with respect 

to their meaning and sound relations to the target. Four 

groups were distinguished: words similar in sound (SS), 

words similar in meaning (SM), words similar in sound and 

meaning (SSM), and words that do not appear to be related at 

all (NR). Table 3.29 illustrates the percentages of these 

relation types for target-associate pairs of LI TOTs and FL 

TOTs across all groups. 
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Table 3.29 

Target - Associate Relation Types in First Language TOTs 

and Foreign Language TOTs across Groups 

Type of Relation 

Language NR SS SM SSM n 

% % % O, 
o 

LI 0.4 16.8 52 .4 30.3 641 

FL 0.0 41.7 36 .5 21.7 115 

SE 0.3 16 .3 59.7 23 .7 300 

All 0.4 19.4 52.7 27.5 1056 

Note. SS = words similar in sound; SM = similar in meaning; 

SSM = similar in sound and meaning; NR = neither related in 

sound nor meaning 

Almost all related words (99.6%) are related in one of 

the three ways to the target. Across all groups and 

languages, 52.7% of the pairs are related in meaning, 19.4% 

are related in sound, and 27.5% are related in sound and 

meaning. 

Associates in FL TOTs show a higher rate of SS 

relations (41.7%), and a lower rate of SM relations (36.5%) 

and SSM relations (21.7%) compared to LI associates which 

include more SM words (52.4%) and SSM words (30.3%), and 

less SS associates (16.8%). 
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Most of the associates in the TOTs of the bilingual SE 

group are SM words (52.7%). SSM words represent 27.5%, and 

SS words represent 19.4 % of the associated words. 

The most striking result is certainly the high 

percentage of SS words among FL TOT associates. Table 3.30 

below illustrates the percentages of target-associate 

relation types for LI and FL TOTs within the various groups. 
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Table 3.3 0 

Target - Associate Relation Types in First Language TOTs and 

Foreign Language TOTs within Groups 

Type of Relation 

Group/ 

Language 

n NR 

% 

SS 

% 

SM 

% 

SSM 

% 

English 

All 314 0. ,9 23 .6 51. .6 23 .9 

E 263 1. ,1 17 .9 55, . 5 25.5 

FL 51 0. ,0 52 .9 31, .4 15.7 

Russian 

All 148 0. , 0 25 .0 31. .1 43 .9 

R 122 0. ,0 21 .3 33 . .6 45.1 

FL 26 0. ,0 42 .3 19. .2 38.5 

Spanish 

All 296 0. ,7 15 .2 57. ,4 26.7 

S 256 0. ,0 13 .7 58. ,2 28.1 

FL 38 0 . ,0 26 .3 55. ,3 18 .4 

Spanish/English 

All 300 0. .3 16 .3 59. ,7 23 .7 

S 186 0 . ,5 17 .2 55. ,4 26.9 

E 110 0. .0 13 .6 67. .3 19.1 

FL 4 0 . ,0 50 .0 50. , 0 0.0 

Note. SS = words similar to the target in sound; SM = 

similar in meaning; SSM = similar in sound and meaning; 

NR = neither related in sound or meaning 
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The overall pattern for LI TOTs is similar in the E, S, 

and SE groups. The majority of the associates are SM words. 

SSM words and SS words are less frequent, and SSM words 

occur somewhat more often than SS words. The R group is an 

exception recalling SSM words most of the times, and SM 

words more frequently than SS words. The above average rate 

of SSM words in Russian might be linked to the especially 

productive morphology in the Russian vocabulary. A 

relatively small number of root morphemes can be combined 

with a high number of prefixes and suffixes producing a 

large number of distinct, but close words. 

The distribution of relation types of both Spanish and 

English TOTs of the SE group is similar to the one obtained 

for the LI TOTs of the E and S groups: SM words are 

associated most frequently, followed by SSM and SS words. 

In all groups, the FL TOTs involve a higher number of 

SS associates and a lower number of SM and SSM words, 

compared to the LI TOTs. 

Meaning Relation Types 

Next, the SM and SSM associates were categorized into 

eight different types of meaning relation: superordinate, 

subordinate, synonym, antonym, category member, category 

member of a personal name, attributive, and associative (see 

table 3.03 above for examples for this classification). 
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Table 3.31 

Types of Meaning Relation between Target and Associate in 

First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs across Groups 

Meaning Relation Type 

SUP Sub Svn Ant CM CMN Att Ass n 
a » a » 2 - 2 - 2 - S - 2 " » a »  
"o*S*o*o*o*o"o *o 

LI 3 .8 0 .6 22, .8 1 .3 25 .7 20, .0 17 .9 7, .9 530 

FL 4 .5 4 .5 34, .3 3 . 0 22 .4 4 , .5 17 .9 8 , .9 67 

SE 6 . 8 2 .0 35, .2 0 .4 7 .2 8 , . 8 23 .6 16 , . 0 250 

All 4 . 7 1 .3 27, .4 1 .2 19 .9 15, . 5 19 .6 10, .4 847 

Note. n = number of SM and SSM words; Sup = superordinate; 

Sub = subordinate; Syn = synonym; Ant = antonym; CM = 

category member; CMN = category member of personal name; 

Att = attributive; Ass = associative 

Most of the associates related in meaning across all 

groups were synonyms (27.4%) and category members (35.4%). 

Note, however, that nearly half of the category members were 

personal name associates which I listed separately as CMN in 

table 3.31 because of their possibly different status. 19.6% 

of the associates were attributive words, and 10.4% were 

associative words. Subordinates, superordinates, and 

antonyms were rarely associated in TOT states of this study. 
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FL TOTs involved more synonymous associates and less 

category members of personal names. The latter is no 

surprise if one recalls that FL TOTs occurred seldom with 

personal name targets. The above-average number of synonyms 

may be due, in part, to the occasional association of 

translation equivalents which I coded as synonyms too. 

TOTs of the SE subjects involved more synonyms compared 

to the LI TOTs in the other groups. This higher number may 

also be due to associated translation equivalents and other 

rough synonyms of the non-target language. The distribution 

of meaning relation types of SM and SSM associates for LI 

and FL TOTs is displayed in appendix E10. 

The overall trend reported above that category members 

are less frequently recalled in FL TOTs compared to LI TOTs 

is evident in all subject groups. On the other hand, 

synonyms are associated more frequently in FL TOTs than in 

LI TOTs. Attributive and associative categories display some 

variation between groups. R Subjects recalled below-average 

numbers of attributive words, and SE subjects associated 

above-average numbers of associatively-related words. 

Interlingual Word Associations 

A number of TOTs included associated words that were of 

a language different from the target's language 

(interlingual word associations). Column 1 in table 3.32 
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displays the percentage of all interlingual word associates 

within the corpus of associated words for LI TOTs and FL 

TOTs. Column 2 lists the percentages of interlingual word 

associates that were not translation equivalents of the 

target, and column 3 presents the percentage of associates 

that were translation equivalents. 

Table 3.32 

Percentage of Interlingual Word Associations for First 

Language TOTs, and Foreign Language TOTs across Groups, and 

for TOTs of the Spanish-English Bilingual Group 

Interlingual Word Associations 

Language n Sum Non- Translate 

Translate 

% % % o o o 

LI 641 1.2 0.6 0.6 

FL 115 24 .3 13.0 11.3 

SE 300 22 .3 13 .7 8.7 

All 1056 9.7 5.7 4 .1 

Note. LI figures are for E, R, and S groups only, n = 

absolute number of associated words; Sum = all associates 

that were different from the targets' language 
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In both FL TOTs and the TOTs of the SE bilinguals, more 

than 20% of the associates were of a language other than the 

target language. This is a significant number of 

interlingual word association that suggests that TOT search 

is not limited to the target's language code. 

Although very rare, a few TOT reports showed that 

interlingual word association is also possible for LI 

targets. (11) and (12) below are examples for FL words that 

were associated while searching for a LI target. 

(11) LI TOT with interlingual word association: 

TOT: E 81, Subject: 19 Time 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 

L, s 

lila [German: purple] 15 seconds 

Lila [English: name] 35 seconds 

Lily [English: name] 40 seconds 

(12) LI TOT with interlingual word association: 

TOT: R 60, Subject: 10 Time 

FOK: 4, Gender: Masculine, 

Syllables: 2 

u 

use [English] 1 minute 

uzus [Russian: use, 2 minutes 

linguistic term] 
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Table 3.33 

Percentage of Interlingual Word Associations for First 

Language TOTs, and Foreign Language TOTs within Groups 

Interlingual Word Associations 

Group n Sum Non- Translate 

Language Translate 

E 

All 314 7.00 3 .50 3 .50 

E 263 0 .14 0 .10 0.04 

FL 51 37.20 17.60 19.60 

R 

All 148 2.70 0.00 2 .70 

R 122 2 .50 0.00 2.50 

FL 26 3 .80 0.00 3 .80 

S 

All 296 3 .40 2 .70 0.70 

S 256 0.80 0.00 0.80 

FL 38 21.05 15.80 5.30 

SE 

All 300 22 .30 13 .67 8.67 

S 186 26 .30 16 .10 10 .20 

E 110 16 .40 10.00 6.40 

Note. n = absolute number of related words; Sum = related 

words that were different from the target's language 

The percentages of interlingual word associations 
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within groups show interesting differences for the FL TOTs. 

The E subjects reported more interlingual associations 

compared to the S subjects who in turn experienced these 

more frequently than the R subjects. The very low rate of 

interlingual associates reported by the R group is perhaps 

due in part to the greater typological difference between 

Russian and English, compared to Spanish-English, and 

English-German. The higher level of FL proficiency of the 

Russian subjects (see table 2.1), a greater FL vocabulary, 

and the subjects' general focus on target form features may 

have contributed to this result. 

Interestingly, LI TOTs of all groups contain a number 

of FL associates which, although very low, illustrates the 

possibility of interlingual word association in LI TOTs. 

The bilingual SE group reported more interlingual 

associations for Spanish TOTs compared to TOTs with English 

targets. The current dominance of English, a probably larger 

productive vocabulary in English, and the limited use of 

Spanish (in certain domains, e.g., academia) seem to be 

factors responsible for this finding. 

Cognates in Interlingual Associations 

The following analysis was conducted in order to 

determine the percentage of cognate associations in TOTs 

that include interlingual word associates. Only the 
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interlingual associates of the bilingual SE group were 

analyzed. Results are presented in table 3.34. 

Table 3.34 

Cognates in Interlingual Associations of the Spanish-English 

Bilingual Group 

Language n Cognates 

of Target % 

All 67 26.9 

S 49 24.5 

E 18 33.3 

Note. n = absolute number of interlingual associates 

Overall, 26.9% of the interlingual associates in the SE 

group were cognates of the target word. The percentage of 

cognates is higher in the English TOTs (33.3%) compared to 

the Spanish TOTs (24.5%). The fact that TOTs occur 

relatively frequently with words of which cognates exist in 

the other language suggests that cognate words are not less 

vulnerable to word finding problems than other words. This 

may distinguish populations of fluent bilinguals who 

acquired their languages naturally and simultaneously from 

bilinguals who learned a foreign language in an 
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institutional setting. While the latter group may be more 

aware of cognateness {the similarity between the equivalents 

of two languages) through explicit instruction, the former 

group may have more difficulty noticing this similarity and 

using it to overcome word finding problems. 

Related Words - Blockers or Helpers? 

Subjects were asked to rate the related words on a 

seven-point scale according to whether they felt that these 

words hindered or helped finding the target. In order to 

provide a general overview, I categorized -3, -2, and -1 

ratings as blockers, 0 ratings as don't know responses, and 

+3, +2, and +1 ratings as helpers. The percentages of these 

three categories of subjects' ratings are illustrated in 

table 3.35 below. 
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Table 3.35 

Subject Ratings of Associates as Blockers or Helpers within 

and across Groups and across Languages 

Associates Categorized as 

Blocker Don't know Helper n 

Group -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

% % % 

E 35.6 10.4 54.0 298 

R 31.9 15.9 52 .2 13 8 

S 15.6 9.5 74 . 8 294 

SE 23 .0 11.1 65.9 270 

All 25.8 11.1 63 .1 1000 

Note. Associates were rated on a seven-point scale from -3 

(strong blocker) to +3 (strong helper). 

The figures displayed in table 3.35 representing both 

LI and FL TOTs show that the majority of related words is 

felt to help subjects resolve the TOT state. Across all 

groups, 63% of the associated words were felt to be helpers; 

and only 26% were rated blockers. This trend is evident in 

all subject groups although with differing strength: The S, 

and SE subjects reported a larger proportion of helpers and 

a lower proportion of blockers, compared to the E, and R 

subj ects. 
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In table 3.36, the overall proportion of blockers and 

helpers is displayed for LI TOTs versus FL TOTs across all 

groups. 

Table 3.36 

Subject Ratings of Associates as Blockers or Helpers for 

First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs across Groups 

Associates Categorized as 

Blocker Don't Know Helper n 

Language -3, -2, -1 0 +1/ +2, +3 

% % % 

All LI 28 .4 11. . 0 60.6 617 

All FL 18 .6 11. .5 69.9 113 

All LI &. FL 25 .8 11. . 1 63 .1 1000 

Most related words are rated helpers in both LI TOTs 

and FL TOTs. Associates in FL TOTs are rated even more often 

helpers and less often blockers compared to the LI TOTs. 

Appendix Ell presents a more detailed list of subjects' 

categorization of associates into strong and weak blockers 

and strong and weak helpers for LI TOTs and for FL TOTs 

within the different groups. 
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The proportions of ratings listed in appendix Ell 

confirm the trends reported above: Most related words in LI 

and FL TOTs are rated helpers. The proportion of helpers in 

FL TOTs is higher compared to LI TOTs. 

Since the issue of blocking associates is important for 

discussing the hypotheses about TOT causation, an additional 

analysis of blocking associates was conducted. The results 

reported above reflected the proportion of helpers and 

blockers in the corpus of related words. Below I present the 

proportion of TOT states that contain blocking associates. 

This analysis was necessary because often more than one non-

target word are associated in a TOT state. Thus, the 

percentage of blockers within the corpus of related words 

does not necessarily coincide with the percentage of 

blockers' occurrence in TOTs. Table 3.37 illustrates the 

percentage of TOTs that involve blockers, as rated by the 

subjects. The first column displays the proportion of TOTs 

with any minus-rated associates (any blockers), the second 

column displays the proportion of TOTs with related words 

rated -3, or -2 (strong blockers) only. 
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Table 3.37 

Percentage of TOTs Containing Subject-Rated Blockers across 

Languages within Groups 

Group TOTs with -3, -2, TOTs with -3 or -2 n 

or -1 Related Words Related Words only 

(Any Blockers) 

% 

(Strong Blockers) 

% 

E 35.1 27.5 211 

R 22.3 16.6 157 

S 20.0 12 .5 160 

SE 28 .3 18.9 159 

All 27.1 19.5 687 

Note. n = number of TOTs with successfully resolved targets 

27% of all the TOTs in this study contained related 

words rated as blockers (-3,-2,-1). This number decreases to 

19.5% if the -1 ratings (weak blockers) are not excluded in 

the classification of blockers. The E and SE subjects 

experienced somewhat more TOTs with blockers compared to the 

R and S subjects. The proportion of TOTs with blockers, 

however, in all groups is rather low with between 20 and 35% 

of the TOT instances. 

The occurrence of blockers in LI TOTs was compared with 

the number of blockers in FL TOTs. Table 3.3 8 displays the 
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percentages of LI TOTs and FL TOTs that involve blockers. 

Table 3.3 8 

Percentage of First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs 

that Contain Subject-Rated Blockers across Groups 

Group TOTs with -3, -2, TOTs with -3, or n 

or -1 Related Words -2 Related Words 

(Any Blockers) 
o, *o 

(Strong Blockers) 

% 

LI 28.5 21.1 421 

FL 19.6 14.0 107 

All SE 28 .3 18.9 159 

All 27.1 19.5 687 

Note. LI and FL figures are for E, R, S groups only. All SE 

= Spanish and English TOTs of the SE group; All = across all 

groups and languages (E, R, S, SE) 

FL TOTs involve less often blocking associates than LI 

TOTs. This is consistent with the lower rate of blockers 

within the corpus of related words reported above. Appendix 

E12 displays a more detailed listing of LI TOTs and FL TOTs 

containing blockers within the different subject groups. 

One finding displayed in appendix E12 is inconsistent 
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with the major trends reported so far: The Russian subjects 

experienced somewhat more blockers in FL TOTs compared to LI 

TOTs. However, note that many of these TOTs included -1 

(weak) blockers. If only -3, and -2 ratings are counted as 

blockers, no difference between LI and FL TOTs is found. 

In the bilingual SE subjects, Spanish TOTs are more 

often accompanied by blocking associates compared to English 

TOTs. The issue of TOTs with blocking associates and TOTs 

with helping associates will be further investigated in the 

following two chapters. In the general discussion's section 

on TOT types, I will present my view on the roles associates 

can play in TOT states. 
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Comparison between TOTs with Subject-Rated Blockers and 

Subject-Rated Helpers 

As shown above, subjects differentiated between 

associated words that block or help finding the target word. 

The following analysis was conducted in order to examine 

whether these categorizations had any objective basis, i.e., 

whether TOTs with subject-rated "blockers" and TOTs with 

subject-rated "helpers" are distinct in (some of) their 

characteristics, and whether helpers indeed facilitate 

target recall whereas blockers inhibit it. Both Wenzl (1932, 

1936) and Woodworth (1938) found that subjects sometimes 

experience blocking and other times facilitation of 

associates. However, these intuitions have never been 

investigated empirically, and nothing is known about whether 

they reflect real TOT characteristics. It is, however, of 

practical interest to examine whether subjects' intuitions 

or feelings, in particular those about positive or helping 

associates, are real or misleading. Pedagogical/practical 

recommendations would have to be made, if related words that 

are felt to facilitate, actually inhibit target word recall. 

In this analysis, the following features were compared 

between TOTs involving blockers (rated -3 and -2) and TOTs 

involving helpers (rated +3 and +2): feeling of knowing 

(FOK) the targets, frequency and recency ratings of targets 
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and related words, TOT resolution time, target word types, 

correct and wrong fragmentary information about the targets, 

relation types between targets and associated words and the 

similarity of syntactic class between targets and 

associates. 

Feeling of Knowing. Frequency, and Recency of Targets and 

Associates 

Table 3.39 illustrates the mean FOK, frequency, and 

recency ratings for the targets of TOT states with blockers 

versus TOT states with helpers. Table 3.40 displays the mean 

frequency and recency ratings for associated words 

respectively. 
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Table 3.3 9 

Mean Feeling of Knowing, Frequency and Recency Ratings for 

Targets of TOTs with Blockers versus TOTs with Helpers 

Blocker Helper 

M n SD M n SD 

FOK 4 . .33 133 .98 4.33 291 . 95 

Frequency 1 ,  .64 135 .64 1.83 293 . 68 

Recency 1 .  . 84 135 .78 2.02 293 .80 

FOK = feeling of knowing rated on a five-point scale from 1 

(don't know it) to 5 (sure I know it) 

Table 3.40 

Mean Frequency and Recency Ratings for Blocking Associates 

and Helping Associates 

Blocker Helper 

M n SD M n SD 

Frequency 1.82 154 .77 2.24 424 .75 

Recency 1.95 155 .81 2.22 421 .77 
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The Targets of TOTs with blockers and TOTs with helpers 

received similar FOK ratings (both 4.33). Blocked targets, 

however, were rated lower in frequency and recency compared 

to targets that involved helpers. The blocking associates 

are also rated lower in frequency and recency than the 

helping associates. Frequency and recency ratings of both 

types of related words are higher than the respective 

ratings for the targets. This can generally be seen as 

consistent with the assumption made by Reason and Lucas 

(1984) that related words, higher in frequency, interfere 

with target word retrieval. Example (13) below illustrates 

the "prototypical" kind of a TOT state with a low frequency 

target and related words of higher frequency. Note however, 

that in this case the associates are not rated blockers. 

(13) TOT with low frequency target: 

TOT: E 116, Subject: 26 Block/Help Frequency/Recency 

FOK: 3, Syllables: >4 

"It is an SAT word." 

radiant 4 min +1 3 3 

bubbly 5 min 0 11 

vivacious 6 h 11 

However, this corpus of data involves more than the 

"prototypical" kind of TOT state above. Note, that helping 

associates are rated considerably higher in frequency than 

blocking associates. Also, the difference between targets' 
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and associates' frequency ratings is greater for helped TOTs 

than for blocked TOTs (see tables 3.39 and 3.40). This 

suggests that it is not necessarily or exclusively the 

associates used more frequently that are perceived to block 

target retrieval. Instead, related words substantially 

higher in their frequency, compared to the target, appear to 

help in resolving the TOTs more often. In example (14) I 

present a TOT report that exemplifies this tendency. This 

TOT involved two associated words, the first one rated as a 

helper and of medium frequency/high recency, and the second 

one - a blocker, rated low in both frequency and recency. 

(14) TOT with high frequency helper and low frequency 

blocker: 

TOT: SE 136, Subject: 32 Block/Help Frequency/Recency 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 

im-

impuesto [tax] seconds +2 2 3 

indispuesto 1 min -2 11 

[indisposed] 

imprudente 2 min 2 2 

[imprudent] 

The next example (15) illustrates a TOT for a personal 

name rated low in frequency and recency. A strong and a weak 

blocker are involved; both are also personal names related 

in sound/script and they are not rated higher in frequency 

compared to the target. Only the recency rating for the weak 
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(15) TOT with low frequency target and low frequency 

associates: 

TOT: E 170, Subject: 40 Block/Help Frequency/Recency 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 1 

begins with a vowel 

E 

Eugene -3 11 

Enog -1 12 

Elliot 2 days 1 1 

Example (16) below illustrates a TOT with three helping 

associates that are of equal or higher frequency and recency 

ratings compared to the target word. 

(16) TOT with medium frequency target and associates of 

equal or higher frequency/recency: 

TOT: E 208, Subject: 52 Block/Help Frequency/Recency 

FOK: 4, Syllables: 4 

or, k, dor 

investigator 5 sec +3 3 3 

alligator 10 sec +3 2 3 

radiator 15 sec +3 2 3 

gladiator 5 min 2 2 

In sum, these results suggest that target frequency and 

recency are factors for TOT causation. However, the 

importance of the associates' frequency appears to have been 

overestimated in studies that suggest blocking as a 
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consequence of high-frequency intrusions (Reason and Lucas, 

1984). It could be shown that most subject-rated blockers do 

not exceed the target in frequency and recency of use. 

Sometimes, they are even rated lower in frequency than the 

target word. This suggests that the association of related 

words in TOT states is not simply explainable by a theory of 

"habit intrusion" based upon frequency and recency effects. 

Instead, it seems that non-target recall occurs preferably 

with words that share the targets' frequency range. Forster 

(1992) proposed that lexical access in reception is realized 

by the (parallel) search of words of similar frequency range 

in "bins". (Bins are entities that store and order words 

according to their frequency of use.) It would be 

interesting to investigate this hypothesis with respect to 

lexical access in production tasks. The frequency results of 

this study are not inconsistent with such a view, however, a 

more specific study with more precise frequency estimates is 

needed to obtain meaningful and valid results. 
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Resolution Time 

Table 3.41 illustrates the proportion of TOT 

resolutions categorized into three periods (short, medium, 

long); table 3.42 provides a more detailed categorization of 

resolution time into eleven time intervals. 

Table 3.41 

Resolution Time for TOTs with Blockers versus TOTs with 

Helpers in three Categories 

Resolution Time 

Short Medium Long n 
% % % 

Blocker 20.6 48.8 30.5 131 

Helper 28.7 55.6 15.8 279 

Note. Short = equal to or less than 2 min; Medium = more 

than 2 min and less than or equal to 1 hour; Long = more 

than 1 hour 
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Table 3.42 

Time Intervals for Resolution of TOTs with Blockers versus 

TOTs with Helpers 

Resolution Time Interval (in Minutes) 

>6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 60< 

Blocker (n = 131) 

n 48 16 5 4 5 2 1 4 1 5 40 

% 37 12 4 3 4 1 1 3 1 4 31 

Helper (n = 279) 

n 145 27 19 10 12 3 5 4 2 8 44 

% 52 10 7 4 4 1 2 1 1 3 16 

Both table 3.41 and table 3.42 show a similar trend: 

TOTs involving helpers are more often resolved early 

compared to TOTs involving blockers. Blocked TOTs, on the 

other hand, more frequently require extensive times for 

resolution. Examples of this TOT corpus that illustrate this 

trend are given in (17) and (18). 
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(17) Blocked TOT with extensive resolution time: 

TOT: R 91, Subject: 16 Time 

FOK: 3, Gender: M, 

Syllables: 2-3 

i, sh, z 

Eizenxauer [Eisenhower] seconds 

Einshtein [Einstein] 1 min 

Eizenshpits [name] 10 days 

Block/Help 

-3 

-3 

(17) above is a TOT which included two strong blockers 

and which was only resolved after an extensive time period 

exemplifying the tendency that blocked TOTs more frequently 

require long resolution times. Example (18) below 

illustrates a TOT state with several helping associates that 

was resolved after a short time. 

(18) Helped TOT with short resolution time: 

Time Block/Help TOT: S 77, Subject: 13 

FOK: 4, Gender: M, 

Syllables: 3, el 

d, a, e 

bebida [drink] 

vodka 

jugo de naranja 

[orange juice] 

herramienta [tool] 

desarmador 

[screw driver] 

"Supe q' era bebida y que se llamaba como una 

herramienta." [I knew that it was a drink and that it 

was called like a tool.] 

seconds 

seconds 

1 min 

1 min 

1 min 

+3 

+2 

+2 

+3 
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In summary, TOTs with blockers and TOTs with helpers 

can require short, medium or long resolution times. A trend, 

however, indicates that blocked TOTs require more often 

extensive time periods for resolution than helped TOTs which 

are more frequently resolved in short times. 

Target Word Types 

The proportion of target word types for both types of 

TOT experiences are illustrated in table 3.43 below. 

Table 3.43 

Target Word Types in TOTs with Blockers versus TOTs with 

Helpers 

Target Word Type 

Prop 

Blocker 

n 

Helper 

n 

PN Noun Verb Adi Other 

14 30 42 23 22 4 

10.4 22.2 31.1 17 16.3 3 

25 40 152 31 39 6 

8.5 13.6 51.8 10.6 13.3 2 

Note. Prop = proper name other than personal name; PN = 

personal name; Adj = adjective/adverb 
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Both helped TOTs and blocked TOTs involve all major 

target word types. However, the following tendencies are 

interesting: Blocked TOTs involve a higher proportion of 

personal names, also somewhat more verbs and adjectives 

compared to helped TOTs. Nouns make up a higher proportion 

of helped TOTs compared to the blocked TOTs. 

Target - Associate Relation Types 

Correspondence in Syntactic Class 

The syntactic categories of blockers and helpers were 

determined and compared to the targets' syntactic category. 

Appendix F1 illustrates examples of target-associate pairs 

that share syntactic category; appendix F2 shows target-

associate pairs that do not share syntactic class. Both 

lists include the ratings of the associates with respect to 

blocking/helping effects. Table 3.44 displays the proportion 

of target and associate pairs that do not correspond in 

their syntactic category. 
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Table 3.44 

Associates that Differ in Syntactic Class from Target 

Blocker Helper 
(n = 171) (n = 437) 

n 20 111 

% 11.7 25.4 

The majority of targets and associates of both groups 

share the syntactic category. Blockers, however, are more 

often similar to the targets' syntactic category compared to 

helpers. Helpers are more frequently of a different 

syntactic category (25% of the time). This makes blocked 

TOTs resemble more the patterns of speech errors while 

helped TOTs do less so. Note, that substitution errors, in 

almost all of the cases, share the syntactic class with the 

target (Garrett, 1993). The pattern described above suggests 

that the association of blockers is more constrained by 

automatic lexical retrieval processes than the recall of 

helpers. Helpers seem to be generated, in part, by higher-

order problem-solving processes that go beyond lexical 

processing, and thus their retrieval may by-pass the 

constraints of automatic processing. Note however, that the 

syntactic class constraint is still relatively strong for 
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helpers (75% of the time). 

Similarity in Sound and Meaning 

Table 3.45 presents examples of TOTs with targets and 

helping associates and targets and blocking associates that 

are similar in sound (SS), similar in meaning (SM), and 

similar in sound and meaning (SSM). 

Table 3.45 

Examples for Subject-Rated Helping and Blocking Associates 

and their Relation Types with the Target 

Subj TOT Target Associate Relation Rating 

# # Type Help/Block 

E  2 / 4  C a r r  c a t  S S  + 2  

[name] 

SE 9/32 lirico 

[lyric] 

S 6/30 fusible 

[fuse] 

R 5/26 slon 

[bishop] 

R 19/108 brutto 

E 16/65 Star Wars 

diodo SM 

[diode] 

netto SSM 

Star Trek SSM 

leave 

ladia SM 

[castle] 

SS 

+2 

+3 

-3 

-3 

-3 
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The percentages of NR, SS, SM, and SSM relations for 

blockers and helpers are illustrated in table 3.46 below. 

Table 3.46 

Target - Associate Relation Types for Blockers and Helpers 

Target - Associate Relation 

NR SM SS SSM 

Blocker (n = 171) 

n 3 87 35 46 

% 1.7 50.9 20.5 26.9 

Helper (n = 435) 

n 2 217 83 133 

% 0.5 49.9 19.1 30.6 

Note. NR = not related; SM = similar in meaning; SS = 

similar in sound/script; SSM = similar in sound/script and 

meaning 

No differences in the distribution of relation types 

could be found between targets and blocking associates 

versus targets and helping associates. Related words similar 

in sound, similar in meaning, and similar in sound and 

meaning were perceived as both blockers and as helpers. 
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Meaning Relation Types 

A further categorization of the SM and SSM associates 

into more specific types of meaning relations is illustrated 

in table 3.47 for both blockers and helpers. 

Table 3.47 

Type of Meaning Relation for Target - Blocker, and Target 

Helper Pairs 

Meaning Relation Type 

SUP Sub Svn Ant CM CMN Att Ass 

Blocker (n = 133) 

n 1 2 27 2 30 39 22 10 

% 0.7 1.5 20.3 1.5 22.6 29.3 16.5 7.7 

Helper (n = 350) 

n 18 5 101 5 71 29 80 41 

% 5.1 1.4 28.9 1.4 20.3 8.3 22.9 11.7 

Note. Sup = superordinate; Sub = subordinate; Syn = 

synonymous; Ant = antonymous; CM = category member; CMN = 

category member of personal name; Att = attributive; Ass = 

associative 
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Blockers represent a great deal more category members 

of proper names (CMN) than TOTs with helpers. This is in 

concordance with the results from the analysis of target 

word types which showed that proper names are more prone to 

blocking than other word types (see table 3.34) . Other 

differences between the relation types of targets with 

blockers versus helpers concern the following meaning 

relations: Synonyms, superordinates, attributes, and 

associatively related words are more frequently distributed 

within subject-rated helpers than blockers. 

TOT Resolution Types 

Table 3.48 illustrates the proportion of resolution 

types for TOTs with blockers versus TOTs with helpers. 
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Table 3.48 

Resolution Types of TOTs with Blockers versus TOTs with 

Helpers 

Resolution Type 

Directed POP-UP Reference Context Other 

Blocker (n = 134) 

n 31 22 

% 23.1 16.4 

Helper (n = 292) 

n 101 56 

% 34.6 19.2 

All TOTs (n = 698) 

% 26.6 19.8 

50 28 3 

37.3 20.9 2.2 

83 50 2 

28.4 17.1 0.7 

31.2 20.2 2.1 

Note. All TOTs represents the proportion of resolution types 

of all TOTs as a comparison. Directed = directed search; 

Context = contextual (environmental) cue 

Differences are apparent in the proportions of directed 

search and reference use for TOT resolution. Helped TOTs are 

characterized by an above-average use of directed 

(conscious) search, whereas blocked TOTs are more often 

resolved through the consultation of external references. 
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Fragmentary Information 

TOTs with helpers were compared to TOTs with blockers 

with respect to the recorded letters and the number of 

syllables. Correct and wrong recordings were distinguished. 

The absolute number of recorded units and the mean number of 

recorded units per target are shown in table 3.49. 

Table 3.4 9 

Correct and Wrong Reports of Fragmentary Information for 

Targets of TOTs with Blockers versus TOTs with Helpers 

Fragmentary Information 

Correct Wroncr None 

Blocker (n = 135) 

Sum 176 57 8 

M 1.304 0.422 0.059 

Helper < (n = 293) 

Sum 387 80 21 

M 1.321 0 .273 0 .072 

Note. Only reports of letters and numbers of syllables were 

criteria used for analysis. Sum = absolute number of reports 

on fragmentary information; M = mean number reports of 

fragmentary information per target 
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Blocked and helped TOTs do not differ with respect to 

correct fragmentary information recorded about the target. 

However, TOTs involving blockers include a higher mean 

number of incorrect reports of fragmentary information. The 

higher rate of wrong reports of letters and numbers of 

syllables could be an indication for possible competition or 

interference processes early in the process of TOT search. I 

will discuss this possibility below. 

Summary 

The comparison between associated words rated by 

subjects as helpers and those rated as blockers was 

conducted in order to examine whether objective differences 

underlie the subjects' categorizations. The findings suggest 

the following tendencies: 

(1) Blocked TOT states involve targets which are on 

average rated lower in frequency and recency than targets in 

helped TOTs. 

(2) Both helping and blocking associates' mean 

frequency ratings are higher compared to the corresponding 

target ratings. However, the difference of frequency and 

recency ratings between target and associate is higher with 

helpers than with blockers. 

(3) Proper names appear to be preferably perceived to 

be blockers. Nouns are more often rated helpers. 
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(4) Blocked and helped TOTs involve similar relation 

types between target and associate (SM, SS, and SSM). No 

differences in distribution could be found. 

(5) Synonyms and category members are perceived as 

blockers and as helpers. Associates that are category 

members of a personal name (CMN) are more frequently felt to 

block the target. 

(6) Helped TOTs tend to be resolved more often through 

direct search efforts. Blocked TOTs show an above-average 

proportion of resolutions through reference use. 

(7) The resolution time for blocked TOTs is often 

longer than the time necessary for the recall of helped 

TOTs. Blocked TOTs require twice as often a resolution time 

of more than one hour than do helped TOTs. Helped TOTs are 

more frequently resolved in a short time. 

(8) In blocked TOTs, subjects tend to report more often 

incorrect fragmentary information compared to helped TOTs. 

(9) Blocking associates are more likely to share the 

syntactic category of the target than helping associates. 

(10) The data reported above suggest that the subjects' 

intuitions and ratings concerning the effect of associates 

upon target word retrieval do have objective bases. However, 

assumption (10) cannot be taken as evidence that subject-

rated blockers, indeed, inhibit target retrieval. It may be 

the case that other variables, e.g., TOT resolution time, or 
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the feeling of closeness of a related word towards the 

target determine the subjects' ratings. Therefore, a second 

analysis was conducted with TOT resolution time as the 

criteria for distinguishing two TOT categories: easy (early 

resolved) TOTs and difficult (lately resolved) TOTs. 

Assuming that the subject ratings on the blocking/ 

helping effect of associates are of some objective value, 

the following predictions can be made with respect to 

differences between long TOTs and short TOTs: 

(1) Long TOTs involve more often related words rated as 

blockers compared to short TOTs which are expected to 

contain more helpers or no associated words at all. 

(2) The frequency rates of related words in short TOTs 

exceed the frequency rates of their targets compared to long 

TOTs. 

(3) Long TOTs involve more incorrect fragmentary 

information about the target compared to short TOTs. 

(4) Personal names should be more often targets of long 

TOTs and consequently also personal name associates (CMN). 

(5) Synonyms occur in short and long TOTs, but somewhat 

more frequently in short TOTs. 

(6) Target-associate pairs of long TOTs share syntactic 

class more often than target-associate pairs in short TOTs. 
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Comparison of Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

A question of practical interest is whether "easy" and 

"difficult" TOTs can be distinguished based upon certain 

characteristics of the TOT state including the subjects 

actions to resolve the TOT. It would be important if 

recommendations could be made on 'how to resolve word recall 

deficits efficiently' in both native and foreign languages. 

Above, I attempted to compare TOTs that included helping 

associates versus TOTs with blocking associates, as rated by 

the subjects. I argued that TOTs involving blockers tend to 

be more difficult to resolve because they require more often 

extensive periods of time for TOT resolution. Since this 

analysis, however, relied upon the subjective ratings by the 

subjects, it can only be taken as an initial finding that 

needs to be examined in the context of a more objective 

measure. 

TOT resolution time is probably the best criterion for 

distinguishing successful (easy to resolve) and less 

successful (hard to resolve) TOTs. Thus, I conducted an 

analysis of two extreme groups of TOTs based upon their 

resolution time. Short-time TOTs that were resolved within a 

two-minute time frame, and long-time TOTs that were resolved 

after more than an hour of time were compared with respect 

to ratings of feeling of knowing (FOK), target word types, 
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available fragmentary information, resolution strategies, 

and associated words involved. The last included an analysis 

of target-associate relation types, and the subjects' 

ratings of associates as blockers versus helpers. The 

results of the analysis of short and long TOTs are presented 

for three categories: LI TOTs of the E, R, and S groups, 

Spanish and English TOTs of the bilingual SE group, and FL 

TOTs of the E, R, and S groups. All tables below juxtapose 

the results for short TOTs and long TOTs of the three 

groups. The data obtained from the FL TOTs need to be taken 

with caution for the data base is rather limited (n = 28 

short FL TOTs, n = 22 long FL TOTs). In spite of this 

shortcoming, I decided to include the results of the FL TOT 

analysis, first, because of their practical relevance for 

second language acquisition and their potential for 

hypothesis generation for future research into FL TOTs, and 

second because they indeed show regularities. 

Target Word Types 

The percentages of target word types for short TOTs 

and long TOTs are illustrated in table 3.50. 
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Table 3.50 

Target Word Types in Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Target Word Type 

TOT P PN N V A O n 

Type %%%%%% 

LI Short 7.0 26.1 46.1 4.3 12.2 4.3 115 

LI Long 10.5 24.2 45.3 7.4 11.6 1.0 95 

SE Short 0.0 12.2 46.3 29.3 9.8 2.4 41 

SE Long 3.8 19.2 46.1 15.4 15.4 0.0 26 

FL Short 0.0 7.1 50.0 28.6 14.3 0.0 28 

FL Long 9.1 0.0 54.5 31.8 0.0 4.5 22 

n = number of TOTs in E, R, S, and SE groups; P = proper 

name other than personal name; PN = personal name; N = noun; 

V = verb or participle; A = adjective; 0 = other 

The distribution of word types is similar in short TOTs 

and long TOTs in all three TOT categories. This suggests 

that the category of target word type does not appear to be 

a determinant of TOT difficulty. 
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TOT Resolution Type 

The percentages for resolution types in short TOTs and 

long TOTs are illustrated in table 3.51. 

Table 3.51 

TOT Resolution Type for Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Resolution Type 

Groups D P R C 0 n 

TOT Type % % O, *o % % 

LI Short 40 .4 8.3 18.3 28. 4 4.6 109 

LI Long 13 .8 40 .4 24.5 19 . 1 2.1 94 

SE Short 26 .8 17.1 34 .1 21. 9 0.0 41 

SE Long 19 .2 26.9 38.5 15. 4 0.0 26 

FL Short 46 .4 10.7 21.4 17. 9 3.6 28 

FL Long 9 .5 19.0 57.1 14 . 3 0.0 21 

D = directed search; P = pop-up; R = reference use; 

C = contextual (environmental) cue; O = other 

Short TOTs are more frequently resolved in directed 

search efforts and through environmental triggering compared 

to long TOTs. Pop-ups and reference use are more frequent 
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resolution types in long TOTs. This is not a surprising 

result. Only if directed search efforts fail, are subjects 

likely to turn to external references, and if these are not 

available, pop-ups may resolve the TOTs. 

The very general categories of resolution strategies 

used here do not allow any assumptions about strategy 

efficiency. A closer analysis of various kinds of direct 

search strategies (try out letters, visualize the target 

object, associate words, think of a sentence or situation 

the target was used in before etc.) might be interesting in 

future investigations. Also, the subjects' option to use (or 

not to use references) make it hard to examine strategy 

efficiency in this study. In future diary studies, it might 

be useful to instruct subjects not to use external 

references, and to attempt to resolve the TOTs by 

themselves. Experimental studies are also suitable for this 

purpose because external strategy use can be controlled, 

i.e., eliminated. 

Feeling of Knowing. Frequency, and Recency of Target 

Subjects' FOK ratings for the TOT targets are displayed 

in table 3.52 below. 
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Table 3.52 

Mean Ratings of Feeling of Knowing for Targets of Short TOTs 

and Long TOTs 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

Group FOK n SD FOK n SD 

LI 4.605 114 0 .748 4 .106 94 1.159 

SE 4 .561 41 0 . 743 4 .385 26 0 . 983 

FL 4 .000 28 0 .943 3 .727 22 1.241 

Note. Subjects rated FOK on a five-point scale. 

The FOK ratings for targets of short TOTs are higher 

than the FOK ratings for targets of long TOTs in all groups. 

This suggests that TOT targets rated higher in FOK, on 

average, are recalled faster than TOTs rated lower in FOK. 

This assumption corresponds to Gruneberg and Monks' (1974) 

finding that FOK correlates positively with the probability 

of target recall. 

The mean target frequency ratings for long TOTs and 

short TOTs are illustrated in table 3.53 below. The 

respective recency ratings are displayed in table 3.54. 
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Table 3.53 

Mean Frequency Ratings for Targets of Short TOTs and Long 

TOTs 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

M n SD M n SD 

LI 1. ,974 115 0.743 1. 500 94 0 . 684 

SE 1. , 927 41 0.608 1. 615 42 0 . 697 

FL 1. ,786 28 0.686 1. 762 21 0 . 700 

Table 3.54 

Mean Recency Ratings for Targets of Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

M n SD M n SD 

LI 2 . ,230 113 0.744 1.606 94 0 . 722 

SE 1. ,976 41 0 . 790 1.808 26 0.895 

FL 2 . .179 28 0.723 1.857 21 0 . 793 

Targets of long TOTs were rated lower in both frequency 

and recency across all languages. This suggests that 

frequency and recency ratings, and FOK ratings (preferably 
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in complimentation) are rough predictors for the difficulty 

of target word recall. 

Fragmentary Information 

The analysis of fragmentary information only included 

letter knowledge and number of syllable reports. Gender 

knowledge and other reports (e.g., general sound 

characteristics, syntactic category, word length) which were 

made occasionally were excluded because they are difficult 

to compare within and especially across language groups. 

Table 3.55 shows differences in subjects' knowledge of 

fragmentary information in short TOTs compared to long TOTs. 

Probably the most interesting difference, apparent in all 

groups, is the mean number of wrong reports of fragmentary 

information per TOT. 
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Table 3.55 

Proportion of Reported Fragmentary Information in Short TOTs 

and Long TOTs 

Fragmentary Information 

Groups TOT Correct Wrona None n 

Type M M M 

LI Short 1.322 0 .209 0.087 115 

LI Long 1.389 0.347 0.137 95 

SE Short 1.293 0 .341 0 . 024 41 

SE Long 1.077 0.615 0.038 26 

FL Short 1.536 0.250 0.357 28 

FL Long 1.136 0.636 0 . 000 22 

Note. Only reports of letters and number of syllables were 

included in this analysis, n = number of TOTs 

Subjects in long-time TOTs reported more incorrect 

information about the target compared to subjects in short-

time TOTs. Reports of long TOTs in bilinguals and long FL 

TOTs also involve less frequently correct fragmentary 

information about the target. In LI TOTs, however, correct 

reports are of about the same frequency for short TOTs and 

long TOTs. The elevated number of wrong reports of 
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fragmentary information in long TOTs, which corresponds to 

the results obtained from the analysis of subject-rated 

blockers, could be an indication for competition between 

lexical items. If two (semantically and/or phonologically 

close) candidates compete for lexical selection and neither 

one can initially be activated in its completeness, 

incorrect partial information, in addition to correct 

information, may be the outcome. Further, it is plausible 

that incorrect partial knowledge, once accessed, may lead to 

the complete recall of non-target words which can become 

potential blockers for target recall. The analysis of 

related words will be next. 

Related Words 

Incidence of Word Association 

The percentage of long TOTs and the percentage of short 

TOTs that do not involve any associated words are displayed 

in table 3.56 
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Table 3.56 

Short TOTs and Long TOTs without Associated Words 

Language 

Group 

TOT Type No Associates 
o. 
*o 

n 

LI Short 36.5 115 

LI Long 15.8 95 

SE Short 12.2 41 

SE Long 23 .1 26 

FL Short 14 .3 28 

FL Long 31.8 22 

Only a minority of short TOTs and long TOTs do not 

involve associated words. However, the percentages of 

involved word associations differ for short TOTs and long 

TOTs. Short LI TOTs involve less frequently word 

associations compared to long LI TOTs. Short SE TOTs and 

short FL TOTs, on the other hand, involve more often related 

words compared to long TOTs. The higher proportion of long 

LI TOTs involving related words may simply be due to the 

additional search time allowing for more associations. 

However, if this was true, long FL and SE TOTs also should 

be expected to involve more often associates than the short 

TOTs which is not the case. 
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An alternative explanation would again assume the 

presence of blocking processes in some of the TOTs which 

make these TOTs harder to resolve and which account for the 

increase in resolution time. Short LI TOTs, which involve 

less often related words (potential blockers), are less 

difficult and thus earlier resolved. If one assumes that 

competition or interference processes (at least in part) 

account for the higher number of incorrect fragmentary 

information and the higher number of TOTs with related words 

in long term LI TOTs, the question remains under what 

circumstances and with what kind of targets these 

interference processes occur. As I demonstrated above, 

clearly not all TOTs involve related words, and not all 

related words block target retrieval. The analysis of 

target-associate relations below may illuminate this 

question if it can be shown that a certain relation type is 

preferably involved in difficult (long) TOTs. 

Target-Associate Relations 

Targets and associates were compared with respect to 

syntactic class membership, similarity in sound (SS), 

similarity in meaning (SM) and similarity in sound and 

meaning (SSM). Finally, the associates related in meaning 

were categorized into specific meaning relation types. 
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Correspondence in Syntactic Class 

The first criteria for the analysis of target -

associate relations was syntactic class membership. Table 

3.57 illustrates the percentage of target - associate pairs 

that share syntactic class in long TOTs versus short TOTs. 

Table 3.57 

Targets and Associates Sharing Syntactic Class in Short TOTs 

and Long TOTs 

Same Syntactic Class 

Language Short TOTs Long TOTs 

% n % n 

LI 85.5 131 90.2 173 

SE 81.2 69 91.1 45 

FL 71.9 32 95.2 20 

n = number of target - associate pairs 

In all language groups, associates of long TOTs share 

more often the syntactic class of target words compared to 

short TOTs. This trend is similar to the one obtained in the 

comparison between subject-rated blockers and helpers. It 

may be possible that associates of the same syntactic class 
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are more likely to interfere with target recall than 

associates of a different syntactic class. Most of the 

associated words that differ from the target in syntactic 

class are similar to the targets' phonology. One may 

speculate that a phonologically related word of a different 

syntactic category is more helpful (or less harmful) to TOT 

resolution than an associate of the same syntactic category 

because the difference in syntactic/semantic features 

excludes the associate from being a word potentially 

competing for retrieval. Burke et al. (1991) advanced an 

even stronger hypothesis: Phonologically related words of a 

different syntactic class should facilitate target recall, 

whereas phonologically similar words of the same syntactic 

class should inhibit TOT resolution. 

Similarity in Sound and Meaning 

Target - Associate Relations with respect to meaning 

and form are displayed in table 3.58 below. 
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Table 3.58 

Target - Associate Relations in Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Relation Type 

Language TOT Type SS SM SSM NR. n 

LI Short 13.7 55.7 30.5 0.0 131 

LI Long 15.8 52.6 31.0 0.6 171 

SE Short 8.7 65.2 24.6 1.4 69 

SE Long 18.6 46.5 34.9 0.0 43 

FL Short 27.3 3 0.3 42.4 0.0 33 

FL Long 66.7 19.0 14.3 0.0 21 

SS = similar in sound; SM = similar in meaning; SSM = 

similar in sound and meaning; NR = not related 

SS, SM, and SSM relations are evenly distributed in 

short and long LI TOTs. SS relations are somewhat less often 

involved in short TOTs, and SM relations are somewhat more 

often involved in short TOTs. However, this difference 

remains small. In SE and FL TOTs, however, the difference in 

distribution is striking: Long SE and FL TOTs involve higher 

rates of SS words compared to short TOTs. One cannot but be 

tempted to interpret these data as an indication for 

phonological blocking in bilingual and foreign language 
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TOTs. Associates similar in sound may inhibit the target 

word which results in extended resolution times. However, 

this is no direct evidence for phonological blocking. 

Besides, an alternative account may be considered which may 

be compatible with Brown and McNeill's (1966) and Wenzl's 

(1932) notion of generic recall in TOT states. If SS words, 

in general, are recalled at later stages during TOT search, 

and SM words are preferably recalled early in the 

development of TOT states, the same outcome should be 

produced without assuming that SS words block target word 

retrieval. 

The findings for the FL and bilingual data, however, 

need to be taken with caution because of the rather small 

number of TOTs compared to the LI data. In any case, 

phonological similarity of related words and its effect upon 

target recall is an interesting and important issue to 

further investigate in future research on bilingual and FL 

TOTs that will not be without practical value. 

Meaning Relation Types 

Table 3.59 illustrates the proportion of various 

meaning relation types between targets and associates in 

short TOTs and long TOTs. 
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Table 3.59 

Meaning Relation Types of Target - Associate Pairs in Short 

TOTs and Long TOTs 

Meaning Relation Type 

TOT SUP Sub Svn Ant CM CMN Att Ass n 

LI Short 6.2 0.9 17.7 2.6 23.0 16.8 19.5 13.3 113 

LI Long 1.4 0.7 29.4 2.1 26.6 16.1 16.8 7.0 143 

SE Short 11.3 6.4 27.4 0.0 4.8 8.1 32.3 9.7 62 

SE Long 0.0 0.0 51.4 0.0 17.1 2.9 11.4 17.1 35 

FL Short 4.0 8.0 20.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 24.0 28.0 25 

FL Long 0.0 0.0 57.1 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 28.6 7 

Sup = superordinate; Sub = subordinate; Syn = synonymous; 

Ant = antonymous; CM = category member; CMN = category 

member of name; Att = attributive; Ass = associative 

The most interesting finding of this analysis concerns 

synonymous associates. Synonyms are more likely to be 

involved in long TOTs compared to short TOTs in all three 

groups. Category members also tend to be involved preferably 

in long-time TOTs, in particular, in FL TOTs and SE TOTs. An 

interesting additional finding in the fluent bilingual SE 
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group is that 44.4% of the synonyms involved in the long 

TOTs are translation equivalents. This suggests that not 

only intralingual synonyms but also interlingual synonyms 

may inhibit and prolong target recall. I will address this 

question again in the report of the experimental study. 

These findings have practical implications provided 

they can be replicated in subsequent studies. Subjects in LI 

and FL TOT states might be well-advised to avoid or to 

ignore synonyms (and close category members) that come to 

mind during word search. Other related words, e.g., 

superordinates, which were rarely associated overall in the 

TOT states of this study, may be less destructive and 

perhaps more helpful for TOT resolution. The few TOT states 

that involved superordinates were almost exclusively short 

(easy) TOTs. 

One question that needs to be addressed concerns the 

high rate of synonym associations in TOTs in general: If 

synonyms are more likely to be counterproductive than 

helpful in resolving word retrieval problems, why are they 

recalled at all? This seems to be a paradox if one assumes 

that the architecture of the mind is designed to work as 

efficiently as possible. My view on this problem can be 

described as follows: The lexicon and the speech production 

system do work efficiently, and synonyms play an important 

role in it. Most word selection problems are probably 
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unnoticed or quickly forgotten because they occur in 

communicative situations. If a word, for some reason, cannot 

be found, a close synonym will usually be retrieved 

immediately, providing it exists, to enable communication 

without much loss of time. The replacement of a target word 

through synonyms is a very efficient and important means for 

every-day communication. TOT states, on the other hand, are 

rather exceptional cases in which the subject only accepts 

one target item and in which s/he does not tolerate 

replacements. The first candidates for replacement 

(synonyms) are nevertheless recalled frequently in TOTs 

because the word selection mechanism is designed to do so 

for its primary purpose - to ensure fluent and efficient 

communication. Once a synonym is activated and the subject 

feels its closeness to the target (a positive feeling that 

often results in perceiving and rating the synonym as a 

helper), it may be difficult to withdraw attention from the 

non-target. 

Codeswitching in bilinguals is often a reflection of 

the same process: An interlingual synonym is retrieved 

because its translation equivalent (the target) was not 

available in time. If codeswitching is acceptable to the 

communicative partner, the word finding problem will be 

resolved and a TOT state is avoided. If for some reason, 

however, the subject needs or wants to find the actual 
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target, its recall may be impeded (blocked) by the 

translation equivalent. High rates of TOT states induced 

through translation stimuli in the experimental study seem 

to support this view (see chapter IV). 

It is also possible that additional associations based 

upon similarity to the synonym (and not to the target) lead 

the subject further away from the actual target. 

Frequency and Recency of Associates 

The frequency ratings of associates are especially 

interesting in comparison with the frequency ratings for 

targets. If associates are rated higher in frequency than 

targets, this may be interpreted as evidence for 

interference processes similar to what was suggested by 

Reason and Lucas (1984) as habit intrusion. Thus, I compared 

the frequency and recency ratings of associates in long TOTs 

with those of short TOTs. Recall that the comparison between 

subject-rated helpers and subject-rated blockers revealed 

greater differences between target and associate ratings for 

helpers than for blockers. Table 3.60 illustrates the 

frequency ratings, and table 3.61 the recency ratings for 

associates of short TOTs versus associates of long TOTs. 
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Table 3.60 

Frequency Ratings for Associates in Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

Language M n SD M n SD 

LI 2. ,152 118 0.724 1 .792 144 0 . 774 

SE 1. . 875 56 0 . 788 2 .171 41 0.667 

FL 2. .064 31 0.772 1 .700 20 0.733 

In the LI and FL groups, the frequency ratings of 

associates of long TOTs are lower compared to those in short 

TOTs. However, the results for the bilingual group show an 

opposite trend. 

Table 3.61 

Recency Ratings for Associates in Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

Language M n SD M n SD 

LI 2 . .231 117 0. 747 1. ,987 150 0. 819 

SE 1. .982 57 0. 813 1. ,951 41 0. 773 

FL 2. .067 30 0. 785 2 . ,050 20 0. 887 
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The recency ratings of LI associates in short TOTs are 

also higher than the ratings obtained for long TOTs. No 

differences are apparent in the SE and FL groups. 

In summary, the comparison between frequency and 

recency estimates for associates in long TOTs versus 

associates in short TOTs showed differences for the LI 

group. The associates in long TOTs are lower in frequency 

than the short TOT associates. Note that a similar trend was 

reported for target frequency above. 

The comparison between frequency ratings of targets and 

associates is illustrated in table 3.62 below. Table 3.63 

displays the figures for recency ratings respectively. 

Table 3.62 

Comparison of Target and Associate Frequency in Short TOTs 

and Long TOTs 

Associate Frequency 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

Lower Equal Higher n Lower Equal Higher n 
Q. O. O. 

*o *o *0 "o "o "o 

LI 15 .2 46. 6 38. . 1 118 16 .7 45. ,8 37. ,5 144 

SE 28 . 6 57. 1 14 . .3 56 14 .6 41. , 5 43 . . 9 41 

FL 22 .6 35. 5 41. .9 31 20 .0 35. .0 45. . 0 20 
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The comparison of target and associate frequency rates 

in LI TOTs does not show evidence for habit intrusion from 

words of higher frequency. The pattern is similar for short 

and long TOTs. That associates are somewhat more often rated 

higher than lower in frequency compared to the target, is 

plausible if one takes into account the proportion of (high 

frequency) attributive/descriptive words that are frequently 

involved in TOT states which, however, can easily be 

discharged as potential blockers because of their 

distinctiveness from the target in meaning and form 

features. 

In FL TOTs, frequency effects are generally stronger 

for both short and long TOTs. This is also plausible because 

FL targets are normally rated low in frequency, and FL and 

LI associates are likely to be of higher frequency. 

The only group which shows clear differences in the 

frequency patterns between short and long TOTs is the SE 

group. Long TOTs involve more associates rated higher in 

frequency than their respective targets compared to 

associates in short TOTs. This suggests that bilingual 

speakers' TOTs may be more susceptible to habit intrusions 

of higher-frequency words compared to the other groups in 

which higher-frequency associates are less likely to be 

involved. 
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Table 3.63 

Comparison of Target and Associate Recency in Short TOTs and 

Long TOTs 

Associate Recency 

Short TOTs Long TOTs 

Lower Equal Higher n Lower Equal Higher n 
0 , 0 , 0 ,  0 , 0 , 0 ,  
- q  " o  " 6  * 0  * 0  * 5  

LI 15. .4 59. .8 24 . . 8 117 13 .8 45.4 40. , 8 152 

SE 26 , .8 53 . .6 19. . 6 56 17.1 53.7 29. .3 41 

FL 23 . .3 60 , .0 16. .6 30 R
 
O
 

O
 

60.0 30. . 0 20 

Differences in recency patterns of short TOTs and long 

TOTs are greater compared to the frequency differences 

reported above. Long TOTs involve a higher rate of higher-

recency associates than short TOTs. This suggests that 

associate recency may be one of the factors determining the 

recall of associated words. However, the 41% rate of higher-

recency associates in long LI TOTs is still a minority of 

cases. If interference or blocking processes by recently-

used associates exist in long TOTs, they appear to be quite 

limited. 

The relatively low rates of higher-recency rates for 

associates in long TOTs of the SE group, compared to the 
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frequency results, may be explained by the fact that Spanish 

words in general have been used less often in recent times. 

A word may have received a relatively high-frequency rating 

because it was used frequently a long time ago, but a low-

recency rating, because it has not been used recently. 

In summary, the frequency analyses of associated words 

in long LI TOTs and short LI TOTs suggest only weak effects 

that do not allow to claim habit intrusion of high frequency 

words as the general or primary factor for the causation 

and/or prolongation of TOT states. Frequency effects, 

however, appear to play a greater role in long bilingual and 

FL TOTs. 

Recency effects in long TOTs are somewhat stronger than 

those observed for frequency. This suggests that recency may 

have a limited impact on which associates are being recalled 

during TOT search. Overall, however, structural similarity 

between associate and target appear to be more powerful 

determinants for associate recall than frequency/recency 

factors. 

Subject-Rated Helpers and Blockers 

Finally, the non-target associates of short TOTs and 

long TOTs were compared with respect to their blocking or 

helping effect upon target recall as rated by the subjects. 

This analysis was particularly important in order to find 
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out whether subject-rated helpers, indeed, assisted target 

recall and whether blockers actually inhibited TOT 

resolution. Table 3.64 displays the results. 

Table 3.64 

Associates Rated as Blockers versus Associates Rated as 

Helpers in Short TOTs and Long TOTs 

Blocker Don t Know Helper 

Group -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 n 

TOT Type % % % O, 
o % o. 

o 
o. 
*o 

LI Short 7 . 1 5 .5 5, .5 7 .9 22 .0 26. , 0 26. , 0 127 

LI Long 14 .8 8 .3 14 , .8 12 .4 23 . 7 17. ,7 8 . .3 169 

SE Short 8 .2 8 .2 4, .9 16 .4 13 .1 13 . .1 36. . 1 61 

SE Long 20 .9 7 . 0 7. .0 7 . 0 18 .6 9. .3 30. .2 43 

FL Short 6 . 1 3 . 0 6, .1 12 .1 21 .2 21. .2 30. .3 33 

FL Long 4 . 8 4 .8 0, .0 28 .6 23 .8 14 . .3 23 . . 8 21 

Associates in short TOTs of all groups are more often 

rated helpers and less often rated blockers which is not 

surprising. Associates of long TOTs are more frequently 

rated blockers than associates in short TOTs. However, 
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despite this difference, the majority of associates in long 

TOTs is also rated helpers. This suggests that subjects 

frequently perceive an associate as a helper although it 

actually has no facilitating effect or even hinders target 

recall. Synonyms are perhaps the most extreme case. They are 

more often felt to assist TOT resolution rather than to 

interfere with it although their above-average occurrence in 

long TOTs suggests a possible negative effect upon target 

recall. This finding is important because it demonstrates 

that subjects' perceptions of associated words' effect on 

target recall do not always correspond to reality, and thus, 

may actually mislead the subject in the search for the 

target. 

Summary 

Low FOK ratings, low frequency ratings and low recency 

ratings of the target appear to be rough predictors for long 

(difficult) TOT states. Also, a higher rate of incorrect 

fragmentary information, a higher proportion of non-target 

word associations and a higher rate of target-associate 

pairs sharing syntactic class were found in long TOTs 

compared to short TOTs. The three latter features point in 

the direction of interference or blocking processes that may 

be involved in a number of long TOT states. The interference 

of an associated word appears to make TOT resolution more 
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difficult for the subject and often results in extended time 

needed for TOT resolution. The prime candidates for 

interference with target recall in this data corpus are 

words similar in sound, synonyms, and also close category 

members. Interfering words almost exclusively share 

syntactic class membership with the target. Frequency and 

recency of use of associated words appear to have only a 

minor impact on non-target recall. 

One question that has not been discussed yet is whether 

interference/blocking can be a cause for TOT states or 

whether it is a by-product of TOT search processes, and thus 

one of the consequences of incomplete target activation. On 

the other hand, the high proportion of subject-rated helpers 

also needs further exploration: Which kinds of words can 

assist target recall and under what circumstances? In order 

to investigate these two issues of apparently contradictory 

processes, on needs to look closer at the time cause of 

specific TOTs and the appearance of associates therein. In 

the general discussion section, I will explore this issue 

and present my perspective on whether TOT states are caused 

by blocking or incomplete activation. 
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Research Questions 

The purpose of the experimental study in which TOT 

states were to be induced by using word definitions and 

translation equivalents as primes was fourfold: First, it 

was designed to validate the results obtained in the 

retrospective and diary studies by using a different, more 

controlled, method. Second, TOT incidence in Spanish-English 

bilingual speakers living in the U.S. was compared to TOT 

incidence in speakers of Spanish living in Mexico. Third, an 

attempt was made to test the applicability of the 

translation method to TOT experiments with bilingual 

subjects. Finally, cognate status of the target was 

investigated with respect to its effect upon TOT elicitation 

and target recall. 

Validation of the Diary Study 

Cognitive diaries of naturally-occurring TOT states 

have the advantage of providing more comprehensive data 

compared to experimental studies which are more limited 

because of time constraints on TOT recall, and the 

artificiality of the elicitation procedures. Relying solely 

on verbal reports of a diary study, however, may raise 
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concerns with respect to reliability and validity, 

especially if the study's findings are (partially) 

inconsistent with other studies. Recall that two rather 

surprising findings of the diary study concerned TOT word 

type and TOT target frequency. In contrast to other TOT 

studies which reported most of the TOTs to occur with proper 

names, this study found nouns to be the most frequently 

occurring target word type. Further, it was shown that TOTs 

did not involve exclusively low-frequency words, but also 

moderate and high frequency words which subjects were very 

familiar with. 

Theoretically, it may be possible that the diary 

participants invented the TOT states they reported, and that 

this explains the distinct results. Although the analysis of 

the diary data convinced me of the serious and enthusiastic 

work of the subjects who had voluntarily participated in the 

study, the experimental study was designed, in part, to test 

the susceptibility of a number of TOT targets reported in 

the diaries of the Spanish-English bilinguals. 

17 Targets were selected from the bilingual SE diary 

corpus. 10 of the targets selected for the experiment were 

rated of moderate frequency by the diary subjects who had 

experienced the TOT state with these targets. 2 words were 

rated high frequency, and 5 were rated low frequency. This 

roughly corresponds to the overall frequency distribution of 
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targets in the diary study. All targets were nouns. 

Word definitions and translation equivalents were 

created to serve as stimuli to elicit TOT states in the 

experiment. If the stimuli generate a reasonable number of 

TOT states (comparable to the rate of TOTs elicited in other 

experimental studies), the diary study's validity can be 

sustained. If, on the other hand, the stimuli do not induce 

TOT states, they would be of little help in evaluation of 

the diary data's validity. 

TOT Incidence in Bilinauals and Monolinauals 

A question of interest with respect to the conduct of 

future studies is whether bilingual speakers are especially 

prone to TOT states, and whether bilingual speakers may be 

valuable subjects in TOT elicitation experiments. The 

retrospective study and the diary study did not find higher 

numbers of TOT experiences for the Spanish-English bilingual 

group in comparison to the other groups, although one may 

expect that bilingual speakers are experiencing more word 

finding problems because of the following reasons: 

(1) Bilinguals represent more words in the lexicon, 

which increases their conversational ability, but also 

allows for more potential retrieval deficits. 

(2) Many words represented in bilinguals are of lower 

frequency and recency of use compared to monolingual 
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speakers because the use of two languages should have a 

substractive effect on overall frequency/recency of word 

use. 

(3) Spanish words are particularly vulnerable to word 

retrieval failure for they have been used less recently 

compared to the presently more dominant English language 

(see section on subjects). 

(4) Retrieval failures for Spanish words also involve 

words that are relatively "easy", i.e., medium and high 

frequency words of high or moderate familiarity. 

The fact that retrospective, and diary results did not 

show higher numbers of TOT states may be due to the fact 

that bilinguals apply additional means to cope with word 

retrieval problems, e.g., code switching, borrowing, and the 

use of synonyms and paraphrases in two potential languages 

(of course, only in conversations with other bilingual 

speakers). These (conversational) strategies are likely to 

"mask" word finding problems that would normally be 

experienced as TOT states. Motivational and attentional 

factors may also have placed limitations on the record-

taking in the diary study. 

Experimental studies are better suited to investigate 

and to compare the susceptibility of two populations to TOT 

states than diaries because the task incidence and the 

target words can be controlled to a certain extent. Thus, 
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the experimental study was conducted with a group of native 

speakers of Spanish living in Mexico, and a group of 

Spanish-English bilinguals living in the U.S. Both groups 

received stimuli for the same target words and responded in 

a similar procedure. The only difference in treatment for 

the bilingual group was that subjects received half of the 

stimuli as translation equivalents and half as target word 

definitions, whereas the Mexican Spanish group solely 

received definition primes. This partial variation of 

treatment was not considered a problem because the 

comparison between groups can also be limited to the tasks 

involving definition primes only. 

In summary, the cross-group comparison of TOT incidence 

in the experiment was conducted to investigate the 

hypothesis that bilingual subjects differ in their 

susceptibility to TOT states from monolinguals. 

Translation Stimuli versus Definition Stimuli for TOT 

Elicitation 

Another important methodological question is whether 

the translation task can be used successfully for TOT 

elicitation in experiments with bilingual subjects. In the 

traditional experimental paradigm, introduced by Brown & 

McNeill (1966), word definitions are presented to the 

subjects who are instructed to think of the target words 
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that best match the definitions. 

A frequent problem of word definitions is that they are 

often unclear or ambiguous, and that they also frequently 

produce negative TOTs (-TOTs). In a -TOT, the subject 

searches for a word form different from the one the 

experimenter intended to induce. Consequently, the usage of 

-TOTs for data analysis is very limited. 

Translation equivalents as stimuli have the advantage 

of usually being shorter, more precise, and less ambiguous 

than word definitions, i.e., they may be easier to process 

at the semantic/conceptual level. As a consequence, one may 

expect to elicit a larger number of +TOTs and fewer -TOTs, 

and to elicit more correctly recalled words, and fewer 

incorrect (non-target) recall compared to elicitation 

procedures with word definitions. Based on these arguments, 

the following hypotheses can be formulated for the 

experiment: 

Hypotheses: 

(1) Translation primes elicit a higher proportion of 

TOT states in general and +TOTs in particular than 

definition primes. 

(2) Translation primes increase correct target recall 

compared to definition primes. 

(3) Translation stimuli decrease non-target recall, and 
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"don't know" responses compared to definition stimuli. 

In summary, TOT experiments using translation stimuli 

may be more efficient for TOT elicitation than the 

traditional method using definition primes. In order to 

examine these potential advantages, I incorporated the 

translation task in the TOT experiment with the bilingual 

Spanish-English speakers. 

TOTs with Cognate/Non-Cognate Targets 

A third question of interest is whether translation 

equivalent stimuli and definition primes also elicit TOTs 

for (strong) cognate targets. The cognates in this study are 

defined as Spanish-English translation equivalents that are 

very similar in their orthography/morphology. Cognate status 

was found to be one of the factors determining the success 

of word translation (de Groot, 1992), but it has never been 

investigated with respect to its effect on TOT elicitation 

and resolution. De Groot (1992) reported that cognate words 

were more successfully translated than non-cognate words by 

their Dutch subjects who had studied English extensively in 

institutional settings. Following de Groot's conclusion for 

translation tasks, one should expect to elicit relatively 

few TOT states for cognate targets compared to targets which 

have no cognate equivalents in the other language. The 
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cognate stimuli are expected to facilitate translation, 

i.e., immediate target recall in this TOT experiment. Hence, 

reduction in numbers of TOT states and "target unknown" 

responses is expected. 

The definition stimuli for a target having a cognate 

might also enhance target recall if one assumes that 

bilingual subjects, who cannot recall the (Spanish) target, 

still have the option of recalling the (English) cognate and 

using it as a mediator to find the target. The mediator's 

similar form features could assist the bilingual subject to 

access the target word, possibly via a (direct) link between 

the two lexical entries. 

The facilitating effect of cognate status in 

translation and recall only makes sense if one assumes that 

a link between the two lexical entries exists. Dutch 

learners of English certainly have learned much of their 

foreign language vocabulary through pair-associative 

learning in which they also became aware of the similarities 

between the languages, in particular, of morphological 

similarity as a prime feature to reduce the learning (and 

recall) effort. 

On the other hand, the Spanish-English bilinguals in 

this study who acquired their two languages in natural 

settings and rather independently from each other may be 

much less aware of cognates and other similarities between 
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the two languages which are potential facilitators in 

language processing and recall tasks. Note also that most of 

the bilingual subjects did not have formal writing/reading 

instruction in Spanish until High School or College. 

Theoretically it may be even possible that cognates 

inhibit target recall analogous to cases that suggest 

phonological blocking reported in the diary study and 

elsewhere (Jones and Langford, 1987). For the investigation 

of this issue, I formally accept de Groot's finding that 

cognate status facilitates translation which allows the 

formulation of the following hypotheses for the TOT 

experiment: 

(1) Cognate primes generally facilitate immediate 

target recall (translation) and reduce the number of TOT 

states and don't know responses. 

(2) Definition primes for targets with cognate 

equivalents also result in higher recall rates compared to 

non-cognates because of possible mediation through the 

morphologically similar translate. However, more TOT states 

are also expected because recall mediated by cognates 

requires more time. 
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Subjects 

34 fluent Spanish-English bilingual subjects (group A) , 

and 35 Spanish speaking subjects (group B) participated in 

the study. 

The bilingual subjects of group A were all college 

students enrolled in a language course for native speakers 

of Spanish at the University of Arizona. Subjects mean age 

was 21.2 years (SD = 2.37). All subjects reported they were 

fluent in Spanish and English and used both languages 

frequently. Spanish was acquired in all but two subjects 

from birth on. Most subjects started learning English when 

entering school around age 6 or 7. The subjects' 

characteristics are illustrated in table 4.01 below. 
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Table 4.01 

Subject Characteristics of the Spanish-English Bilingual 

Group 

Language 

Characteristics Spanish English 

M SD M SD 

Oral Proficiency 5.56 0.99 5.73 0.90 

Age of Acquisition 1.12 0.54 6.68 5.28 

Frequency of Use 4.79 0.41 4.73 0.51 

Note. Oral proficiency was self-rated on a seven-point scale 

from 1 (very basic) to 7 (perfect). Age of acquisition = 

when subjects started acquiring the language, from birth on 

was counted as 1. Frequency of use was rated on a seven-

point scale from 1 (never) to 5 (very frequently). 

The subjects of group B were all native speakers of 

Spanish enrolled in elementary courses of English as a 

foreign language at the Universidad de Sonora, Hermosillo, 

Mexico. Average age was 20.7 years (SD = 3.23) . 

Material 

The 23 targets to-be elicited were all nouns, 17 of 

which were selected from the diary reports of the Spanish-
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English bilingual group. 5 other targets were included 

because they were candidates for a future study and their 

susceptibility to TOTs needed to be tested. The list of 

targets can be found in appendix G1. Of the 23 words, 

definitions were initially derived from various Spanish 

dictionaries. However, most of the definitions were altered 

and simplified considerably with the help of four Spanish 

native speakers. The final version of the definitions used 

in the experiment is listed in appendix G2. The English 

translation equivalents that were used as stimuli for half 

of the recall tasks in the bilingual group are displayed in 

appendix G3. 

Six words that are strong cognates of their English 

translation equivalents were part of the list of the 23 

Spanish target words. The first 11 items of the list 

included the three cognates: el mercurio (mercury), la 

depresion (depression), la enciclopedia (encyclopedia). The 

second part of the list of 12 items contained the three 

cognates: la pipa (pipe), la simbiosis (symbiosis), and el 

climax (climax). Note that whereas the words' morphology is 

strikingly similar in all cases, the cognates' phonology 

differs in significant aspects; particularly the 

pronunciation of the vowels in the two languages is quite 

distinct. 

Subjects received a 30 page booklet which contained the 
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instruction for the experiment (appendix G4, and G5), 28 

structured answer sheets (appendix G6, and G7), and the 

questionnaire on language history and proficiency (appendix 

Al). In the instructions, the TOT phenomenon was defined, 

the elicitation procedure was outlined, and completing the 

answer sheets was explained. 

Procedure 

All experiments were conducted as group sessions. 

Subjects received a written explanation and instructions for 

the experiment (see appendix G4), and were given the 

opportunity to ask questions. The experimenter explained the 

answer sheet and filled in one sheet as an example on an 

overhead slide. Following, subjects received three trial 

stimuli to become familiar with the procedure. 

Group Al (n = 16 bilingual subjects) received word 

definitions as stimuli for the first 11 targets. For target 

words 12-23, the subjects received the English translation 

equivalents. 

Group A2 (n = 18 bilingual subjects) received word 

definitions to elicit recall for items 12-23 and was 

presented with the translation equivalents for items 1-11. 

Group B (n = 35 Mexican subjects) was presented exclusively 

with definition primes for the same targets that were primed 

in groups Al and A2. The definition stimuli are listed in 
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appendix G2, the translation stimuli are given in appendix 

G3, and the respective target words are illustrated in 

appendix G1. 

The word definitions and translation equivalents were 

read out by the experimenter. At the end of the utterance, 

time was taken with a stop watch, and subjects were given 

one minute to complete the answer sheet. 

Subjects responded in one answer sheet (appendix G6) 

for each trial. If they recalled the target immediately, 

they were to mark "no" TOT and to provide the word. If they 

could not think of a word matching the prime, they also 

marked "no" TOT without providing the target word. If they 

felt they had the target on the tip-of-the-tongue, they 

marked "yes" on the answer sheet, rated the word's 

familiarity on a five-point scale from 1 (don't know it) to 

5 (sure I know it), and provided any information they could 

recall about the target (article, number of syllables, 

letters, stress), including other words that they associated 

during search. After one minute, the experimenter named the 

target word, and subjects recorded whether they knew the 

word, and whether they had thought of this word target or 

not. These questions were necessary to enable me to 

distinguish between +TOTs and -TOTs. 
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Translation Stimuli versus Definition Stimuli 

The hypotheses formulated above predicted (1) higher 

rates of TOT states (especially +TOTs), (2) higher rates of 

correct target recall, and (3) lower rates of non-target 

recall and 'target unknown' responses in the translation 

tasks compared to the tasks with definition stimuli. 

Table 4.02 illustrates the percentages of +TOTs, -TOTs, 

immediately recalled targets, unknown targets, and immediate 

non-target responses for the trials with translation stimuli 

and the trials with definition stimuli. 
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Table 4.02 

Percentage of TOT State Reports and Other Responses after 

Translation Stimuli versus Definition Stimuli 

Response Type 

Stimuli Type 

Response Type Definition 

(n = 392) 
o. 
o 

Translation 

(n = 390) 

% 

+ TOT 16.8 19.0 

- TOT 13.8 14.1 

Target Recalled 29.3 49.5 

Other Word Recalled 17.3 8.2 

Target Unknown 22 .7 9.2 

n = number of recall tasks 

High rates of TOT responses were given after both 

definition and translation stimuli compared to TOT rates of 

other studies (to be discussed below). Similar numbers of 

+TOTs were induced through translation and definition primes 

contrary to the prediction in hypothesis (1). Striking 

differences, however, are found for the three non-TOT 

responses: Translation equivalents prompted a much higher 

correct recall rate, and lower rates of 'non-target recall' 

and 'target unknown' responses. This clearly supports what 
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has been hypothesized in (2) and (3) above: Translation 

equivalents are more precise and less ambiguous stimuli than 

definitions, and on these grounds are well-suited for 

utilization in TOT experiments. 

The prediction that translation tasks decrease the rate 

of -TOTs was not confirmed. Similar rates of -TOTs were 

elicited with both definition and translation primes. This 

indicates that translation, although substantially more 

precise than definition priming, still does not result in 

totally unambiguous TOT elicitation. 

In summary, the results strongly encourage the future 

use of translation tasks in TOT experiments, and show some 

clear advantages over definition tasks with respect to 

ambiguity reduction. 

The Effect of Cognate Status upon TOT Elicitation 

Two hypotheses were formulated with respect to the 

effect of cognate status of the target on TOT elicitation. 

Hypothesis (1) suggested an elevated number of correct 

recall responses, and a reduction of TOT reports, incorrect 

target recall, and 'target unknown' responses in translation 

tasks with cognate targets. Hypothesis (2) suggested fewer 

correct recall responses and somewhat more TOT responses 

after definition stimuli for cognate targets compared to the 

translation task. 
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The percentages of the different response types for 

definition and translation priming tasks with cognate 

targets and non-cognate targets are illustrated in table 

4 . 03 . 

Table 4.03 

Percentage of TOT States and Other Responses for Cognate 

Targets and Non-Cognate Targets after Definition and 

Translation Stimuli 

Stimuli Type 

Response Definition Translation All Stimuli 

Type 

+Cog -Cog +Cog -Cog +Cog -Cog 
(n=102) (n=290) (n=102) (n=288) (n=204) (n=578) 

% *0 % a, 
"o % % 

+TOT 8.8 19.6 22 .5 17.7 15.7 18 . 7 

-TOT 12.7 14 .1 5.9 17.0 9.3 15.6 

TR 39.2 25.9 59.8 45 . 8 49.5 35 . 8 

NR 18.6 16.9 0.0 11.1 9.3 14 . 0 

TU 20.6 23 .4 11.8 8.3 16.2 15 . 9 

TR = target recalled; NR = non-target recalled; TU = target 

unknown; +Cog = cognate target; -Cog = non-cognate target; 

n = number of recall tasks 
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Hypothesis (1) suggested that translation stimuli for 

cognate targets increase target recall and decrease the 

number of TOT states and "don't know" responses compared to 

non-cognate targets. The findings support the first claim: 

Immediate target recall rates are, indeed, higher compared 

to recall tasks for non-cognate targets. This seems to 

demonstrate the expected facilitating effect of cognate 

primes upon target recall. Note however, that the increase 

in target recall may also be the result of a further 

reduction of ambiguity which is also reflected in the (zero) 

rate of non-target recall responses. 

The second claim of hypothesis (1) suggesting a 

decrease in TOT states cannot be upheld by the data. TOTs 

are also elicited by morphologically similar translation 

stimuli (cognates). This two-fold effect of cognate status 

may, in essence, be comparable to the effects of 

phonological associates upon target recall reported in the 

diary study. Whereas similarity in form is non-impeding or 

facilitating target recall most of the times, it can block 

target retrieval under certain circumstances (see discussion 

on blocking processes below). 

Hypothesis (2) proposed that definition stimuli for 

targets with cognate equivalents also result in higher 

recall rates because of possible mediation. This hypothesis 

can be supported in part: The rate of correct cognate target 
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recall after definition primes is lower than for translation 

primes. 'Non-target', and 'target unknown' responses are 

higher compared to translation tasks, but TOT states (in 

particular +TOTs) are also lower. The latter result suggests 

that either the strategic recall and mediating use of 

English cognates in the search for their Spanish equivalents 

is unlikely in these subjects, or that the definitions were 

too ambiguous to allow a high rate of +TOTs to be reported. 

Perhaps, both factors have contributed to the result. The 

definitions for targets 8 (depresion) and 23 (climax) proved 

to be quite ambiguous in that they allowed a number of rough 

synonyms to be recalled in the target's place. 

The high rate of TOT responses for cognates after the 

translation task is a quite surprising finding which 

suggests that even strong cognate translation equivalents 

can induce +TOT states in this population of Spanish-English 

bilinguals. Contrary to the results reported by de Groot 

(1992), the subjects of this study are occasionally unable 

to efficiently translate an English cognate into Spanish. 

This may suggest that these bilingual subjects do not 

represent (any or strong) links between the two lexical 

entries, and that mediated access through a shared 

conceptual/semantic unit is temporarily blocked. Note that 

the possibility that subjects did not know the cognate 

target was largely reduced by the subjects' answers to the 
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recognition questions, in which subjects confirmed that they 

knew and searched for the target. 

The implications of these results for research on 

translation are that the types of bilingual subjects (with 

respect to acquisition history and type) need to be taken 

into consideration, and that generalizations for bilingual 

processing are difficult, if not impossible, without 

considering the strong variation among subject groups. 

Secondly, the study's impact for research on word retrieval 

problems in bilinguals is that cognates can and should be 

investigated with respect to their status in word selection 

and recall tasks. It is absolutely not the case that stimuli 

of cognate targets are 'too easy' to elicit TOT states in 

all bilingual populations. 

Validation of the Diarv Study 

It was argued above that the experimental elicitation 

of TOT responses for targets reported in the diary study 

would sustain the validity of the diary study results. Table 

4.04 lists all 23 targets including the 17 words which were 

selected from the diary data. The 6 targets which were not 

part of the diary targets are listed in brackets. I added 

the frequency estimates which were given by the diary 

subjects. These estimates, of course, cannot be taken as 

objective frequency figures, they are merely presented to 
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provide the reader with a more complete picture of the 

story. 

Table 4.04 

Number of Elicited TOTs and Other Response Types in the 

Bilingual Group A 

Target 

Response Type (n = 782) 

Target F +TOT -TOT Target 

Recall 

Non-

Target 

Un-

Known 

1. avion (1) 6 0 26 1 1 
2 . sirena (1) 5 0 24 1 4 
3 . caza (2) 5 5 19 3 2 
4 . girasol (2) 12 7 10 1 4 
5 . algodon (1) 2 1 23 1 7 
6. confianza (2) 10 6 14 1 3 
7. mercurio (1) 7 2 21 0 4 
8 . depresion (2) 4 4 17 8 1 
9 . pronostico (2) 7 10 3 7 7 
10. enciclopedia (3) 3 0 31 0 0 
11. arroyo (2) 9 9 5 7 4 
12 . pipa (3) 8 1 22 1 2 
13 . sabana (1) 6 1 22 5 0 
14. chicharron (2) 3 10 3 10 8 
15. obra (2) 6 4 5 10 9 
16 . (crucigrama) (-) 3 12 1 7 11 
17. (simbiosis) (-) 3 4 1 5 21 
18. (cumbre) (-) 0 13 0 7 14 
19. sabor (2) 3 2 15 6 8 
20. (lombriz) (-) 7 2 7 10 8 
21. venado (2) 15 1 16 1 1 
22 . (herramienta) (-) 9 7 14 3 1 
23 . (climax) (-) 7 8 9 5 5 

Note. Words in brackets ( ) = targets not taken from the 
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diary corpus; F = subject ratings of target frequency from 

diary; Translations: 1 = airplane; 2 = mermaid; 3 = hunt; 4 

= sunflower; 5 = cotton; 6 = trust; 7 = mercury; 8 = 

depression; 9 = forecast; 10 = encyclopedia; 11 = stream; 12 

= pipe; 13 = sheet; 14 = crackling of pork; 15 = piece of 

work/art; 16 = crossword puzzle; 17 = symbiosis; 18 = 

summit; 19 = taste; 20 = earth worm; 21 = deer; 22 = tool; 

23 = climax 

All 17 targets applied from the diary study elicited 

TOT states in the experiment. The number of induced TOT 

states for the diary targets varies from 3 to 19 per item. 

Subjects recorded a very high (30.1%) rate of TOT states in 

the 17 recall tasks with targets derived from the diary. 

19.2% of the responses were +TOTs, i.e., they involved the 

actual target, and 10.9% were -TOTs in which the subjects 

were searching for a different target. As a comparison, 

Brown and McNeill's classical experiment yielded TOTs for 

13% of the retrieval attempts, and Yaniv and Meyer (1987) 

found TOT rates of 18% and 15% in two separate experiments. 

In summary, the very high rate of TOTs yielded for 

targets from the diary study attests that the diary targets 

are susceptible to TOT states in the bilingual subjects 

which in turn suggests that the diary study results are 
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representative. Whether or to what extent the same stimuli 

induced TOT states in native speakers of Spanish living in 

Mexico is discussed next. 

TOT Incidence in Spanish-English Bilinguals and Mexican 

Speakers of Spanish 

It was suggested above that bilinguals are more prone 

to TOT states than monolin'guals (here actually non-fluent 

bilinguals with a very limited command of a foreign 

language) The proposed reasons for the higher susceptibility 

of bilinguals to TOTs were the extra representation of 

lexical entries in memory, and the lower frequency of use of 

many words. The consequence is an increased number of TOT 

states (including retrieval failures for relatively high 

frequency words). 

Since most of the targets selected from the diary study 

are of moderate frequency of use, it is expected that 

bilinguals experience more TOT states for these targets than 

the Mexican speakers of Spanish. 

Table 4.05 below illustrates the distribution of 

response types in the recall tasks for the bilingual group A 

and the Mexican group B. For group A, the results for 

definition-primed recall tasks were given in column 2, in 

addition to the overall results for definition- and 

translation-primed tasks. 
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Table 4.05 

Percentage of TOT States and Other Responses in Spanish-

English Bilinguals (Group A) and Mexican Speakers of Spanish 

(Group B) 

Response Group A Group B 

All Def 

(n = 782) (n = 392) (n = 805) 

% % % 

+TOT 17.9 16.8 5.7 

-TOT 13 .9 13 .8 8.7 

Target Recall 39.4 29.3 55.3 

Non-Target 12.8 17.3 20 . 6 

Unknown 16.0 22.7 9.7 

Note. All = translation- and definition-primed tasks; Def = 

only definition-primed tasks; n = number of recall tasks 

The Spanish-English bilinguals in the U.S. (group A) 

clearly recorded higher rates of +TOTs and -TOTs, and lower 

rates of correct target recall compared to the Mexican 

subjects (group B). However, the (14.4%) rate of TOT states 

elicited in group B can still be considered medium/high in 

comparison with Brown and McNeill's (1966) study which 

yielded TOTs in 13% of the tasks using definition stimuli of 

very low-frequency targets. Bilinguals also responded more 
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frequently that they did not know the target. The Mexican 

subjects recalled more non-target words. The latter result 

may be due to the fact that their receiving of definition 

stimuli left more room for ambiguity in general which 

resulted in the elevated recall of synonyms or other closely 

related words. The results may also be explained by a more 

extensive vocabulary of the Mexican subjects. The much 

higher TOT rate obtained for group A compared to group B 

suggests that bilingual populations, indeed, are well-suited 

for participation in TOT experiments. 

A second analysis was conducted with respect to the 

susceptibility of target items to TOT states. Table 4.06 

displays the 23 targets and the number of TOT states and 

other responses that were recorded for each item in group A 

and group B. 
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Table 4.06 

Number of TOTs and Other Responses in Group A and Group B 

Response Type 

Target +T0T -TOT Target Non- Unknown 

Recall Target Target 

A B A B A B A B A B 

1. avion 6 0 0 0 26 34 1 1 1 0 
2. sirena 5 0 0 0 24 34 1 0 4 1 
3 . caza 5 1 5 0 19 32 3 2 2 0 
4 . girasol 12 2 7 0 10 28 1 5 4 0 
5. algodon 2 2 1 1 23 25 1 2 7 5 
6 . confianza 10 3 6 2 14 22 1 6 3 2 
7. mercurio 7 3 2 0 21 31 0 1 4 0 
8. depresion 4 2 4 2 17 9 8 22 1 0 
9. pronostico 7 8 10 8 3 6 7 7 7 6 
10. enciclopedia 3 3 0 2 31 24 0 3 0 3 
11. arroyo 9 1 9 3 5 23 7 7 4 1 
12 . pipa 8 0 1 1 22 30 1 2 2 2 
13 . sabana 6 2 1 2 22 27 5 3 0 1 
14 . chicharron 3 1 10 1 3 8 10 22 8 3 
15 . obra 6 1 4 4 5 12 10 14 9 4 
16 . crucigrama 3 2 12 4 1 21 7 4 11 4 
17. simbiosis 3 3 4 12 1 2 5 7 21 11 
18 . cumbre 0 2 13 9 0 3 7 14 14 7 
19 . sabor 3 2 2 3 15 10 6 7 8 13 
20. lombriz 7 3 2 5 7 17 10 3 8 7 
21. venado 15 4 1 5 16 11 1 13 1 2 
22 . herramienta 9 1 7 2 14 28 3 1 1 3 
23 . climax 7 0 8 4 9 8 5 20 5 3 

Note. The absolute number of recall responses is slightly 

different for group A (n = 782) and group B (n = 8 05) 

because of the two more subjects in group B. A = Spanish-

English Bilinguals in the U.S.; B = Mexican speakers of 

Spanish; Translation of Targets: 1 = airplane; 2 = mermaid; 
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3 = hunt; 4 = sunflower; 5 = cotton; 6 = trust; 7 = mercury; 

8 = depression; 9 = forecast; 10 = encyclopedia; 11 = 

stream; 12 = pipe; 13 = sheet; 14 = crackling of pork; 15 = 

piece of work/art; 16 = crossword puzzle; 17 = symbiosis; 18 

= summit; 19 = taste; 2 0 = earth worm; 21 = deer; 22 = tool; 

23 = climax 

Table 4.06 above illustrates that subjects' response 

types differ between group A and group B with respect to the 

"difficulty" of targets. A target's difficulty is certainly 

determined by its frequency/recency of use, but not 

exclusively so. Probably familiarity, concreteness, and the 

age at which the word was acquired also play a role. Whereas 

the Mexican subjects were rarely susceptible to easy words 

(e.g., the Spanish equivalents of sunflower, mermaid, and 

pipe), U.S. bilinguals did frequently experience these words 

on the tip of the tongue. On the other hand, difficult and 

very infrequent words (e.g., the equivalents of climax, 

symbiosis, summit) are reported as TOTs in both group A and 

B. Difficult words are, in fact, more frequently reported as 

'unknown' by the U.S. bilingual subjects. 

This finding is important because it diminishes 

somewhat the claim made above that the Spanish-English 

bilinguals in the U.S. are, in general, more susceptible to 
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TOTs than speakers of Spanish in Mexico. A probable more 

correct and less disputable claim would be to assume that 

the U.S. bilinguals are more susceptible to words, which are 

characterized by a moderate level of difficulty (frequency). 

The Mexican subjects, on the other hand, preferably (not 

exclusively) experience TOT states with difficult (very 

infrequent) words. This assumption does not reduce the claim 

that fluent bilingual subjects (and with them the 

translation task) represent excellent additions for 

experimental TOT research. Their usage make TOT studies more 

efficient, i.e., they increase TOT responses through the 

application of less ambiguous stimuli for rather easy target 

words of moderate frequency. 

Summary 

The experimental study in which TOT states were 

elicited through definition and translation primes, mainly 

derived from diary target words, found a very high rate of 

(+ and -) TOT states (31.8%) in the group of Spanish-English 

bilinguals living in the U.S. (group A), and a moderately 

high rate of (+ and -) TOT states (14.4%) in the group of 

Spanish speakers living in Mexico (group B). The results 

supported the representativeness of the diary study results. 

The comparative analysis of TOT states in group A and group 
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B showed a higher susceptibility of group A subjects to TOT 

states with relatively easy words (of moderate frequency) 

compared to the group B. The translation task proved to be 

an efficient tool for experimental TOT elicitation 

displaying advantages in ambiguity reduction. Cognate status 

was not found to reduce the targets' susceptibility for 

TOTs; however, it did increase correct target recall rates. 
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TOTs in Bilinguals and Foreign Language Learners 

Foreign Language TOTs 

One objective of this dissertation was to investigate 

the incidence and characteristics of TOT states with foreign 

language (FL) words. Across the English, Russian, and 

Spanish groups, 20% of the TOTs occurred with FL words. The 

findings demonstrated that TOT states with foreign language 

words are similar to first language (LI) TOTs in their major 

characteristics: The target's lemma (semantic/syntactic 

information) is accessed, partial phonological information 

is often available, but complete phonological encoding has 

not been achieved. Related words are frequently associated 

during TOT search. Of these associates, the large majority 

is either similar in sound or similar in meaning to the 

target. These patterns are corroborative of two-stage models 

of lexical retrieval (Garrett, 1976, 1988; Levelt, 1989) 

which assume two dissociated levels of lexical 

representation: an abstract semantic/syntactic level, and a 

phonological level. 

However, foreign language TOTs also display differences 

compared to LI TOTs: As far as target word types are 

concerned, FL TOTs involve fewer proper names, and more 
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verbs compared to LI TOTs. FL targets are rated lower in 

frequency of use than LI targets. Subjects resolve FL TOTs 

more frequently through reference use and less frequently 

through pop-ups compared to LI TOTs. Directed search 

attempts in FL TOTs occasionally involve complex mnemonic 

techniques for target recall which appear very rarely in LI 

TOTs. The number of syllables and first letters are somewhat 

less often correctly reported for FL targets compared to LI 

targets. Therefore, subjects recall slightly more middle and 

final letters of FL targets which suggests that subjects are 

more sensitive to a greater variety of form features of FL 

words. 

FL TOTs also differ in the distribution of target -

associate relation types. Associates of FL TOTs share the 

syntactic class less often with the target (79.5%) than 

associates of LI TOTs (89.5%) . FL TOT associates are more 

often similar in sound (42%) compared to LI associates 

(17%), and they are less often rated (strong) blockers (14%) 

compared to LI TOTs (21%). 24% of the associates in FL TOTs 

were of another language than the target (interlingual 

associations), half of those words were translation 

equivalents of the target. 

The high rate of target - associate pairs similar in 

sound, the occurrence of interlingual associations, and the 

relatively high rates of non-initial letters reported in FL 
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TOTs are interesting with respect to bilingual language 

processing. The frequent associations of words similar in 

sound, suggest that the search for foreign language words is 

more form-driven compared to the search for LI words which 

is primarily meaning-driven. Whereas in a LI TOT state, 

subjects' search mainly proceeds at the lemma level (and 

above) generating semantically/syntactically similar 

associates, the search for FL targets primarily proceeds at 

the phonological level generating associates similar in 

sound in addition to the partially available fragmentary 

information. 

The focus of search on the phonological store is a 

consequence of the relatively weak links between lemmas and 

phonological entries of FL words in general, because of 

their relatively infrequent (productive) use. The frequently 

occurring phonological similarity between targets and 

associates can be used to assist target recall, in 

particular, when memorization and/or recall of FL words was 

mediated initially through SS words. Most of the time, 

however, the strong phonological similarity between target 

and associates (of the same or of different languages) is 

simply a product of the integration and retention of new FL 

words in a common phonological store. Note that 26.5% of the 

intralingual associates were similar in sound to the target, 

without a meaning relation. As long as a FL word is produced 
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infrequently, its lemma-form connection remains weak, and 

word form retrieval is susceptible to TOT states. At the 

same time, the target's phonological similarity to other 

words continues to affect non-target recall and occasionally 

compensatory search processes in the form of cued or 

mediated recall. 

LI word forms are also stored/ordered according to 

phonological similarity as reflected in SS substitution 

errors (Garrett, 1975) and TOT states (Brown and McNeill, 

1966). The fact that in this study sound-related associates 

are less frequent compared to meaning-related associates of 

LI targets demonstrates that the production and search of LI 

words is primarily meaning-based, because normally lemma-

form connections have been well developed and maintained. At 

the same time, the role of phonological similarity (cues, 

mediators) has been devaluated for LI production with time 

(frequent use). Also, a larger general vocabulary with more 

meaning-related words, among those potential substitutions 

(especially synonyms and category members), contribute to 

the higher rate of meaning-related associates in LI TOTs 

compared to FL TOTs. 

The tendency of non-initial letters being more 

frequently available to subjects in FL TOTs may be an 

additional indication for FL learners' special sensitivity 

towards a wider range of word form features compared to 
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predominant meaning features and selected form features 

(initial letter) in LI TOTs. 

The occurrence of interlingual word associations in FL 

TOTs generally speaks for the existence of a unified, 

integrated lexical store. The relatively low rate of 

interlingual associates (24%) compared to intralingual 

associates (76%) is probably due to various factors. The 

already quite advanced FL proficiency of most of the 

participating subjects is one. Less advanced learners of FLs 

would probably have produced more interlingual associates 

for they may rely on using word translation (the direct or 

mediated linking of lexical entries). Future studies of TOTs 

in foreign language learners should investigate inter- and 

intralingual word search in proficient versus beginning 

learners. In highly proficient (native-like) speakers, word 

search processes are probably mostly restricted to the 

target code; whereas non-proficient (beginning) speakers' 

search is likely to interact more with first language words 

(providing that the two languages are similar to some 

extent). Another reason for the limited number of 

interlingual associations may lie in the methods of FL 

instruction. The current dominance of communicative language 

teaching, focusing on context and meaning and less on 

structure, translation, and pair-associative learning, is 

likely to foster more the development of intralingual 
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relations instead of interlingual relations. 

A final but important reason for the infrequent 

interlingual associations is the limited amount of 

phonological similarity between the English-German, Russian-

English, and Spanish-English target - associate pairs. Word 

form differences are a great deal more frequent than word 

form similarities (e.g., of syllable length, stress, vowel 

structure etc.). It is more likely that a subject retrieves 

a phonologically similar word from the target language 

compared to the 'other' language, even if the FL vocabulary 

is quite limited. Speakers of two languages that are very 

similar in their form (e.g., Spanish and Portuguese) 

probably would show an increased number of interlingual 

associations because of the higher degree of word 

similarity. If strong form similarity exists between a 

target and an interlingual word, as in "Husten" (German: 

cough) - "Houston", or "grass" - "grasa" (Spanish: fat), the 

phonologically similar word can be recalled, as the data 

shows, suggesting that the word pairs are stored in a common 

phonological store. 

TOTs in Bilinquals 

The experimental study found that Spanish-English 

bilinguals living in the U.S. were more susceptible to TOT 

states than Spanish native speakers living in Mexico. The 
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bilinguals' language acquisition history (the early 

acquisition of Spanish, and the dominant use of English more 

recently in school and academia) has led to a reduction of 

Spanish words' frequency/recency of use. The simultaneous 

usage of two languages in every-day life is also likely to 

reduce the average overall word frequency of use compared to 

the words used by monolingual speakers, at least in certain 

domains. The fact that both the retrospective and the diary 

study did not find higher rates of TOTs is probably due to 

compensation strategies that are exclusively available to 

bilinguals. Codeswitching, borrowing, and synonym usage or 

paraphrasing in two languages are means that can help the 

bilingual speaker to communicate successfully and to bypass 

overt word retrieval problems. The special susceptibility of 

bilinguals to experimentally-induced TOT states makes them 

especially interesting and valuable for lexical retrieval 

research. 

Bilinguals do not only differ in the susceptibility to 

TOTs, they also show some distinct TOT characteristics. 

Bilingual TOTs of the diary study involved more frequently 

associates (88% of the times) compared to LI TOTs in the 

other groups (74.8% of the times). 22.3% (n = 67) of the 

related words were interlingual associates. Of these 

interlingual associates, 38.8 % were translation 

equivalents, and 26.9% were cognates. The experiment found 
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similarly high TOT rates elicited through the presentation 

of translation equivalents compared to definition stimuli. 

High rates of TOTs were also induced for cognate targets 

both through definition and translation primes. 

The occurrence of interlingual associations suggests 

that a unified lexical store also exists for the Spanish-

English bilinguals. The association of translation 

equivalents and other interlingual associates related in 

meaning speaks for a shared meaning level; the association 

of cognates and exclusively form-related associates 

indicates storage in a common phonological store. See also 

Askari (1991) who draw similar conclusions about the lexical 

representation in Farsi-English bilinguals. However, the 

fact that TOTs occur and are maintained even for targets 

with cognates and other phonologically similar associates 

suggests that no direct connections between the lexical 

entries are available. If they were available, the subjects 

would be able to make use of them more frequently, and TOTs 

would not occur at all or be resolved quickly. 

A fast resolution or 'triggering' of target recall by 

the associated cognate was only found in 12% of the TOTs 

involving cognates. In 56% of the TOTs with cognate 

retrieval, the subjects did not manage to link the cognate 

to the target, and target recall could not be achieved 

within a minute after the cognate was retrieved. The 
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indirect mediation through a common lemma or concept was 

also impossible in these cases because the link between 

lemma and phonological entry of the target was still 

inaccessible. In terms of the subjects' language acquisition 

history, the results are plausible: Spanish and English were 

mostly acquired relatively independently from each other by 

the bilingual subjects. Foreign language learners in 

instructional settings, on the other hand, are more likely 

to develop direct links between lexical entries or (what I 

consider more likely) metacognitive knowledge about similar 

features of the two languages which can be used 

strategically by the learners to reduce memorization and/or 

recall problems. This explains the different results 

obtained by de Groot (1992) who reported that cognateness 

increased the rate of success for word translation 

(decreasing recall failures) in Dutch speakers of English as 

a foreign language. 

In summary, the findings of this study suggest 

independent meaning-based and form-based processing levels 

for lexical retrieval of foreign language words and words in 

bilingual subjects as suggested by two stage models of 

lexical production (Garrett 1976, 1982a; Levelt, 1989). The 

levels of processing (lemma, and phonological encoding), and 

the lexical stores of semantic/syntactic information, and 

word form seem to be the same for LI and FL words. The 
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association of meaning-related words suggests a common 

abstract lexical store, the association of phonologically 

similar words points at a common lexicon for word form. 

Storage in a common phonological store, however, does not 

mean that the similar entries are necessarily interconnected 

(directly and/or via lemmas or concepts). Too much 

interconnectedness would probably increase retrieval 

failures in form of misselections (substitution errors), in 

particular, of higher frequency words that share form 

features with the target. 

The potential facilitory effect of phonological 

similarity is likely to be due to metacognitive/ 

metalinguistic knowledge and analyses based thereupon. 

Foreign language learners who acquire the target language 

including metalinguistic knowledge in institutional settings 

are more likely to learn about and to use target-associate 

similarity compared to foreign language learners or fluent 

bilinguals who acquired the languages independently from 

each other in natural settings. 
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Based upon the preceding analysis of this TOT data 

corpus, various possibilities of how TOT states develop will 

now be discussed and illustrated with data samples of both 

first and foreign language TOTs. Some suggestions made in 

previous sections, will be repeated in order to give a 

coherent and complete account of what I believe is essential 

for the classification and explanation of TOT states. My 

argumentation will, in part, rely upon subjects' time 

records for non-target word associations and target recall, 

in addition to the TOT characteristics discussed in the 

sections above. Subjects' retrospective comments will also 

be referred to if considered corroborative of the ideas 

presented. One objective is to show that there is not a 

single account to explain TOT causation, and that in 

particular, neither the blocking hypothesis nor the 

incomplete activation hypothesis can account for all kinds 

of TOT experiences reported in this study. 

Incomplete Activation 

A sizable number of TOT states in this study neither 

involves word associations nor incorrect fragmentary 

information (see examples in appendix HI). The meaning of 

the target word is accessed, its syntactic class is 
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specified, and in the cases of Spanish and Russian nouns, 

gender information is available. The target's phonology, 

however, cannot be generated in its completeness. 

Interference processes are unlikely to be responsible for 

these TOT states because they would be likely to be 

reflected in word associations or the access of incorrect 

partial information. 

Burke et al. (1991) suggested that low target frequency 

and recency, and aging are the prime factors responsible for 

the failure to retrieve the TOT target's phonology. In their 

proposed note-structure theory, the authors describe the 

lexicon as an interconnected network with various layers -

essentially a semantic/syntactic and a phonological level 

(with various sublayers). Two distinct processes are crucial 

for word retrieval in this model: activation, a hierarchical 

top-down process, and priming which is parallel, 

simultaneous activation spreading through an area in the 

network that prepares the lexical nodes for activation. Low 

frequency and recency of use, (and aging) are suggested to 

decrease the strength of connections between nodes which can 

lead to a deficit in priming the critical phonological 

nodes. This deficit in priming transmission from the 

semantic to the phonological level is considered the basic 

cause for TOTs. 

In other studies, low frequency targets were also shown 
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to be susceptible to TOTs (Brown and McNeill, 1966; Jones 

and Langford, 1987; Reason and Lucas, 1984). Low target 

frequency and recency also appear to have contributed to the 

causation of most TOT states in this study. However, also 

words of medium and high frequency and/or recency were 

occasionally inaccessible (see appendix El). Relatively 

high-frequency targets were also reported in other studies 

(Heller, 1992; Bak, 1987; Cohen and Faulkner, 1987; Reason 

and Lucas, 1984). Thus, a sizable number of TOTs of this 

data corpus and other studies was not likely to be caused by 

priming deficits due to the target's low frequency/recency 

of use. 

In several TOT reports with targets that had been used 

frequently and/or shortly before the occurrence of the 

retrieval failure, subjects described themselves in unusual 

mental and emotional states. It is not unreasonable to 

assume that tiredness, fatigue, or stress affect word 

recall. Cohen and Faulkner (1986) found that some of their 

subjects reported having more problems with name recall when 

they were tired, stressed or unwell. Brown (1991) reported a 

survey in which college students acknowledged that they 

experienced memory blocks more often when they were "too 

nervous". Reports of unusual mental/emotional states by 

subjects of this study are cited in appendix H2. 

Extreme mental or emotional states may be compatible 
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with the assumption of preparatory processes necessary for 

or facilitating lexical selection. If one assumes that not 

only word frequency and recency affect the likelihood or 

strength of preparation of a target, but also the 

environmental context and the communicative situation, then 

extreme emotional states may account for additional TOT 

states in the following way: A tired or exhausted person is 

usually not able to observe or to realize a situation as 

well as under normal circumstances. A person under stress 

may have too many things in mind, may focus attention 

elsewhere, and so may lose some control of the situational 

and conversational context. Both mental states prevent the 

subject from processing situational and contextual clues 

adequately that may lead to priming or other preparatory 

processes for lexical selection under normal conditions. 

As Wenzl (1932) observed, TOTs with very familiar 

(frequent) targets are also possible to occur in normal 

mental/emotional states, but usually when the to-be recalled 

target is not related to the present mental content (topic, 

theme, event). A surprise phone call, an unexpected switch 

in languages or topics, or a sudden request for a word after 

"daydreaming" activities are examples for situations in 

which we are poorly prepared for optimal word finding which 

are the perfect breeding grounds for TOTs (see appendix H2). 

In some cases, unexpected recall tasks may mount in a kind 
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of shock that clearly inhibits recall similar to the extreme 

mental states described above - only that this time, the 

intention or need to recall the word causes the extreme 

emotional state which in turn is counterproductive to word 

recall. 

The assumption of situational or contextual preparatory 

processes also has some appeal for the explanation of a 

group of cross-language TOTs in bilingual subjects which 

will be discussed later. Of course, one does not need to 

interpret the effects that result from unusual mental/ 

emotional states or contextual unpreparedness as leading to 

a lack of lexical priming, as suggested by Burke et al. 

(1991). Whether it is lexical priming or another more global 

process (schema activation), that perhaps only 'primes' or 

prepares the activation of conceptual and/or semantic 

knowledge structures is an open question that cannot be 

resolved here but needs more investigation in future 

research. 

In summary, it has been suggested that in addition to 

target word frequency and recency, attentional and 

situational factors can contribute to the causation of word 

retrieval failures in TOT states. 
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Incomplete Activation with Non-Blocking or Facilitating 

Associates 

The next category of TOT states is similar to the one 

described above with the exception that the subject now 

associates related words while searching for the target (see 

examples in appendix H3). Recall that the majority of TOT 

states in this study involved some kind of word association. 

Non-competing associates are mostly meaning-related 

associates that do not interfere with target retrieval, they 

merely reflect what the subject knows about the target's 

meaning. These associates are usually recalled in a group, 

they are of attributive, or associative relation types, but 

they may also be category members or synonyms which are 

clearly distinct from the target in some semantic/episodic 

properties. Frequently subjects associate a number of words 

related to the target, and rate those more often helpers 

than blockers. However, non-competing associates occur in 

short TOTs and long (difficult) TOTs which makes them 

difficult to evaluate with respect to their effect upon 

target recall. Certainly not all associates that are felt to 

be helpers are indeed facilitating, as the analyses of 

subject-rated helpers and blockers, and short TOTs and long 

TOTs above demonstrated. 

Words similar in sound can also be non-blocking (and 

non-helping!) associates, in particular, if the subject does 
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not recognize the similarity to the target. In this case, 

the related word is often ignored by the subject and the 

search proceeds. In case that the subject feels or realizes 

the associate's sound similarity with the target, it is 

important that s/he proceed searching without focussing and 

maintaining too much attention to the non-target word. Too 

much focus on the non-target may be counterproductive as 

will be shown below in the sections on blocking associates. 

Subjects are most likely to successfully use sound 

similarity features if they manage to maintain a "balance" 

between noticing the correct target features in the 

associated word(s) and continuing elaborate search, i.e., 

the ability to go beyond the "warm" or similar associate. 

Appendix G4 contains reports of TOT states in which the 

subjects appear to have successfully used the sound 

similarity of associates for target recall. My 

interpretation of facilitating word associates is mainly 

based on the TOTs' time record. Facilitation is very likely 

to have happened if the target word was recalled shortly or 

immediately after the recall of a helping associate. 

Occasional retrospective comments by the subjects 

corroborate of the assumption of facilitation. According to 

my estimation, non-blocking associates represent a high 

percentage (70%) of the absolute number of associated words 

in this corpus. 
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The conclusion I would like to suggest from the 

argumentation above is that associates do not necessarily 

have to be inhibitory nor facilitating for target recall. 

They can become either facilitating or inhibitory depending 

on (a) the associates' similarity to the target and (b) the 

subjects' ability to withdraw attention from the non-target 

associate. 

Incomplete Activation with Consciously Manipulated 

Associates 

Above I suggested that (involuntarily) associated words 

can block target recall, and that they may have no effect or 

a facilitating effect upon TOT resolution. In some cases, 

however, associated words are clearly of help to the 

subject. Helping associates are sometimes deliberately 

searched for and manipulated by the subject in order to 

"mediate" target retrieval in a mnemonic procedure. The 

subject consciously searches for words, situations, or 

pictures that s/he knows are related to the target in some 

way. A few subjects reported that they had a special 

"method" which they used to recover "lost" words. These 

methods are similar, in principle, to key-word methods 

applied to vocabulary learning, although mostly for the 

development of receptive skills only (Atkinson, 1975; Cohen, 

1987; Pressley et al., 1980; Weise, 1990; Ecke, 1993). 
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Indeed, the successful conscious manipulation of associates 

appears to be used more frequently, but not exclusively, in 

FL TOTs (see appendix H5). Mediated recall is particularly 

likely with relatively recently acquired words, and words 

that were learned through conscious, elaborate procedures, 

e.g., special terminology or FL vocabulary. In these cases, 

the subject may have used strong (meaningful, emotional, 

pictorial) mnemonic links in order to memorize the word's 

meaning and form. In a later word retrieval failure, it is 

easier for the subject to recall the mediator including the 

strong link to the target than the forgotten word form 

itself. 

The crucial aspect for successful mediation is that the 

subject recalls or realizes the features that are shared by 

the target and the mediator and that s/he is able to use 

these as a "bridge" to target recall (Matz et al., 1988; 

Weise, 1990; Ecke, 1993). Without realizing its similarity 

and establishing the right connection to the target, the 

intended mediator may become a potential blocker. Mediation 

is a pedagogically and practically interesting issue that 

deserves more attention in research, in particular with 

respect to the question: What are potentially efficient 

mediators in productive word retrieval tasks? 
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Incomplete Activation with Late Blocking 

The evidence for incomplete activation, non-blocking, 

and helping associates above was not presented with the 

intention to deny the existence of blocking or impeding 

processes per se. To the contrary, I attempt to show below 

that two kinds of blocking processes exist: early blocking 

and late blocking. The latter will be discussed first. 

In a number of TOT states, subjects initially gain only 

access to partial information, and/or non-blocking 

associates. Partially accessed information (e.g., a letter) 

or an associate that reflect activated target features may 

lead to the association of other words that can inhibit 

target recall for two reasons: 

(1) The associate's features are even more distinct 

from the sought-for target features than the target 

attribute(s) or associate(s) recalled prior. In other words, 

the subject is being misled or "carried further away" from 

the target by a chain of associations (see TOT E 23, and E 

111 in appendix H6). The associations are based upon the 

similarity to the prior associate(s) and not, or less so, to 

the target. The subject can be misled by both associates 

similar in sound or associates similar in meaning. 

(2) The features between target and (new) associate are 

so similar (same syntactic class, synonymous meaning, very 

close category membership and/or very similar sound) that 
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the subject has difficulty progressing in his/her search for 

the target. The positive feeling of being "close" to the 

target grants continuous attention to the associate, and the 

non-target word "stays" or "keeps recurring" in the mind 

(see also Woodworth, 193 8; Reason and Lucas, 1984; Burke et 

al., 1991). The data of this study suggest that both close 

meaning-associates and associates similar in sound can 

impede target recall. The crucial point is that the 

similarity (no matter in what respect) is so strong that the 

subject has difficulty overcoming or surpassing the 

activation of the related word because the attention is 

"fixed" upon the non-target word (see examples SE 103, and E 

163 in appendix H6). Important to note is that late blocking 

is merely a consequence of incomplete activation, and not 

the primary cause of the TOT state (see also Burke et al. 

1991) . 

Early Blocking 

Whereas the majority of TOT experiences in this study 

appears to be the result of incomplete activation with or 

without late blocking, some TOT reports suggest that early 

blocking processes also exist. Two indicators for early 

interference processes were found: (1) subjects' reports of 

correct and incorrect fragmentary information, particularly 

in TOTs with subject-rated blockers and in long TOTs, and 
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(2) early/immediate word associations that are closely 

related to the target in either meaning or form. 

The incorrect target features, reported by a subject in 

an early blocked TOT state, usually correspond to the form 

features of a closely related word (e.g., SE 12 in appendix 

H7). The associates that are recalled at the very beginning 

of the TOT state are closely related in meaning (appendix 

H7), in sound (appendix H8), or sometimes in sound and 

meaning (appendix H9). The word types that are most 

susceptible to early blocking are personal names and other 

proper names, synonyms, close category members, and, in 

bilingual subjects translation equivalents. 

Early blockers are very similar to word substitution 

errors. A non-target word form is recalled fully or in part 

before the target. The subject realizes (probably through 

the comprehension system) that the lexical item is 

inadequate (i.e., an error), and that the "intruding" item 

needs to be replaced. Consequently, target search continues, 

but without immediate success. In normal substitution 

errors, the target is either recalled immediately after the 

word substitute had been noticed as an error, or it is never 

searched for in case that the error had not been noticed. 

The substitution error that "turns into" a TOT state has 

been recognized as an error, but its close similarity to the 

target blocks target recall similarly to late blocking 
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processes: The subject feels close to target recall and 

maintains focal attention to the non-target word or the 

fragmentary information thereof. 

A few early substitutions appear to arise because the 

subject confuses, or underspecifies the to-be formulated 

concept already at the conceptual (message) level (appendix 

H10). These "confusions" are especially likely to occur with 

personal names or other proper names often consisting of 

more than one word. While the subject is still working to 

clear or specify an idea or to solve a problem at the 

conceptual (message) level, an incorrect concept is being 

lexicalized. The retrieved word form is being realized by 

the subject as an error, and search for the right target 

continues. These substitutions are, strongly speaking, not 

real TOTs in the (traditional) sense that the target's 

meaning is already fully specified and only phonological 

encoding fails. However, these misselections need mentioning 

because they are perceived as TOTs and part of subjects' 

reports in TOT diaries and probably more so in experiments. 

The definition stimuli used in experiments often require 

extensive initial search in conceptual/episodic memory 

before a lexical item can be specified and encoded. 

Confusion-based retrieval failures show similar 

characteristics to TOTs on the surface (high FOK ratings, 

fragmentary information, associated words). The only way to 
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identify these cases and to distinguish them from pure 

failures of phonological encoding are subjects' verbal 

reports in which they mention their initial confusion or 

unclarity to specify the target. Note however, that the 

"confusions" frequently become real TOTs once the subject 

manages to specify the actual to-be recalled target. The 

target search in these cases can be impeded by the prior 

incorrect selection. 

The case of "confusions" illustrates how important it 

is to recognize word retrieval failures as a very complex 

developing process, not as a static phenomenon. 

Parallel Activated. Competing Words Reflected in Blended 

Fragmentary Information 

A few TOT reports of this study involve correct and 

incorrect fragmentary information at the beginning of the 

TOT state with no immediate word associations occurring. 

Later associated words display phonological and semantic 

similarity to the target and phonological similarity to the 

incorrect partially accessed information (see appendix Hll). 

The question that arises from this pattern is whether two 

words can initially be activated in part through parallel 

processing that results in a "double TOT" reflected in 

"blended" fragmentary information belonging to two different 

words. 
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The explanatory attempt below is rather speculative and 

will need further exploration; it is outlined, however, 

because of the interesting and perhaps important 

observational pattern. 

A double TOT develops early in the course of speech 

production, namely at the lemma level. It is the result of 

the parallel activation of two lemmas which are similar in 

their semantic/syntactic composition and which both 

correspond to the message structure that was planned to be 

realized in speech. Normally, only one lemma is selected -

the candidate that best matches the concept. Sometimes, 

however, confusion, or vagueness about the idea to be 

expressed, and perhaps lapses in attention may result in the 

activation of two lemmas because neither one was specified 

clearly/strongly enough. Partial phonological information 

becomes available for both words through parallel search 

(e.g., Forster, 1992) or spreading activation (e.g., Burke 

et al. 1991) of phonological features. Parallel phonological 

processing is most likely if two very close candidates 

exist, and if neither of the candidates was specified (or 

suppressed) sufficiently. Synonyms, translates, or name 

equivalents can result in double TOTs. Sooner or later, one 

of the two incompletely activated forms is retrieved fully. 

It is possible that either the non-target or the target is 

being encoded first. In the latter case, the TOT state is 
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resolved; in the first case, the search continues. The 

previously recalled word can inhibit target recall similarly 

to the blocking processes described above. 

Future research may take into consideration the merely 

hypothetic notion of double TOTs generated by parallel 

incomplete activation of two word forms. Investigating this 

phenomenon, however, will require more attention to the 

usually neglected incorrect reports of fragmentary 

information, even if they are quite rare in the overall TOT 

data. 

Summary 

I attempted to show above that various possibilities 

exist with respect to TOT causation and development. Most of 

the TOTs in this corpus can be characterized as incomplete 

target word activation with word associations as a 

consequence or by-product of TOT search. Most of the 

associates are non-blocking and potentially facilitating to 

target recall as Wenzl (1932, 193 6) had already suggested 

(see also Brown and McNeill, 1966; Burke et al., 1991; Meyer 

and Bock, 1992; Perfect and Hanley, 1992). 

Blocking or interference effects of non-target words do 

also exist (Woodworth, 1929; Reason and Lucas, 1984 ; Jones 

and Langford, 1987; Priller and Mittenecker, 1988). Most of 

the time, they are a consequence of incomplete activation, 
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not the cause of TOT states. However, they clearly impede 

target recall and are often reflected in the subjects' 

feeling of being "blocked", in extensive TOT resolution 

times, and in reference use and pop-up resolutions. 

In a minor number of cases, word substitution errors 

give rise to TOTs. Under this condition, the early intrusion 

of a non-target word generates the TOT state because the 

non-target inhibits target recall from the very beginning. 
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Implications for Models of Speech Production 

Separation of Meaning-Based and Form-Based Levels of 

Processing 

The main characteristic of TOT states, the access of 

the word's meaning and the inability to retrieve word form 

in its completeness has been given as evidence for the 

separation of meaning-based and form-based processes in 

lexical selection (Brown and McNeill, 1966; Garrett, 1976, 

1993; Burke et al., 1991; Meyer and Bock, 1992). This study 

demonstrated that TOT states in speakers of English, 

Russian, and Spanish, and TOTs with foreign language targets 

share this feature. This suggests that meaning retrieval and 

form retrieval are separable, distinct stages in word recall 

in speakers of these languages, and that the mapping or 

transmission from meaning to form features has failed in the 

TOT states. 

Further evidence for the two-stage view of lexical 

retrieval (Garrett, 1976, 1982a; Levelt, 1989) comes from 

the words that are associated during TOT search. The 

majority of the associates in this data corpus were either 

related to the target in meaning or in form which suggests 

that processes at different levels in the speech production 

hierarchy are responsible for the two kinds of non-target 

associations. However, note that also a high overall 
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proportion of words similar in sound and meaning (SSM) was 

recalled. In this aspect, TOT states are different from word 

substitution errors. Substitution errors represent a failure 

of the automatized process of lexical selection, and the 

actual target is automatically and unconsciously replaced by 

the substitute which follows the constraints placed by the 

respective level of lexical representation (i.e., either 

meaning or form). In TOT states, automatic word retrieval 

fails also, but in contrast to word substitution errors, the 

target is not replaced immediately by one intrusion which 

originates either at the semantic or phonological level. 

TOT states are periods of extensive and elaborate 

searches that proceed simultaneously at various 

representational levels. This multilevel search is reflected 

in a variety of possible associates (pictorial, episodic, 

semantic, phonological) which may be generated in a single 

TOT. The interim products of search that reach consciousness 

are monitored and analyzed by higher level processes. The 

subject may also deliberately attempt to recall related 

words based on a variety or combination of features that 

seem related to the target. In other words, the subject can 

apply complex problem solving techniques that go beyond the 

processes that constrain word substitution errors and 

automatic lexical selection. These higher level processes 

are probably responsible for the proportion of associates 
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Limited Frequency Effec-ts 

Another finding relevant for models of speech 

production concerns the frequencies of target and associated 

words. I argued that low target frequency often determines 

word recall difficulty and thus is a causal factor for TOT 

states. The recall of most non-target associates, however, 

is not due to the higher frequency of the associate compared 

to the target's frequency. The majority of non-target words, 

and in particular those perceived as blockers, appear to be 

of a similar frequency range as the target. Following a 

proposal for lexical access in reception by Forster (1992), 

I hypothesized that search for TOT words might also be 

constrained by the target's frequency. 

Properties of the Lemma 

After accepting the two-stage view of lexical retrieval 

(Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989) that assumes a general 

distinction between meaning and form levels, the question 

needs to be asked: what are the specific features of a word 

that are generated at these stages? Following Levelt (1989), 

I will use the term lemma to denote the higher abstract 

level and speak of the phonological level as the second or 

lower level. According to Garrett (1976, 1988) the first 
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step of lexical selection is the encoding of semantic and 

grammatical features without accessing the word's phonology-

yet . The TOT data of this study provides evidence for the 

assumption that the target's syntactic class along with its 

semantic properties is determined at the lemma level. Recall 

that 86% of all associated words in this study shared the 

syntactic class with the target word - a powerful constraint 

that is not only obeyed in immediate or early associations, 

but also hardly violated in later word associations. 

A newly investigated aspect that is interesting with 

respect to lemma representation was the grammatical gender 

of to-be recalled nouns in the Russian and Spanish 

languages. The Russian and Mexican subjects were very 

successful in predicting the target words' gender. It was 

correctly reported in 81% of the time by the Russian 

subjects, and in 83% of the time by the Mexican subjects. 

Most of the remaining proportion were "no guesses" and only 

a few cases were incorrect responses. Inferential processes 

based upon partial access of the targets' final phonemes 

were shown to be unlikely, and nouns that could be inferred 

through conceptual knowledge were excluded from the 

analysis. This suggests that Russian and Spanish nouns' 

grammatical gender is being encoded at the lemma level and 

that it precedes phonological encoding. This makes also 

sense for sentence processing theory. Since Russian gender 
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interacts with other grammatical categories (especially 

case, but also number and animacy at times), it needs to be 

processed early in order to enable the agreement of 

preceding adjectives and/or determiners. The early retrieval 

of gender is more parsimonious than the assumption of post-

lexical gender assignment suggested by Berg (1992). Berg 

argued that syntactic class is a prelexical feature that 

needs to be specified before lexical selection whereas 

gender is not necessary for lexical selection and only 

becomes available as a postlexical feature. While it may be 

possible that lemma activation also proceeds in a certain 

time course, perhaps with syntactic class being selected 

before gender, the results of this study clearly show that 

gender is available before the word's phonology. Additional 

support for gender retrieval at the lemma level was 

presented in a case study of an Italian anomic patient who 

preserved the ability to identify the grammatical gender of 

words which he was unable to articulate in object and 

picture naming tasks (Badecker et al., 1995). A recent 

experimental study of Italian TOT states (Vigliocco et al., 

1995) also provided evidence for the access of gender in 

Italian subjects who failed to encode the target word's 

phonology. 
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Phonological Encoding 

The final issue to be discussed in this section 

concerns phonological encoding. The essence of a TOT state 

is the inability of the subject to retrieve the word's 

phonology. However, partial information about the target's 

sound structure is available in most of the TOT states, and 

it is clear that certain sound features are more likely to 

be recalled than others. Word length, rhythm and stress, and 

the initial sound/letter have been named most likely to be 

accessed in a TOT state (Brown, 1991; Garrett, 1993). 

In this study, fragmentary information was investigated 

with respect to the number of syllables, and to any 

letters/sounds (in initial, final, and middle position) that 

the subjects had access to. The number of syllables and 

first letters were the most frequently reported features in 

the English, Russian, Spanish, and Spanish-English groups. 

The findings support the view that first letters/sounds 

play a special role in word retrieval, not only in English. 

Despite the strong first letter effect, the Russian data 

suggest that languages with a highly productive morphology 

that make extensive use of prefixation and suffixation show 

also higher recall rates of middle letters. In these 

languages, it is likely that the onset of the root morpheme 

is as salient as the initial segment. Wenzl (1932) named 

both word onset, and root onset the attributes that are most 
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likely to be recalled in German TOT states, in addition to 

more general sound characteristics like rhythm, stress etc. 

It would be interesting to investigate in more detail 

how prefixed words are processed in TOT recall. Taft and 

Forster (1975) and Taft (1981) argued that prefixes are 

stripped off the word stem in lexical access tasks in 

reception. Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) proposed a stem 

based model of lexical representation which allows for 

'morphological parsing', a decomposition process of 

morphologically complex words. My intuition for productive 

recall tasks is that affix and root phonemes are retrieved 

separately before they are composed or integrated in a 

common (syllabic) word frame. The Russian data in general 

and a number of prefixed and/or suffixed English and Spanish 

targets, of which either the affix or a part of the root 

morpheme was recalled, support this assumption (see appendix 

I for a list of examples). In languages like Russian and 

German, one cannot but assume complex morphological 

composition processes that assign suffix markers of gender, 

case, number, etc. to the root morpheme. The full listing of 

(complex) word forms in the lexicon would be extremely 

uneconomical because of the vast number of possible 

variations that exist for a word. 
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Limitations of the Study 

Before giving recommendations for future research, I 

would like to point out the limitations and weaknesses of 

this study including the applied methodology. 

The TOT phenomenon represents one of the few 'windows' 

that allow access to and investigation of lexical search 

processes in speech production. However, the complexity of 

the phenomenon involving a variety of processing and 

representational levels make it difficult to filter out and 

interpret genuine lexical processes. TOT states frequently 

involve complex problem-solving activities that are based 

upon the analysis of recalled pictorial, episodic, semantic, 

and/or phonological information. In particular, the usage of 

metacognitive or metalinguistic knowledge can conceal 

lexical processes at times. Subjects' records of the time 

course of search and comments on search strategies help 

identifying supra-lexical processes, but they do not allow 

to filter out lexical processes completely. As a 

consequence, some of the arguments presented here remain 

rather hypothetical and need further investigation by 

additional experimental and diary TOT studies. Other 

methods, e.g., picture naming experiments, and error 

analysis of word substitution errors in bilinguals and 
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foreign language learners could also be valuable additions 

investigating similar issues of speech production in 

different but related phenomena. 

A second problem that needs to be taken into 

consideration is the incomplete data reports. In both diary 

and experimental TOT studies, subjects certainly record only 

a fraction of the information they have access to or that is 

processed during TOT search. Information that is perceived 

as less persistent or interesting may not be reported by the 

subjects. Other processes and information may not reach 

consciousness at all, and thus, will remain unavailable for 

reports. This means that TOT records are only incomplete 

accounts of or 'milestones' along TOT search. 

Further, it cannot completely be excluded that 

subjects' records are biased or altered due to their 

subjective theories about TOTs. Cognitive diaries already 

minimize these effects. The effect of subjective theories on 

reports is certainly much more likely in retrospective 

reports compared to the immediate recording of TOTs while 

they occur. The more time passes between TOT occurrence and 

recording, the greater the possibility of alteration of 

information. 

This study did not systematically investigate the 

efficiency of different TOT search strategies. The subjects' 

option to use external references (dictionaries, persons), 
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and incomplete or imperfect time records of search 

complicated the evaluation of search strategies. 

An issue of investigation was the comparison of first 

language TOTs and foreign language TOTs. Some variation in 

subjects' foreign language proficiency, especially between 

groups, was not seen as a serious problem in the study of 

this rather general question. Future studies that may 

specifically investigate and compare foreign language TOTs 

in learners at different levels of proficiency, however, may 

be advised to select groups that are more compatible with 

respect to language proficiency. The administration of 

language proficiency or vocabulary tests (e.g., as in Burke 

et el., 1991), in addition to a self-rating questionnaire, 

would be desirable. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

One objective of this study was to show that diary 

studies of naturally occurring TOT states are a useful tool 

for research, despite the involved problems reported above. 

The comprehensive data obtained, often accompanied by 

retrospective subject reports, make diary studies an 

excellent method to advance new hypotheses and to 

reinterpret findings of prior (experimental) studies. Diary 

studies' results in turn should be further investigated and 

tested in experimental studies that may be able to reduce 
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some oft the factors involved in TOT searches. 

Proficient bilingual subjects, foreign language 

learners, and bilinguals of immigrant communities are 

promising additions to studies of lexical retrieval 

processes (a) because they are especially prone to TOT 

states and (b) TOTs can be elicited through translation 

tasks, which as was shown, are more efficient and less 

ambiguous than the traditional definition primes in 

experimental TOT studies. Another advantage of bilingual 

studies is that medium and high frequency targets are also 

quite susceptible to TOTs. 

Experimental studies on retrieval failures in beginning 

foreign language learners could be attractive because 

vocabulary acquisition, retention, and target knowledge can 

be controlled to a certain extent, similarly to a recently 

proposed method with "TOTimals" (Smith et al., 1991) through 

which high rates of TOTs (25%) were induced. "TOTimals" are 

(invented) imaginary animals which are learned by the 

subjects in an acquisition session, and which the subjects 

are later tested for recall/TOT responses, and recognition. 

To-be-learned foreign language words would fulfill the same 

purpose (controlling target acquisition and recall task) and 

they would have the advantage of being natural language. 

TOT states are especially interesting with target words 

of languages that are marked for grammatical categories like 
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gender, case, or animacy. Investigating the availability of 

grammatical categories to subjects in TOT states will 

further illuminate our understanding of not only word 

retrieval but also phrasal production. This study reported 

that Russian and Spanish native speakers have access to 

grammatical gender in TOT states which I interpreted as 

evidence for the two-stage theory of lexical retrieval 

(Garrett, 1976, 1982a; Levelt, 1989). Gender information is 

part of the grammatically specified lemma which is separated 

from the inaccessible phonological entry of the target word. 

More studies in other languages are needed to confirm this 

finding. Experimental studies using exclusively noun 

targets, which are marked for grammatical gender, could 

especially focus on this issue. See Vigliocco et al. (1995) 

for a promising first attempt to experimentally investigate 

gender access in TOT states. 

As far as phonological encoding is concerned, I pointed 

out that frequently prefixes, and suffixes are available to 

subjects while the targets' root morphemes are inaccessible 

(see examples in appendix I). Experimental studies could 

particularly investigate this issue by eliciting only or 

mainly morphologically complex words. As hypothesized above, 

it may be possible that lexical production applies 

morphological composition processes analogous to 

decomposition processes suggested for lexical access in 
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reception (Taft and Forster, 1975; Taft, 1981; Marslen-

Wilson et al., 1994). 

Another finding reported in this study concerned target 

frequency: Whereas low frequency words have always been 

reported in TOT research, this study and some other works 

(Bak, 1987; Heller, 1992) suggest that TOTs are not limited 

to low frequency words. Based on a number of subject reports 

(appendix El), I suggested that extreme mental emotional 

states (tiredness, stress, abrupt change of topic or 

language) are likely to contribute to TOT causation. This 

issue should further be investigated in both diary and 

experimental studies. Subjects in diary studies could 

explicitly be instructed to take note of special emotional/ 

mental states that accompany the TOT experience. The conduct 

of TOT experiments with subjects who are tired, or under the 

influence of alcohol or other drugs might reveal increased 

rates of TOT incidence, and perhaps different resolution 

types. 

Target - associate relations also need further 

exploration. This study found that most associates share the 

syntactic class with the target word (also Burke et al., 

1991). In addition, associates are, in the majority of the 

cases, related in meaning or sound to the target, and 

sometimes display similarity in sound and meaning. These 

results confirm the top-down nature of lexical retrieval 
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processes, and the separation of meaning-based and sound-

based representations as proposed by two-stage models of 

lexical production (Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989). I further 

attempted to determine the specific meaning-relation types 

of target - associate pairs. Synonyms, category members, and 

attributive associates were found to be the most frequently 

occurring relations. Future studies may further investigate 

semantic field effects, not only for normal vocabulary words 

(Garrett, 1992a), but also for proper name categories 

(Lehrer, 1992). TOT studies into target - associate 

relations may present evidence for or against theories of 

semantic/conceptual representation for they display the 

(retrieved) products of psychologically real processes and 

representations. 

Another issue of investigation in this study was the 

frequency/recency of use of targets and associates. These 

findings did not support the thesis that "habit intrusion" 

of higher frequency words (Reason and Lucas, 1984) is 

responsible for most of the TOT states. The majority of 

associates in this study were rated of similar frequency/ 

recency compared to the target. This result led me to 

suggest that lexical search in production may be constrained 

by frequency range analogous to a proposal about parallel, 

serial search advanced by Forster (1992). Forster suggests 

that lexical search proceeds in parallel in lexical storage 
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units (bins) which are organized by frequency of use. Word 

search is focussed on a certain frequency range. According 

to this model, higher and lower frequency words are less 

likely to compete with the target and thus are not expected 

to be retrieved mistakenly. In terms of lexical production, 

it may be possible that the lemma contains information about 

the words approximate frequency range (a frequency tag), and 

that this information constrains search in that it is 

focussed on a certain frequency domain ignoring entries of 

different frequency ranks. The comparative analysis of 

target and associates frequency in future studies will have 

to show whether the hypothesis above can be uphold. 

TOT resolution types and strategies also need further 

investigation, including the role of non-target associates 

therein. I attempted to show that target associates can have 

no obvious effect on target recall, can facilitate, or 

impede TOT resolution. Synonyms (including translation 

equivalents), close category members, proper names, but also 

phonologically similar words, all of the same syntactic 

class, were shown to impede target recall at times. On the 

other hand, target recall can be cued or mediated by 

associates, thus, contributing to TOT resolution. However, 

the circumstances under which facilitation versus blocking 

occur are still unclear. Subject characteristics, 

attitudes, search strategies, and environmental constraints 
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may all be potential factors to be investigated. In 

particular, the deliberate use of complex mnemonic 

techniques, especially, in foreign language recall tasks 

deserves more attention by research because of their 

pedagogical relevance. Questions related to this issue 

include: What are efficient cues (mediators) for target 

recall? What kind of subjects use these techniques? Are they 

teachable, and if they are taught, do they improve recall 

rates? 

In order to be able to better evaluate strategy use and 

its effect upon target recall, it may be advisable to 

instruct participants of diary studies not to use external 

references, but to attempt recalling the target by 

themselves. By excluding external resolutions, directed 

search strategy types could be investigated more 

successfully. Experiments are well-suited to illuminate TOT 

resolution strategies because reference use can be 

controlled easily. 

An issue that goes beyond lexical retrieval per se, 

but which is of theoretical and practical interest, concerns 

the question of how TOT states and other retrieval problems 

are being avoided or bypassed by the speaker: Bilinguals, 

and foreign language learners often function successfully in 

communication through creatively using codeswitching, 

borrowing, paraphrases, and non-word creations, which 
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considerably reduce the incidence/experience of overt TOTs. 

Regularities, and constraints on, especially, codeswitching 

and borrowing may well show similar patterns to associate-

target pairs in TOT states, and thus, deliver additional 

evidence for speech production processes including lexical 

selection and phrasal construction. See Myers-Scotton (1993) 

and Azuma (1991) for promising first attempts to apply the 

two-stage model of speech production (Garrett, 1976, 1988) 

to the analysis of codeswitching. 

In summary, I am optimistic that research into TOT 

states and related processes of lexical retrieval will 

remain interesting, not only to psycholinguists, but also to 

second language practitioners and pedagogists interested in 

problems of memory and word recall. 
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Practical Recommendations for TOT Search 

While many questions about TOT states and their 

resolutions are still unresolved, it is possible to give a 

number of practical recommendations that can be considered 

"save" and quite well-supported by research results: 

(1) Fragmentary information and associates are almost 

always related to the target word in meaning or form. 

Examining the form of non-target word associates, even or 

especially if they do not have any meaning relation to the 

target, can help discovering the target. In particular, one 

should pay attention to the word's first letter and the 

overall sound and stress pattern. The recognition and use of 

similar sound features can be instrumental for 

reconstructing the target word's form. 

(2) If an associated word, which is realized as close 

to the target, stays in the mind or recurs persistently, it 

is advisable to direct attention elsewhere, to relax, and 

forget about this associate for a while, because it is 

likely to block target recall. Synonyms and close category 

members, also personal names are particularly "dangerous" in 

this respect. Words that are similar in sound can also block 

target recall if they persistently absorb the speakers' 

attention and s/he does not manage to link the sound 

features of the associate to the target form. 
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(3) Thinking about or picturing the situation, or 

context the word was used in, is likely to help also, 

especially if no or little information is available about 

the target. Recalling a sentence which the word was used in 

previously, words related to the overall situation, and 

words that describe or explain the target, may be facilitory 

too; but again one needs to be cautious if synonyms or close 

category members become too persistent in the mind. 

(4) If the TOT target is a foreign language word or a 

specific term, it can be useful to recall how one attempted 

to learn the word initially, especially if it was associated 

with the sound pattern of another word, and its meaning or a 

picture. 

(5) If one cannot recall the word oneself, but knows 

the initial sound(s) or letter(s), the word can still be 

found with the help of a dictionary using the initial 

letters and the overall appearance of the word (length, 

endings) as cues guiding the search. Bilingual dictionaries, 

dictionaries of synonyms/antonyms and thesaurus are useful 

if translation equivalents, or words with similar or 

opposite meanings are known. 

(6) If direct elaborate search does not yield success 

and no references are available, one should remain confident 

finding the target: In these cases, the target is likely to 

pop-up at a later time, often without being expected. 
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix A1: Questionnaire on Language History and 

Proficiency (English) 

Name: Age: 

Telephone: (to contact you in case I have problems reading your 
handwritings in the diary) 

Date: 

Please rate your language proficiency from 1 (very poor) to 7 (perfect): 

Language 1: 
very poor perfect 

Listening 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Writing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Language 2: 
very poor perfect 

Listening 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Writing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Language 3: 
very poor perfect 

Listening 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Writing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Language 4: 
very poor perfect 

Listening 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Writing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



Where and at what age did you start learning these languages? 

Language 1: 

Language 2: 

Language 3: 

Language 4: 

In what context and with whom have you used the languages? (For example: 
academia, family, friends, boy/girl friend, work) 

Language 1: 

Language 2: 

Language 3: 

Language 4: 

How often have you used/practiced the languages during the last 6 months? 

not at all rarely occasionally frequently very frequently 

Language 1:1 2 3 4 5 

Language 2: 1 2 3 4 5 

Language 3: 1 2 3 4 5 

Language 4: 1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix A2: Questionnaire on Language History and 

Proficiency (Spanish) 

Nombre: Edad: 

Telefono: 

Fecha: 

(para comunicarme con usted si tenga problemas 
leer su escritura) 

Haga una estimacion de su competencia en los idiomas que habla de 1 (muy basico) al 
7 (perfecto): 

Idioma 1: 

escuchar 
leer 
hablar 
esribir 

Nivel de conocimiento 

muy basico 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 
7 
7 
7 

perfecto 

Idioma 2: 

escuchar 
leer 
hablar 
escribir 

muy basico 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 

7 
7 
7 
7 

perfecto 

Idioma 3: 

escuchar 
leer 
hablar 
escribir 

muy basico 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 

7 
7 
7 
7 

perfecto 

Idioma 4: 

escuchar 
leer 
hablar 
escribir 

muy basico 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 

7 
7 
7 
7 

perfecto 



Donde y de que edad usted empezo aprender los idiomas? 

3 

Idioma 1: 

Idioma 2: 

Idioma 3: 

Idioma 4: 

En que contexto y con quien usted ha usado los idiomas? (Por ejemplo: academia, 
familia, novio/a, amigos, trabajo) 

Idioma 1: 

Idioma 2: 

Idioma 3: 

Idioma 4: 

Por cuanto tiempo ha usado/practicado usted los idiomas en los ultimos 6 meses? 

nunca raramente a veces frecuentemente muy a menudo 

Idioma 1: 1 2 3 4 5 

Idioma 2: 1 2 3 4 5 

Idioma 3: 1 2 3 4 5 

Idioma 4: 1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix B1: Retrospective Questionnaire (English) 

Me tamemory-Ques tionnaire 

Name: Date: 

Languages: novice 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Competence 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

native speaker 

4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 

1. Which languages have you used most frequently during the 
last six months? 1 is the most frequent, 2 the second 
frequent etc. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

2. Most of the time a word or name we want springs to mind 
easily, but sometimes we have the experience of not being 
able to recall it even though we know that we "know" it. The 
feeling is that it is on the "tip-of-the-tongue". Please 
rate on the scale below how often you experience this: 

Never 12 3 4 5 6 7 Very frequently 

3. Please estimate how many times a month you experience 
"tip-of-the-tongue" by circling one letter below. 

a. 1-2 times 
b. 3-4 times 
c. 5-6 times 
d. 7-8 times 
e. 9 or more 

4. In which language do you experience most "tip-of-the-
t ongue" words ? 

5. Below are some of the kinds of words that we have tip-of-
the-tongue experiences for. Please indicate the three that 
are most common for you by writing a 1 by the kind that 
gives you the most tip-of-the-tongue experiences, a 2 by the 
second most frequent and a 3 by the third most frequent. 
Please write in any kind of word that you need that is not 
listed: 
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Rating (1,2, or 3) 

Name of person well known to you like friend or relative 
Name of historical or political figure 
Name of acquaintance 
Name of place 
Name of book or movie 
Name of object, utensil or tool 
Adjective 
Other vocabulary word: (specify) 
Other: (specify) 

6. When you are trying to remember the word, is there 
usually some information about the word that you are able to 
recall? 

yes no 

Circle the letter(s) below for any information that you 
usually can recall. 

a. how the word looks 
b. information related to the word's meaning 
c. how the word sounds 
d. other: (specify) 

7. Is there anything that you find helpful to do as you are 
trying to remember the word? yes no 
If yes, which of these are you likely to do: (you may circle 
more than one letter) 

a. go through the alphabet 
b. pronounce known letter 
c. relax and direct attention elsewhere 
d. use reference such as dictionary or thesaurus 
e. other (specify) 

8. What percent of your tip-of-the-tongue experiences are 
you able to resolve by remembering the sought after word? 

o. 
o 

9. We know from our personal observations and from 
psychological research that everyone's memory is far from 
perfect. Please rate on the scale below how concerned you 
are about tip-of-the-tongue experiences compared to other 
memory problems you may experience: 

Not concerned 12 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
concerned 
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Appendix B2: Retrospective Questionnaire (Russian) 

AHKETA META-flAMflTH 

(DaMmiwi Mmji ilara 

1. Kukmc iiauKH Bi>i 3naeTe ? OueiiMTe Baiue 3iiaiiHe no niiTn5ajibiiOH uiKajie : 

fbhiK HaMHiiaioiuHfi 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

POJUIOH H3MK 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

2. ICaKMMH fi3HK'aMH Bbi n0Jib30BajiHCh 'lame Bceno b re'ieiiHe nocjieanero noiiyrona ? 
1 - HaHoojiee Macro Mcno.ibsyeMbiH h t. n. 
(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 

3. Ofibi'iiio Mbi jienco iiaxo/WM cjiobo mjih mmh, KOTopoe mh xotmm Bbipa3HTb, ho 
HHonaa SbmaeT, mto Mbi He mojkcm HafiTH onpe/iejieiinoe cjiobo b naMfiTM, xorn 
mm yeepeiibi b tom, hto 3iiaeM 3to cjiobo. Cjiobo "BepTMTbCH na n3biKe", no 

aurjiMMCKM "the word is on the tip-of-the-tongue (TOT)". noacajiyftcra oueiiHTe no 
ceMHGajibHOH uiKajie KaK "lacro Bbi HcnbiTbiBaere stot (jjeHOMen : 

HiiKonia 12 3 4 

4. rioAaJiyHcra oucHHTe CKOjibKO pas b 
"BeprMTbcn" y Bac Ha H3biKe (TOT). 

5 6 7 0'ieHb Macro 

Te'ieuHe Meciiaa cnyiaeTai, 'iro cjiobo 

a 1-2 pa3a 
6 3-4 pa3a 
b 5 - 6 pa3 
r 7 - 8 pa3 
A 9 mjth nauie 

5. B KaKOM fi3biKe Bbi HcnbiTbiBaeTe TOTbi Mauie Bcero ? 

6. Buray Bu Hafueie HecKOJibKO KaTeropnfi cjiob, KOTOpbie MoryT "BepTeTbcn na 
Ji3bike". nojKajiyPiCTa onpoaejiHTe Te Tpw KaTeropHM cjiob, b kotopmx 3tot 
(jjeiioMen B03HHKaeT Mauie Bcero y Baa Ooo3na'iTe e.annnueM "1" Ty Kareropmo 
b KOTopofi TOTbi BCTpe'iaioTCH HaMSojiee iacro: "2" - BTopan no 'lacrore 
KaTeropMfl: "3" - TpeTbii KaTeropwi. TaKHce yKaxwre KaTeropwo c.iob, KOTopofi 
iieT b cnnck'e. 
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BiiHUJHTe 1, 2 H 3 : 

Mm(i / (JmiHJiHii xopouio ;inaKOMoro 'lejiOBCKa (Hanpwwep apyra. poiicrueimnKa) 
HmJI / (jKlMHJlHJI MCri'OpM'ieKOH HJ1M nO.lMTM'IOCKOH (Jwrypbi 
MmJI / (jKlMHJIHIi 31iaKOMOIX) 
Ha3Banne Mecra 
Ha3Banne KHMra hjim (jjmibMa 
IlasiiaiiMe oGbeKTa, ri|)e/iMeTa noTpeojienwi hjih MHcrpyMeiiTa 
ripmiardTejibHoe 
ilpyroe cjiobo ( yTO'iHMTe ) 
ilpyroe ( yTO'mme ) 

7. Koraa Bbi nbrraerecb BcnoMiiHTb 3a6brroe cjiobo, ucnoMHiiaeTe jih Bbi o6mmho 
KaKi IO-JIH0O HII(J)OpMaUHIO 06 3T0M CJlOBe ? 

ila UeT 

OouejHTe SyKBy, cooTBeTcrByioiuyio wi<j>opMauwn, Koropyio Bbi oGwiho mo}kgtc 
BCTlOMHMTb : 

a. Kaic BbirjinjHT cjiobo 
5. H(J>opMauMfl CBjisamian co 3na'ienneM cuoBa 
B. ICaK 3By'IMT CJIOBO 
r. /Ipyroe ( noiiciiMre ) 

8. Ecrb .in 'iT0-nM0yiib, ito Bbi naxoiiMTe nojie3HbiM jejian, nbrraflCb BcnoMHHTb 

cjiobo ? /la Hct 

Ecim ila. 'no H3 HMJKeciejiyiouiero Bbi .aejiaete ? 

a. Hjeie <iepe3 ajr<|)aBHT 

5. ripOM3HOCMTG 3HaKO\iyiO SyKBJ' 
b. IlbiTaeTecb orsjie'ibcn h o5paTHTb BHHMaime Ha "ito-to apyroe 

r. Mcno.ibsyere cnpano'iiiMK mjim cjiOBapb 

A ilpyroe ( noiiaiHTC ) 

9. CKO/ibKO npoueiiTOB M3 TOT $eno.MenoB Bbi pa3pemaeTe iiaxojn mckomoc 
cjiobo noMiiee ? % 

10..VIbi 3iiaeM no coGcTBennoMy onbrry m i« pesyjibTOTOB ncHxojiora'iecKnx 

MCCiCiioBaiiHH. mto naLua na.MJiTb HecoBepuiefiiia. nojKajiyficra oueiiMTe no 

HMyKecjiejyioniefi iiiKajie iiacKO-ibKO Bbi 03a60'ieiibi TOT ({)eiio\ieno\i no 

cpaBiieimio c iipyrHMH ripoG.ie.MaMH riaMHTH, KOTopbie Bbi MOvKcte ncnbiTbrnaTb. 

He 5ecnoh:oioci> nooGiue 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0'ieiib oecnoKoiocb 
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Appendix B3: Retrospective Questionnaire (Spanish) 

Cuestionario 
Nombre: Fecha: 

1. iQue idiomas habla usted? Haga una estimacion de su nivel 
en cada uno de ellos en una escala del 1 al 5. 

Nivel de conocimiento 
Idiomas: • basico perfecto 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. dQue idiomas ha usado con mas frecuencia durante los 
ultimos seis meses? Escriba en (1) el mas frecuente, en (2) 
el segundo en frecuencia, etc. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

3. Normalmente las palabras y los nombres que queremos usar 
nos vienen a la mente con facilidad pero, algunas veces, 
esto no es as! y la palabra que necesitamos se nos escapa, 
sabemos que la sabemos, que esta a punto de salir, sentimos 
que la tenemos en la punta de la lengua pero no somos 
capaces de recordarla. Este fenomeno se denomina TOT 
(derivado de Tip-of-the-Tongue o "punta de la lengua" en 
ingles). En una escala del 1 al 7 icon que frecuencia 
calcula que le ocurre a usted esto, tener fallos en la 
busqueda de palabras? 

Nunca 12 3 4 5 6 7 Muy a menudo 

4. Rodee la letra que corresponda al numero de veces al mes 
que usted cree que tiene TOTs, es decir, que experimenta 
dificultades a la hora de recordar ciertas palabras. 

a. 1-2 veces d. 7-8 veces 
b. 3-4 veces e. 9 o mas 
c. 5-6 veces 

5. <-,En que idioma(s) experimenta usted TOTs? 

6. Abajo se da una lista algunos de los tipos de palabras 
que generan TOTs. Indique los tres que a usted mas a menudo 
le ocasionan TOTs marcando con un 1 el tipo mas frecuente, 
con un 2 el segundo mas frecuente y con un 3 el tercero. Si 
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considera que el tipo(s) que a usted le ocasiona(n) 
dificultades no esta(n) en la lista, por favor, anadalo(s). 

Nombre de persona cercana, corao amigo o familiar 
Nombre de un personaje historico o de un politico 
Nombre de algun conocido 
Nombre de lugar 
Titulo de libro o de pelxcula 
Nombre de objeto, utensilio o herramienta 
Adjetivo 
Otro tipo de palabra: (especifique) 
Otro: (especifique) 

7. Cuando intenta recordar la palabra dhay algun tipo de 
informacion que usted si es capaz de recordar sobre la 
palabra en cuestion? 

si no 

Rodee la letra(s) que corresponda(n) a la informacion que 
usted normalmente tiene de la palabra que le este causando 
dificultades: 

a. que apariencia, que forma tiene 
b. informacion relacionada con el significado 
c. como suena 
d. otros: (especifique) 

8. dHay alguna estrategia que usted encuentre util para 
ayudarle a recordar la palabra? si no 
Si ha respondido 'si', icual de las siguientes utiliza 
usted?: (Puede rodear mas de una letra) 

a. repasar el alfabeto 
b. decir la letra que se conoce en alta voz 
c. intentar no pensar en ello 
d. buscar en algun libro o dicionario 
e. otro (especifique) 

9. dQue porcentaje de TOTs resuelve usted al recordar 
finalmente la palabra que buscaba? % 

10. Sabemos por experiencia personal y por investigaciones 
psicologicas que la memoria humana no es perfecta. Haga una 
estimacion en la escala que se da a continuacion de como de 
preocupado esta usted con respecto a sus TOTs cuando los 
compara con otros problemas de memoria que usted pueda 
tener: 

No preocupado 12 3 4 5 6 7 Muy 
preocupado 
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Appendix CI: Diary Study Explanation and Instructions 

(English) 

Explanations for the Word Finding Questionnaire 
The study 
I would like to ask you for participation in a research project on word Finding problems. 1 am 
investigating word selection and word search processes in second/foreign language learners. Finding 
and producing words usually appears to be more difficult than recognizing and understanding them. 
Sometimes, we look for a certain word or phrase (which we feel we know), but at the time, we cannot 
find and articulate it. The word we are looking for (the target) seems to be on the 'tip of the tongue'. 
This 'tip of the tongue' phenomenon (TOT) occurs in both one's first language and in foreign 
languages. Any TOTs are of interest to me, no matter whether they are experienced in the first or in a 
second/foreign language. 

The participants in the project are asked to monitor their everyday life for word finding problems. 
Once they experience a TOT, they are asked to take note of the search for the word. In particular, they 
record what they think they know about the target which is on the tip of the tongue and how they 
search for and find the word. I have prepared a question sheets which make the recording of TOTs and 
search processes easy. I recommend that participants keep these sheets with them so that they can 
record the TOTs immediately when/after they occur. If you decide to become a participant, you will 
keep your diary sheets for a period of four weeks. You certainly will learn about your word finding 
processes and strategies which could be useful for your learning of foreign language vocabulary. 

Instructions 
Please, monitor your speech and thought for TOTs and record them in the diary. Keep in mind the 
following questions: 
-What do you think you know about the target word? Some areas of common experience are included 
in the diary outline. 
-Are there other words/sounds (associates) which come to mind while you are searching for the 
target? Are those from the same language as the target word or from a different language? 
-How long does it take you to find the target expression? 
-How did you find the target? Do you feel that 'associates' help you finding the target or do you think 
that having this 'other' word in mind prevents you from finding the target? Are certain strategies or 
contexts helpful in finding the target word? 
-Any other information about the target and similarities or relations between target and associates is of 
interest to me. 

While being in a TOT state and searching for the target expression, please fill in the first page of the 
diary sheet. Once you finished your search, please fill in page 2 (the backpage) in retrospect. In 
case you do not have the diary with you when experiencing a TOT, please record your search on a 
regular sheet of paper and transfer your notes to a question sheet as soon as you can. Remember the 
following key words for your recording: 

Record what you know about target, define target, give context, record associates while searching, 
record time respectively. 

If you have any questions, if you run out of forms or if you encounter other problems, please do not 
hesitate to contact Peter (Tel.: 323-6248). Thank you very much for your participation. 
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Appendix C2: Diary Explanation and Instructions (Russian) 

OTT'hiKinnm k "Aimere IIoikku Cioif 

IkrjHMoreunic 
ii 01,1 xotcji iipiii'JiaciiTi) Bac jjiii y>iacrnn it iiccjie;i0iiaTejii,cK0M ii|x>eKre no npoGjie\it; noiicKa cjioii. ii 
H3.yiaio ni,i6op cjioii h ii|X)ueccbi iiohcku cjiod uo btojxwAhiioctixihiiom h3i,iko. I Iohck cjiob jjiii 
HCiiojiuioiiaiimi oowmiio cjioaciiee, «icm \:»naiianno 11 nonnMaimo hx. Miioivia mm nine,\i KaKoe-ro cjioiio hjih 
(p|)u:i\' (KOTopoe mm 'lyncrnyeM, mto snaem). no n to KoiiKpernoe ip;Mii mm ih; mokom iiamn h ii|XJii3iiecrH 
eix>. Cjioho. koto|xx3 mm huicm (uejib), "nepraTbcn iia nni.iKe" (no aiii'JiHHCKH "ein;i ma epy enrriiry"). 

"3tot <|x3iioMen (TOT) imimiKueT n ofionx pojwom h HiiocTpaimoM ii:ibiKax. JlioGon 'I'OT HUTepecen .uiii 
Menil, 110 najKIIO I) K3K0M IPbIKO >M HJIH H110CT[)aHII0M) Oil II03IIHK. 

Y'lucTiiHKaM ii ii|xx:kto ii|x:.'iJiaraercii CJieiiHTb :ta cjiyiaiiMH ik);iiihk'iioi«:iimh ii|xx)Jic.Mbi noncKa cjioii d 
evKeiniemioH >KM;tiin. KaK TOJibKO oiih nctiMTajiH TOT. hm ip:.i.riara<rrr.n omicaTb npouecc nonr.Ka cnoiia. 
B 'lacTiiocTH, oiih 3iiiincbiiiaior mto oiih ;iy,\iajin. 'iro oiih :inajin 00 hckomom cjione. koto|xx; "neprejioci, 
na iwbiKe". KaK oim HCKajin h iiamJiH cioiio. }\ rioiimramui aiiKcry, Koropaii oOjiepiaeT npoiiecr. 
oiiHcaiiHii TOTa. i\ peKOMen/iyio yiacriiHKaM x|xiiihti> atiKerbi no/i pyKofi. 'rrofibi oiih moi-jih onucarb 
TO!1 ii(!Me;iJiciiiio nocjie ero iraiHKnoneiiHii. Ecjiii Bbi |x;ujht<: crarb yiacTUHKOM, Bbi 6y.ITRre xpannrb 

Bainn eyKC,nieniii,ie iianncn 11 re'ieiine 'lerapex neyiejiu llecoMiieiino, to Bi.i y3iiaeTe fiojibine o liauinx 
npoiieccax iioncKa cjiob h crpaTerniix. Koiopbii; moi-jih 6m oi,iti, iiojk;:iiimmh npn HsyieiuiH HiiocTpamiMX 

ii3mkou. fl TaK/Ke fiyiiy iiJiaiHTb "20 :ia yiacine n ii|X)ipaMMe. 

llncrpvKinui 
rio/Kajiyiicra, cjicvurre :ia cnoei'i pe-ibio h MbiciiiiMH na npeyiMeT ik)3iihkiioik3iihii TOTou ii onucbinaHTc hx 
evKeiiueuiio. Homiihtc aie/iyiouiHe iwii|x>a,i: 

- 1Ito Bm jy,\ia(3Te ITU -JUACTC ofi hckomom cjione ? I leKoiopbie iianoojiee Macro Bcrr|X3'iaiouiHecii ofijiacru 
IiKJIIO'ieilbl I! ailKCTA. 
- Ecib jih .ipyt'iH' cjiowiVsnyKif ŵiuunibnO Koixipbr iukiwiiiiiiotui. KOiiia Bbi hiiictc cJiono-ueJib ? Oiih 
H3 TOIX) VKC H3blKa, 'ITO H HCK0MCX3 CJIOIK) HJIH H3 JipyrOIX)? 
- KaK sdkho D[ieMeiin I!um ii.V/Kiio, mtoom iiafiTH hckomoo nbipajKenne'( 

- Kbk Bm iiaiiuii ihw»km' cjioik> ? MyncriiyeTe jih Bbi, 'no "acconnHpouannaii" iiomoiiii, noMonia Ba\i 
iiaiiTH hckomoc cjioiio, HJiii naoSopoT. IiajiH'iHC Tom jpyraro rjioiia Memajio nafrni cjiono-nejib V IIojicsiii.i 
jih onpeiiejieiiiibie crixnerHH n noncKe cnoiia-nejiH? 

- Jliofiaii jpyraii ifii«]>op.viaiiHH ofi hckomom aione h o cxoiicniax h cihiwix mok.i.v cjiodom-iicjimo h 
acconnauHfiMH TaK>K<; iimepecna urn Menu. 

h'oria Itu iiuxoiiitwi. n (ncrunnui TOTa h Hine-re HCK0M0e m,ipa>KeiiHi3, noyKajiyiicia 3anojiiiin<3 
iiepnyHi crpaiDii^y OKe.inemioii aiiKeru. KaK TOJibKO Bm 3aK0ii'iiiJiH noncK, iioA'ajiyHtrra jamuiniTc 
c^paiDiio' 2 MipnTiiYH) cropniiy)B corjiamnaioiii oo crpaiiHiieH 1. B criyiae, ecrni Bbi lie HMeere c cofiofi 

OKejiieuiiOH aiiKCTiii. noyKajiyfiCTa oiiiiiinrn: Bam iiohck na oCbi'inoM jihctc; oyMam h .saTOM KaK TOJibKO 
CMOVKeTe nepeiiecHTe Hii(|»opManHio n aiiKery. FIomiihtc cjie/iyiouine KJiio'ieiibie cnoiia jjiii Baunix 
3aiiHcefi: 

.iiiiHiiiHTe "rro Itbi jiiacTe ofi hckomom ciobc, oigicjc.niTe ikul. ;iafne (xt.K'pvKaioie, .TaiiHUiH re 

aanioiainiii Korja miiH'ie, ;taiiHiiiHTe cooTBeraiieinio. 

Ecnn Bi.i HMeere .niofii.ii; udî kkxi y Bar: 3aK0ii'iiuiHCb (J>opMi,i. hjih Bi,i crojiKiiyjinci, c ,ipyrn\iH 

npoojicMaMH. iio'A'ajiynCTa Ce3 KOJieoamiH KoiiTaKTHpyflTe c IhrrcpuM (rex 323-C248L l3ojibiuo<; cnacnOo 
•.w y»iac™e n ii|X)iijaMMt;. 
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Appendix C3: Diary Study Explanation and Instructions 

(Spanish) 

Investigation sobre dificultades en la busqueda de palabras 

El estudio 
Me gustaria que participara usted en un proyecto de investigation sobre problemas en la busqueda de 
palabras. Estoy estudiando los procesos de selection y busqueda de palabras en personas que hablan 
una segunda lengua o una lengua extranjera. Normalmente parece que resulta mas dificil localizar y 
pronunciar palabras que reconocerlas y entender lo que significan. En ocasiones buscamos una cierta 
palabra o una frase que creemos que sabemos pero que, en ese preciso momento, no conseguimos 
encontrar. Sentimos que esa palabra clave esta en la punta de la lengua. Este fenomeno se llama TOT, 
siglas derivadas de 'Tip-of-the-Tongue' o 'punta-de-la-lengua' en ingles. Puede ocurrir en el idioma 
materno o en el segundo idioma. Yo estoy interesado en ambos casos. 

Los participantes en este proyecto tienen que estar atentos a sus propios problemas en la produccion de 
palabras durante la vida diaria. Cuando experimenten un TOT, deben anotarlo, particularmente deben 
describir lo que creen que saben sobre la palabra clave que tienen en la punta de la lengua y como 
intentan encontrarla. Con este proposito he preparado un cuestionario que facilitara la description. 
Recomiendo a los participantes que lleven el formulario consigo para que puedan hacer las anotaciones 
en el mismo momento en el que el TOT esta ocurriendo. Si usted decide colaborar con el estudio, 
tendra que vigilar y anotar sus TOTs durante un periodo de cuatro semanas. Estoy seguro de que esto 
le llevara a entender los procesos en la produccion de la lengua y sus propias estrategias para resolver 
dificultades, y que le ayudara a la hora de aprender otro idioma. 

Instrucciones 
Por favor, preste atencion cuando hable o cuando piense en las dificultades que pueda encontrar con la 
busqueda de palabras, sobre todo a lo siguiente: 
-Que cree que sabe sobre la palabra clave. El cuestionario le ayudara en este punto. 
-Si hay otras palabras o sonidos (los asociados) que le vienen a la mente mientras busca la palabra 
clave y si son del mismo o de distinto idioma. 
-Cuanto tiempo le lleva encontrar la palabra que busca. 
-Como la encontro. Si cree que los asociados que le vienen a la mente le ayudan o le dificultan en la 
busqueda de la palabra clave. Si hay ciertas estrategias que facilitan esta busqueda. 
-Cualquier otra information que a usted se le ocurra sobre la palabra clave y sobre las similitudes o 
relaciones entre los asociados y la palabra clave. 

En el momento en que usted tenga un TOT y comience a buscar la palabra clave, llene por favor, la 
primera hoja del cuestionario. Cuando la haya encontrado, llene la segunda (el reverso) en 
retrospectiva. Si usted no tuviera a mano una copia del cuestionario cuando tenga un TOT, anote 
cuanta information pueda en una hoja de papel y transfiera luego sus notas al cuestionario. Recuerde 
los siguientes puntos en sus notas: 

Escriba lo que sepa de la palabra clave, defmala, describa el contexto, anote los asociados (palabras o 
sonidos) que se le ocurran mientras busca, apunte la hora a la que ocurra cada cosa. 

Si tiene usted dudas o preguntas, si necesita mas copias del cuestionario o tiene algun otro problema, 
puede usted llamar a Peter (Tel: 602-323-6248). Le agradezco mucho su participation. 
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Appendix D1: Diary Answer Sheet (English) 

Name: Date and Time TOT occurred: 
Date and Time TOT resolved: 

1. Language of target: 

2. Please rate how well you know the word? 

Not very well 12 3 4 

3. Guess any features that you know about the word. 

Letters/sounds? 

Number of syllables? 1 2 3 4 more 

Article? 

Gender? 

Other: 

Sure I know it. 

Mark your confidence: 
2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

4. Define or describe the meaning of the word: 

5. Write the sentence or context in which you wanted to use the word. Put a blank 
target would occur: 

where the 

6. Which words/sounds (if any) come into mind while you are searching? Include the target if found 
eventually. 

Words/sounds Time word appears after 
initial search (in sec/min/h) 

Persistence of word 

weak 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

strong 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Target word (if found): 
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7. How did you get the target? Circle number. 

1: Target 'popped up' later when I did not think about it. 
2: I searched my memory. I used the following strategy: 

Some context in the environment/situation triggered the target. 
I heard the target from someone else /1 read the target somewhere else. 
I looked up the target in a dictionary/book. 
I consulted a person 
Other: 

8. Do you feel that the associated word(s) listed in (6) helped or blocked finding the target? 
Also judge how frequently and how recently you have used these words. List word(s) and 
circle numbers respectively. 

Word blocks target don't know helps finding frequency 
target low high 

recency of use 
long ago recent 

-3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

9. When did you use the target last time? 

10. How often have you used the target? 

long time ago 
1 

very rarely 
1 

sometimes 
2 

just recently 
3 

frequently 
3 

11. Does the target confirm with all the 
features you initially predicted (in 3)? 
Explain if necessary. 

no somewhat 
1 2 

yes 
3 

12. Give any information you think relevant or interesting about the target and its relation to 
predicted features and associated words. 
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(DilMH.'IHII. MMII JaTa VI lipeMH MWIIHKHOLK-'IIHII TOTu 

4aTa h iipe.vni pa:p?iiiLMinii TOTa 

1. B KaKOM H'JMKe B03I1HK TOT: 

2. floacajiyiiCTa. oueiiHTe KaK xopouio Bbi 3naeTe CJIOBO: 

He o<ieiib xopouio 1 2 3 4 5 V^PEN, MTO ;tnaio 

3. OriHiiiHTC 'lepra, KOTopbie Bbi 3iiaeTe o cnoiie: 

Of)03Ma'ire crmieiib yiiepeiwocm: 
L\VKiia\3ByK ? 1 2 3 

MHCJIO cJioroB ? 1 2 3 4 Sojibiue 1 2 3 

Po.i ? M A C  1 2 3 

ipyroe: 1 2 3 

4. OnpejejiHTi: HJIU onmiiHTe aiia'ieiine cnona: 

5. HaiiniiinTe npeaJioaceiiHe HJIH coaepacanne B KOTOPOM Bbi .\ior;iM 6bi HCiioiiwonaTb CJIOBO. OcTaubTe 

nycroe aviecro HCKOMOIX) cnoBa. 

6. KaKoe CJIONO\3BYK Bbi BCIIOMHHJIH (ecrin SbiJio) Korja ucKajiH CJIOBO? BKjWiHTe MCK0M0e CJIOBO, ecjin 
c-iyiaHiio nauiJin ero. 

CjiOBoVmyK BpeMn noHBJieiiwi cnoBa nocrie Hacroii'imiocrb cjioua 
na'iajia noncKa ciaoo r.n;ibHO 

MCKOMOE CJIOBO: 
(eein nailieiio) 

I 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
! 2 3 
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7. KaK Bid ncnoMim/iH CJIOBO? OGiie/urn; IIOML'P. 

1. CJIOIIO "BMCKOMHJIO" iioa/inee, KOi'.aa ii lie /l.VMa.n o IK"m. 

2 SI HCKa;i n naMimi. II Hcnojiwouaji aie/iyioiiiyio CTpaTeniio: 

3. 1ITO-TO U 0KPY>Keiinn\CNT.VAUNH IIOMOIVIO nciiaviiiHTi. CJIOBO. 
4. }\ ycjibimaji CJIOBO OT KOTO-TO ;ipyroro\ >I I'JO-TO npo'IMTUJI CJIOIIO. 
5. fl iiamwi CJIOBO u cjioBapeWiinre. 
6. il cnpocuji CJIOBO. 
7. ilpyroo 

8. MyncTiiyere JIH BH, >ITO CBibiamioe CJIOBO (cjioua). nepeMHCJieiiiibie B (6) IIOMOPJIH HJIH 3aipyiinnJin 
noiiCKH cjiona? TaK>KE oueiiHTe KaK Macro H KaK nejiauno BH HCnojiwoBajiH HCKOMOC CJIOBO. 
nepe'iHCJinre aioia n ofwinnv 'mam roommrriKiino. 

CJIOBO ojtoKH|x)iiaj[o HOHCKH HI: 3naio iioMor.io liafiTH Mucioxa KOITM HCJIWOIUUIH 
iiH3Kaii BbicoKaii iianiio iie/iaBMo 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 1 2 3 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 1 2 3 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 1 2 3 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 1 2 3 2 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 1 2 3 2 3 

9. Koriia Biii ncnojiwoiiajiH HCKOMOC CJIOBO IIOCJIC.HIHM pa:t ? 

0'ieiib iiaBiio COBCCM nejamio 

1 2 3 

10. KaK Macro BH HCiiojiutyeTo HCKOMOC CJIOBO ? 

OMeiib ptviKo Hiioriia Macro 

1 2 3 

11. CoiinajiaeT JIH HCKOMOC CJIOIIO CO BCCMH McpTaMH. KOTOpbie BH npejBapHTejibiio npeacKasajiH (u. 3)? 

OobHCllHTt!, eCJIH MCOOXOJLHMO. 

mrr B MCM-TO coBnaiiaeT ja 

1 2 3 

12. YKA'AHic JiioGyio Hii(I>op\iauHio o HCKOMOM CIIOBC h cm OTIIOIUCIIMH K npeiicKu:suiim>i\i MepruM H 
CBii3aniibiM cjionaM. Korapan no BauieM.v Miieimio OTIIOCHTCII K iiejiy H HiiTepeciia. 
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Appendix D3: Diary Answer Sheet (Spanish) 

Nombre: 

1. Idioma de la palabra clave: 

Fecha y hora del TOT: 
Fecha y hora en que se resolvio: 

2. iQae seguridad tiene de conocer bien la palabra? 

No mucha 12 3 4 

3. Caracteristicas que usted atribuya a la palabra clave. 

Genera M F N 

Numero de si'labas? 1 2 3 4 mas 

Letras/sonidos 

Articulo 

Otros: 

4. Defina o describa el significado de la palabra clave: 

Estoy seguro de saberla 

Grado de confianza 
2 3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

5. Escriba una frase en la que usted pudiera usarla. Deje un espacio donde debiera ir la 
palabra clave: 

6. ^Que palabras o sonidos (si alguno) le vienen a la mente mientras busca? Incluya la palabra clave 
cuando la encuentre. 

Palabras/sonidos Hora a la que surgen Persistencia 

poca 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

mucha 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Palabra clave (si la encuentra): 
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7. ^Como encontro la palabra clave? Rodee un numero. 

1: Surgio de repente cuando ya no pensaba en ella. 
2: Rastree mi memoria con la siguiente estrategia: 

3: Cierto contexto o cierta situation hizo que recordara. 
4: Se la of decir a alguien / la lei' en algun sitio. 
5: La busque en un diccionario/libro. 
6: Le pregunte a alguien. 
7: Otro: 

8. (,Cree que Ios asociados que anoto en (6) le ayudaron o le impidieron hallar la palabra clave? 
^Con que frecuencia y hace cuanto tiempo ha usado usted estas palabras?. Haga una lista de la(s) 
palabra(s) y rodee los numeros que correspondan. 

Palabra asociada impide no se ayuda a encontrar frecuencia tiempo que hace que 
la palabra clave la uso 

poca mucha hace mucho recientemente 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

9. ^Cuando uso la palabra clave la ultima vez? 

10. <,Con que frecuencia la ha usado? 

11. ^Coincide la palabra clave con las 
caracteristicas que usted predijo (en 3)? 
Explique su respuesta. 

hace mucho 
1 

muy raramente 
1 

no 
1 

a veces 
2 

en parte 
2 

recientemente 
3 

frecuentemente 
3 

si 
3 

12. Anote cualquier otra information sobre la palabra clave que considere interesante, o sobre su 
relation con las caracteristicas predichas y los asociados. 
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Frequency/Recency 
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TOT # Subject # Time Frequency Recency 

E 151 34 
FOK: 5, 1 Syllable 
test 5 sec 3 3 
points 10 sec 3 3 
quiz 1 min 3 3 

"It was so easy, again, and I couldn't believe I 
forgot it!" 

SE 165 27 
FOK: 5, Masculine, 3 Syllables 
mucha -- [much--] 
traer [carry, get] 1 min 3 3 
trotar [trot] 7 min 1 1 
homework 13 min 3 3 
tarea [homework! 15 min 3 3 

"Utilizo mucho esta palabra pero no me podia acordar." 
["I use this word a lot, but I couldn't remember."] 

R 41 7 
FOK: 5, Gender: Neuter 
indeclinable 
pal'to [coat] 2 min 3 3 

R 87 15 
FOK: 5, 
|a| at the beginning 
akkuratno 7 sec 3 3 
[exactly, neatly] 
ostorozhno 1 min 3 3 
[carefully, Watch out!] 

SE 82 21 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
p-, -tion 
pa-
participant 

seconds 
seconds 
1 min 3 3 



R 149 26 
FOK: 5, Gender: F, 
Syllables: 4 
-ost' 2 min 
strasnost' [passion] 
osobennost' 5 min 
[speciality, peculiarity] 

FOK: 5, Syllables: 
5 letters 
accumulated 
make up 
construct 
create 

seconds 
2 min 
5 min 
2:30 h 

E 86 20 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
b 
round 10 sec 
orange 11 sec 
basketball 2 min 

E 200 51 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
k 
(result) 
consequence 1 min 

S 133 23 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
el 
game boy 1 min 
genesis 2 min 
nintiendo 3 min 
zeqa 5 min 
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Appendix E2: Frequency Ratings for First Language Targets 

and Foreign Language Targets within Groups 

Frequency Rating 

Group Language n Low 

% 

Medium 
ô  
*o 

High 

% 

E All 213 36.6 46 . 0 17.4 

LI 169 37.9 44 .4 17.7 

FL 44 31.8 52 .3 15.9 

R All 159 41.5 45 .9 12.6 

LI 129 42.6 42 • 6 14.7 

FL 30 36.7 60 .0 3.3 

S All 158 34.8 45 .6 19.6 

LI 127 31.5 48 .8 19.7 

FL 31 48 .4 32 .3 19.3 

SE All 161 34.8 51 . 5 13.7 

Spanish 92 34.8 56 .5 8.7 

English 68 35.3 44 .1 20.6 

FL 1 0.0 100 .0 0.0 
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Appendix E3: Recency Ratings for First Language Targets and 

Foreign Language Targets within Groups 

Recency Rating 

Group Language n Long Time Ago Recently 

All 

LI 

FL 

213 

169 

44 

27.2 

29.6 

18.2 

42 .2 

40 .2 

50.0 

30.5 

30.2 

31.8 

All 

LI 

FL 

159 

129 

30 

34.0 

35.7 

26.7 

40.2 

38.7 

46.7 

25.8 

25.6 

26.7 

All 

LI 

FL 

160 

129 

31 

28 .7 

30.2 

2 2 . 6  

34 .4 

34 .1 

35.5 

36.9 

35.7 

41. 9 

SE All 

Spanish 

English 

FL 

161 

92 

68 

1 

38.5 

42.4 

33.8 

0 . 0  

34.2 

28.3 

41.2 

100.0 

27.3 

29.3 

25.0 

0 . 0  
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Frequency Ratings 

Group n Low Medium High 

% % % 

All 954 29.2 40.1 30.6 

E 278 24.5 41.7 33.8 

R 128 39.0 43.0 18.0 

S 282 29.1 36.2 34.7 

SE 266 29.7 41.3 28.9 
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Appendix E5: Recency Ratings for Associates of all Languages 

across and within Groups 

Recency Ratings 

Group n Low Medium High 

% % % 

All 952 26.6 37.9 35.5 

E 284 21.1 38.4 40.5 

R 133 33.1 34.6 32.3 

S 277 24.9 37.5 37.5 

SE 258 31.0 39.5 29.5 
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Appendix E6: Frequency Ratings for Associates of First 

Language TOTs versus Foreign Language TOTs within Groups 

Frequency Rating 

Group Language Low Medium High n 

E LI 25.9 

E FL 17.4 

R LI 42.9 

R FL 21.7 

S LI 27.6 

S FL 37.2 

E,R,S All LI 29.7 

E, R, S All FL 26.0 

E,R,S All 29.1 

SE S 25.1 

SE E 38.5 

SE S,E 29.7 

All All 29.2 

37.9 36.2 232 

60.9 21.7 46 

40.0 17.1 105 

56.5 21.7 23 

36.4 36.0 239 

34.9 27.9 43 

37.7 32.6 576 

50.0 24.0 112 

39.7 31.2 688 

40.6 34.3 175 

42.9 18.7 91 

41.3 28.9 266 

40.1 30.6 954 
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Appendix E7: Recency Ratings for Associates of First 

Language TOTs versus Foreign Language TOTs within Groups 

Recency Rating 

Group Language Low Medium High n 

E LI 19.7 40.6 39.7 239 

E FL 28.9 26.7 44.4 45 

R LI 38.5 29.4 32.1 109 

R FL 8.3 58.3 33.3 24 

S LI 25.6 35.7 38.6 238 

S FL 20.5 48.7 30.8 39 

E,R,S LI 25.6 36.5 37.9 586 

E,R,S FL 21.3 41.7 37.0 108 

E,R,S All 24.9 37.3 37.7 694 

SE S 25.1 37.7 37.1 167 

SE E 41.8 42.9 15.4 91 

SE S,E 31.0 39.5 29.5 258 

All All 26.6 37.9 35.5 952 
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Appendix E8: Frequency of Associates Compared to Target 

Frequency for First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs 

within Groups and across Groups 

Frequency of Associates Compared to Target 

Group Language Lower Equal Higher n 

E LI 15.1 

E FL 19.6 

R LI 20.0 

R FL 17.4 

S LI 20.9 

S FL 18.6 

E,R,S All LI 18.4 

E,R,S All FL 18.8 

E,R,S All 18.4 

SE S 19.4 

SE E 25.3 

SE S,E 21.4 

All All 19.3 

45.7 39.2 232 

43.5 37.0 46 

61.9 18.1 105 

52.2 30.4 23 

36.8 42.3 239 

46.5 34.9 43 

45.0 36.6 576 

46.4 34.8 688 

45.2 36.3 688 

38.9 41.7 175 

50.5 24.2 91 

42.9 35.7 266 

44.5 36.2 954 
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Appendix E9: Recency of Associates Compared to Target 

Recency for First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs 

within and across Groups 

Recency of Associates Compared to Target 

Group Language Lower Equal Higher 

E LI 15.1 

E FL 13.3 

R LI 27.5 

R FL 20.8 

S LI 18.9 

S FL 28.2 

E,R,S LI 18.9 

E, R, S FL 20.4 

E, R, S All 19.2 

SE S 23.3 

SE E 25.3 

SE S,E 24.0 

All All 20.5 

50.6 34.3 239 

64.4 22.2 45 

50.5 22.0 109 

50.0 29.2 24 

45.0 36.1 238 

64.1 7.7 39 

48.3 32.8 586 

61.1 18.5 108 

50.3 30.5 694 

45.5 31.1 167 

59.3 15.4 91 

50.4 25.6 258 

50.3 29.2 952 
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Appendix E10: Types of Meaning Relation between Target and 

Associate in First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs 

within Groups 

Group Meaning Relation Type 

SUP Sub Svn Ant CM CMN Att Ass n 

% % % % o. *o % % % 

E 

All 3.4 1 .  .3 23 . .2 2 .9 19.8 22 .4 19.4 7. . 6 237 

E 3.3 0 .  .9 21. .1 2 .3 18.8 24 .9 20.7 8 . . 0 213 

FL 4.2 4 , .2 41. .7 8 .3 29.2 0 .0 8.3 4 , .2 24 

R 

All 2 .7 0 .9 36 .0 0 .9 25 .2 12 .6 10 .8 10 .8 111 

R 3 .1 1 .0 35 .4 1 .0 27 .1 12 .5 10 .4 9 .4 96 

FL 
Q 

0 .0 0 .0 40 .0 0 .0 13 .3 13 .3 13 .3 20 .0 15 

o 

All 4 .8 0 .8 19 .7 0 .4 30 .5 16 .9 19 .7 7 .2 249 

S 4 .5 0 .0 19 .0 0 .4 31 .7 18 .5 18 .6 7 .2 221 

FL 7 .1 7 .1 25 . 0 0 .0 21 .4 3 .6 28 .6 7 .1 28 

SE 

All 6 .8 2 .0 35 .2 0 .4 7 .2 8 .8 23 .6 16 .0 250 

S 7 .8 0 .7 35 .9 0 .7 5 .2 9 .1 26 .8 13 .7 153 

E 5 .3 4 .2 34 .7 0 .0 10 .5 8 .4 16 .8 20 . 0 95 

FL - - - - - - 100 - 2 

Note. n = number of SM and SSM words; Sup = superordinate; 

Sub = subordinate; Syn = synonym; Ant = antonym; CM = 

category member; CMN = category member of personal name; 

Att = attributive; Ass = associative 
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Appendix Ell: Subject Ratings of Associates as Blockers or 

Helpers for First Language TOTs and Foreign Language TOTs 

within and across Groups 

Group Blocker Don't Know Helper n 

Language -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 
o, 
*o "o % % % % % 

E: 

LI 13 . 9 10 .8 13 .5 10 .4 16 . 7 15 .5 19 . 1 251 

FL 10 .6 6 .4 4 .2 10 .6 12 .8 10 .6 44 . 7 47 

LI 16 .8 6 .2 8 .0 18 .6 11 .5 19 .5 19 .5 113 

FL 16 .0 4 .0 16 .0 4 .0 24 .0 12 .0 24 . 0 25 

LI 7 . 9 3 .2 6 .3 8 .3 28 .8 23 .7 21 .7 253 

FL 2 .4 2 .4 0 .0 17 .1 17 .1 24 .4 36 .6 41 

l,S: 

LI 12 . 0 6 .8 9 .6 11 .0 20 .7 19 .6 20 .3 617 

FL 8 . 8 4 .4 5 .3 11 .5 16 .8 15 .9 37 .2 113 

All 11 .5 6 .4 8 . 9 11 . 1 20 .1 19 . 0 22 . 9 730 

S 7 .3 8 .5 8 .5 11 .9 13 .6 17 .5 32 . 8 177 

E 9 .7 4 .3 6 .4 9 .7 19 .3 25 .8 24 .7 93 

All 8 . 1 7 . 0 7 .8 11 .1 15 .5 20 .4 30 .0 270 

l,S, SE 

All 10 .6 6 .6 8 . 6 11 .1 18 .9 19 .4 24 . 8 1000 
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Appendix E12: Percentage of First Language TOTs and Foreign 

Language TOTs Containing Blockers within Groups 

Group TOTs with -3,-2 

or -1 Related Words 

(Any Blockers) 

% 

E: LI 38.5 

E: FL 22.2 

R: LI 20.5 

R: FL 30.0 

S: LI 23.4 

S: FL 6.2 

E,R,S: LI 28.5 

E,R,S: FL 19.6 

E,R,S: All 26.7 

SE: S 32.2 

SE: E 23.2 

SE: All 28.3 

All: All 27.1 

TOTs with -3, or n 

-2 Related Words 

(Strong Blockers) 

30.1 166 

17.8 45 

16.5 127 

16.7 30 

14.1 128 

6.2 32 

21.1 421 

14.0 107 

19.7 528 

22.2 90 

14.5 69 

18.9 159 

19.5 687 
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Appendix Fl: Data Sample: Targets and Associates Sharing 

Syntactic Category 

Sub TOT Target Associate Block/Help 

E 7 23 Heckel Nolde -3 

E 11 39 Aero Smith Cheap Trick -2 

E 17 67 reproduce recycle -2 

E 17 72 Bratpfanne Bratwurst -3 

R 5 27 Fawls Folkner -3 

R 5 24 iskuplenie spasenie -3 

R 14 83 fabula farmatsia -3 

S 7 36 anemia amnesia -3 

S 10 53 Adrian Antonio -3 

S 21 123 espontaneo versatil -3 

SE 1 4 guerra golpe -3 

SE11 40 Rosalia Patricia -2 

SE 4 12 extranjero odd -3 

E 48 196 langsam schnell +3 

E 4 14 urinal sink +3 

E 46 192 Krieg war +3 

R 9 51 Bunich Bunin +3 

R 14 75 stimul stremlenie +2 

R 15 87 ostorozhno akkuratno +3 

S 5 27 exposicion muestra +3 

S 15 84 Penzzoil Esso +3 

S 20 110 yates barco +3 

SE 4 14 Rita Rosa +2 

SE23 92 ignorant oblivious +3 

SE33 141 demonstrates proves +2 
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Appendix F2: Data Sample: Targets and Associates Differing 

in Syntactic Category 

Subj TOT Target Associate Block/Help 

E8 27 hypothermia thermal +3 

E15 58 oxymoron opposite +3 

E17 69 dehydration thirsty +2 

E52 209 robust robot +2 

S 3 13 democracia justo +3 

S10 54 honesto decir verdad +2 

S12 71' mistake wrong +3 

Sll 62 Fernando alto +3 

RIO 62 novella novuyi +2 

R16 92 naivnymi prostota +3 

R25 142 mamont ogromnyi +2 

SE1 1 avion vuele +2 

SE9 32 lirico link +3 

SE16 64 rebuscar research +3 

SE 4 15 clerical typing +2 

E 8 26 sureal cereal -2 

S 13 76 pet pretty -2 

SE12 43 pronostico predisponer -3 

SE27 112 flatters fresh -2 



Appendix G1: List of Targets for Experiment 

Trial: 

1. el porvenir 

2. la egolatrla, (el narcisismo) 

3 . la! guerra 

Experiment: 

1. el avion 

2. la sirena 

3 . la caza 

4 . el girasol 

5 . el algodon 

6. la confianza 

7 . el mercurio 

8. la depresion 

9 . el pronostico 

10. la enciclopedia 

11. el arroyo 

12 . la pipa 

13 . la sabana 

14 . el chicharron 

15. la obra 

16. el crucigrama 

17 . la simbiosis 

18. la cumbre 

19 . el sabor 

20 . la lombriz 

21. el venado 

22 . la herramienta 

23 . el climax 
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Appendix G2: List of Definition Stimuli for Experiment 

Trial: 

1. Otra palabra para 'el futuro' 
[another word for future] 

2. Culto, adoracion, amor excesivo de si mismo 
[cult, worship, excessive love of oneself] 

3. Lucha armada entre dos o mas paises (o partidos) 
[armed fight between two or more countries or parties] 

Experiment: 

1. Algo que vuela en el aire, con motores, alas, es mas 
pesado que el aire 
[something that flies in the air, with engines, wings, is 
heavier than air] 

2. Ninfa marina con busto de mujer y parte inferior del 
cuerpo de pez 
[marine nymph with chest of a woman and lower body of a 
fish] 

3. La accion de perseguir y matar animales 
[the action of chasing and killing animals] 

4. Tipo de flor, grande, amarilla, que se cultiva por el 
valor alimenticio de sus semillas 
[type of flower, big, yellow, that is cultivated for the 
nutritious value of its semen] 

5. Una planta, cuyas fibras se usan en la industria textil 
[a plant whose fibers are used in textile industry] 

6. Esperanza o fe firme que se tiene en una persona o cosa 
[strong hope or faith that one has in another person or 
thing] 

7. Metal de color de plata que se emplea en los termometros 
por ser muy liquido 
[metal of silver color which is used in thermometers for its 
liquidity] 

8. Estado emocional de melancolla que hace perder el animo 
[emotional state of melancholy that makes one lose 
animation] 
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9. Prediccion del tiempo o de la temperatura 
[the prediction of the weather or temperature] 

10. libro alfabetico que como un diccionario ordena y 
clasifica de A a Z todos los conocimientos humanos de una 
epoca 
[book in alphabetical order which similar to a dictionary-
orders and classifies from A to Z all human knowledge of an 
epoch] 

11. Pequeno rio, rillito 
[small, little river] 

12. Utensilio de uso comun para fumar tabaco picado 
[instrument of common use to smoke tobacco] 

13. La pieza mas elemental que se usa para cubrir el colchon 
de una cama 
[general piece used to cover the mattress of a bed] 

14. Tira de carne o grasa de cerdo que se frie 
[piece of pork meat or fat that is fried] 

15. Cosa hecha por alguien, produccion artistica, literaria, 
cientlfica que contiene un trabajo literario completo 
[something made by someone, artistic, literary or scientific 
production] 

16. Juego/pasatiempo que consiste en buscar sinonimos o 
palabras y escribirlas en casillas libres de un dibujo 
[a game/play in which one searches for synonyms or words 
which are to be written in blank boxes of a drawing] 

17. Asociacion entre organismos vegetales o animales, en la 
que ambos se benefician mutuamente 
[the association between organisms, plants or animals, in 
which both benifit from each other] 

18. Reunion oficial de jefes de estado 
[official meeting of heads of state] 

19. Propiedad de las comidas que afecta al paladar 
[the property of food that affects the palate] 

20. Gusano alargado de color rojizo que vive en la tierra 
humeda 
[longish worm of redish color that lives in the humid earth] 
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21. Animal mamifero, tiene cuernos retorcidos, patas largas 
y vive en el bosque 
[mammel with twisted horns, long legs, lives in the forest] 

22. Palabra general para instrumentos que se usa en la 
construccion o la mecanica 
[general word for instruments used in construction and 
mechanics] 

23. Momento de mayor grandeza o intensidad de algo. 
[moment of major grandness or intensity of something] 
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Appendix G3: List of Translation Stimuli for TOT Experiment 

Trial: 

1. future 

2. narcissism 

3 . war 

Experiment: 

1. airplane 

2. mermaid 

3. the hunt 

4. sunflower 

5. cotton 

6. trust 

7. mercury 

8. depression 

9. forecast 

10. encyclopedia 

11. stream, (little river) 

12. pipe 

13. sheet 

14. piece of burnt meat, (crackling of pork) 

15. piece of work/art 

16. crossword puzzle 

17. symbiosis 

18. summit 

19. the taste 

20. earth worm 

21. deer 

22. tool 

23. climax 
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Appendix G4: Explanation and Instructions for Experiment 

(Spanish) 

Instrucciones para experimentos de tener una palabra en la punta de la lengua 

Este es un experimento relacionado con lo que en ingles se conoce como "Tip of the 
tongue (TOT) phenomenon" (el tener una palabra en la punta de la lengua). Este fenomeno 
ocurre cuando estamos apunto de recordar alguna palabra, pero no logramos encontrarla. El 
proposito del experimento es averiguar exactamente cuando ocurren estas experiencias y la 
forma en que las mismas son resueltas. De la misma manera tambien se intenta precisar que 
tipo de information se puede recordar acerca de la palabra clave aunque esta no se pueda 
recordar. 

Yo empezare leyendoles las definiciones o traducciones equivalentes en ingles. Todas 
las palabras son sustantivos. Para cada definicion/traducion ustedes llenaran una pagina en sus 
libros. Si ustedes recuerdan la palabra inmediatamente, o si estan seguros de que no saben la 
palabra, conteste con no la pregunta numero (1) que es: "Usted tiene la palabra en la punta 
de la lengua?" Si no, conteste si' . En la pregunta numero (2) estime que tan bien conoce 
usted la palabra (1 = no la conosco, 5=si, la conosco muy bien). En la pregunta numero (3) 
adivine y escriba todo lo que sabe usted de la palabra (articulo, numero de sflabas, 
letras/sonidos, acento) en el esqueleto de la palabra. La primera raya es para el articulo, y 
las siguientes representan las varias silabas de la misma. Por favor, inserte la letra segun su 
position en la palabra que usted ha adivinado. Por ejemplo, puede ser posible que ustedes de 
una palabra conozcan el numero de silabas (3), la silaba que lleva el acento, que articulo la 
acompana (la), la primera letra (p) o las finales (ion). En caso de que alguna de estas cosas 
mencionadas ocurra, usted debe anotar la palabra siguiendo el ejemplo a continuation: 

articulo 

En algunas ocasiones usted no sabra mucho acerca de la palabra que se intenta 
encontrar. Sin embargo, por favor, anote todo lo que pueda de esta palabra, y no tenga miedo 
adivinar. Tambien existe la posibilidad que usted piense en otras palabras o fragmentos 
relacionados con el significado o sonido de la palabra clave aunque este seguro de que no es 
la palabra clave. Por favor, anote las asociaciones bajo el numero (4). Si usted logra 
encontrar la palabra durante del experimento, escribala en el numero (5) "Palabra clave": 

. Si usted recuerda la palabra inmediatamente despues de que yo termine de 
darle la definicion/traducion sin tenerla en la punta de la lengua o estar buscandola, escriba la 
palabra en el esqueleto del numero (3). 

Despues de un minuto y medio, yo les dire la palabra. Por favor, no la escriba si no 
la llega a encontrar antes que yo. Marque el numero (6) con si si usted conoce la palabra 
y marque el numero (7) con si si pens6 en esa palabra. La razon por la cual les hago estas 
preguntas es que necesito saber si ustedes estaban pensando en la misma palabra que nosotros 
tem'amos en mente. 

Por favor, levante la mano si tiene alguna pregunta. 
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Appendix G5: Explanation and Instructions for Experiment 

(English) 

Instructions for tip-of-the-tongue experiments 

This is an experiment on tip-of-the tongue experiences. When these occur, people 
know that they know a particular word, but cannot recall it. This some times frustrating 
feeling is embodied in the expression "It's on the tip of my tongue" (Lo tengo en la punta de 
la lengua). We are interested in when such experiences occur, how they are resolved, and 
what kind of information people can recover about the word, even when they cannot recall the 
word itself. 

I am going to read you the definitions or the English translation equivalents of 23 
Spanish target words. All words are nouns. After each definition or translate, I will ask you 
to turn a page in your booklet. If you recall the word immediately or if you are sure that you 
do not know the word, answer question (1): "Is the word on your tip of the tongue?" with no 

. Otherwise mark yes . In (2) please rate how well you know the word (l=not at all, 
5=very well). Under (3) guess and write everything that you know about the word (article, 
letters/sounds, stress) in the slashes that indicate the word's skeleton: The first slash is for the 
article, the following ones represent a syllable each. Please insert the letters according to the 
position in the word that you guess. For example, it could be possible that of a target word, 
you know the number of syllables (3 syllables), the main stress position, the article (la), the 
first letter (P) and the ending (-ion). In that case, you would record it as follows: 

article 

Often, you will not know that much about the target word. However, please write as 
much as possible and do not hesitate to guess the features of the word even if you are not 
really certain. 

It is also likely that you will think of other words or word fragments that are related 
in meaning or sound to the target word, but though they are related, you will be sure that 
they are not the target word. Please, write these associations under (4). If you find the target 
word during the experiment, write it in (5) behind "Target word": . If you recall 
the word immediately after I give you the definition, without having it on the tip of the tongue 
and without having to search for it, write the word completely into the word skeleton of (3). 

After one minute, I will tell you a word. Please, do not write down this word if you 
did not find it before. If you know that word, mark (6) with yes , and if it was the word 
that you had on the tip of the tongue, mark (7) with yes . We ask you these questions, 
because we need to know whether you were searching for the target word we were thinking 
of or whether you had another word in mind. 

Please raise your hand if you have any questions. 
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Appendix G6: Answer Sheet for TOT Recording in Experiment 

(Spanish) 

1) Usted tiene la palabra en la punta de la lengua? si no 

2) Que seguridad tiene de conocer bien la palabra clave? 

No la conozco 1 2 3 4 5 Estoy seguro de 
saberla 

3) Adivine articulo, numero de silabas, letras/sonidos, y acento de la 
palabra clave: 

articulo 

4) Otras palabras y sonidos que le vienen a la mente: 

5) Palabra clave: 

6) Usted conoce esta palabra? si no 

7) Es la palabra en que usted pensaba? si no 
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Appendix G7: Answer Sheet for TOT Recording in Experiment 

(English) 

(1) Do you have the word on the tip of the tongue? yes no 

(2) How well do you know the word? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very well 

(3) Guess article, number of syllables, letters/sounds, and stress of the 
target word: 

article 

(4) Other words and sounds that come to mind: 

(5) Target word: 

(6) Do you know this word? yes no 

(7) Did you search for this word? yes no 
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Appendix HI: Data Sample: Incomplete Activation without Word 

Associates 

TOT # Subject # Time Resolution Type 

E 7 3 
FOK: 5 
A- 3 sec 
Abe 1 min Environment 

E 82 19 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
Allah 47 sec Directed Search 

E 179 42 
FOK: 2, Syllables: 3 
e-
entropy 1 week Environment 

R 3 1 
FOK: 5, Gender: M, 
Syllables: 3 
iu, r, k 
biurokrat [bureaucrat] 4 min Directed Search 

R 41 7 
FOK: 5, Gender: Neuter 
indeclinable 
pal'to 2 min Directed Search 

S 88 16 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
M-
Martha 1 mm Reference 

Person 

SE 38 10 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
Article: el 
a-
al-
algodon [cotton] 

2 min 
2 min 
5 min Reference Book 
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R 46 8 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 3 
or 
ancestor 5 min Reference Book 

SE 144 10 
FOK: 4, Syllables: >4 
lm 
imprudente [imprudent] 23 min Pop-up 

La palabra surgio cuando menos esperaba. 
[The word came up when I expect it the least.] 

R 58 10 
FOK: 3, Gender: M, 
Syllables: 4 
-y (is used in plural) 
r 
e 
rekvizitv 
[theatr.: properties] 

2 min 
2 min 
>2 min Pop-up 

E 24 11 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
d 
dis-
distributed 4 h Pop-up 

I was talking to someone I didn't know who came up behind me 
and caught me off guard. I think it threw me. 

E 40 12 
FOK: 4, 
vol 
volkiq [cloudy] 3 0 sec Environment 

I knew I know the word but it just wouldn't come out. 

R 35 7 
FOK: 5, Gender: M 
--oz 
anabioz [anabiosis] 1:30 h Directed Search 
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Appendix H2: Data Sample: Subject Reports of Unusual 

Mental/Emotional States 

Stress and Nervousness: 

E 43, Subject 12, Target: thesis 
"I was in a conversation with a professor, trying to explain 
my thesis for my paper. I was nervous. I was writing about 
my paper when it came to me." 

E 18, Subject 5, Target: snowbird 
"I know the word, but I got nervous because I was in a 
group. Perhaps this is why I had a mental block." 

E 83, Subject 19, Target: Allah 
"I kept trying sentences. The pressure of doing crossword 
seemed to contribute to TOTs." 

E 176, Subject 42, Target: significance 
"I just had a brain block. I feel its important for your 
research to know under what environment we have these 
situations. For instance in this one I was taking notes in 
class and there was just so much information in such a short 
amount of time. So I was having all of this info processing 
it and then writing it." 

S 155, Subject 26, Target: Martinez 
"Durante este lapso de tiempo estuve muy presionado (stress) 
por que tenia... caronas de carro, entrevistas, etc." 
(In that interval of time, I was very stressed because I 
had... car problems, interviews, etc.) 

S 99, Subject 18, Target: estadistico 
"El dxa que la olvide tenia examen, por lo que habia 
estudiado sobre estadistica, y el estadistico era una de 
las principales terminos..." 
(The day I forgot it, I had an exam for which I had studied 
statistics, and statistics was one of the major terms...) 

R 24, Subject 5, Target: iskuplenie [redemption] 
The word "got lost" while I was interpreting orally. I just 
did not have the time to remember it right away, because I 
had to go on interpreting without noticable delays (my 
translation). 
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Insecurity and Anxiety: 

E 177, Subject 42, Target: gemiitlich [comfortable] 
"Because German is not my native language I have a lot of 
new vocabulary so its easy to get confused + frustrated 
easily with simple words. They still seem very foreign to 
me. So often I have that one hint of doubt that it's the 
incorrect word. So I think that hinders me and leads to the 
problem." 

Surprise and Abrupt Situational Change: 

E 23, Subject 7, Target: distributed 
"I was talking to someone I didn't know who came up behind 
me and caught me off guard. I think it threw me." 

S 39, Subject 8, Target: Cornejo? [last name] 
"Cornejo"? es el apellido de un companero de clases que hace 
2 afios que no lo vexa y lo vi antes de que me pasara el 
TOT. " 
('Cornejo' is the last name of a fellow student who I 
haven't seen for 2 years and I saw him before the TOT 
occurred to me.) 

Tiredness: 

E 138, Subject 30, Target: aerobics 
"I was very, very tired when this TOT occurred. I thought it 
was rather interesting that I should have the same word as a 
TOT within just a few days of each other..." 
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Appendix H3: Data Sample: Incomplete Activation with Non-

Blocking or Facilitating Associates 

TOT # Subject # Time Block/ Resolution Type 
Help 

E 86 20 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
b 
round 10 sec +2 
orange 11 sec +2 
basketball 2 min Directed Search 

SE 39 10 
FOK: 4, Gender: M, 
Syllables: 4+ 
m 
medicina [medicine] 2 min +2 
mercurio [mercury] 5 min Environment 

SE 143 33 
FOK: 2, Syllables: 2 
less 
tired 
helpless 
useless 

4 min +3 
4 min 0 
4 min +3 
4 min Environment 

R 142 25 
FOK: 4, Gender: M, 
Syllables: 2 
o, 3 / m 
ogromnyi [huge] 
gigantnyi [giant, adj. 
mamont [mammoth] 

1 min +2 
3 min +3 
16 min Pop-up 

R 33 6 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3-4 
f-
-ul 
follikul [follicle] 40 min +3 
furunkul [furuncle] 40 min Directed Search 
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R 43 8 
FOK: 3, Gender: M, 
Syllables: 3 
o 
chai [tea] immediate +2 
Tsailon [Ceylon] 5 min Reference 

E 14 
FOK: 5, 
r, i 
toilet 
-inal 
sink 
white 
urinal 

Syllables: 

seconds +2 
1 min +3 
1:30 min +3 
1:45 min +3 
2 min Directed Search 

I thought of what it looked like and it popped up. 

SE 87 22 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
Happy Birthday seconds 
Maly 1 min 
Africa 3 min 
Habibata [African name] 10 min 

+3 
0 
0 

Pop-up 

Happy Birthday coincide con la palabra porque tiene casi el 
mismo sonido. [Happy Birthday is similar to the (target) 
word because it has almost the same sound.] 



Appendix H4: Data Sample: Incomplete Activation with 

Facilitating Associates 
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TOT # Subject # Time Block Resolution Type 
Help 

E 54 14 
FOK: 3, Syllables: 3 
Debbie 3 sec -3 
Rae 7 sec +3 
Norma 8 sec +1 
grandma 18 sec -2 
Martha Rae 92 sec 

I was searching and searching and had come up with a 
different name which after thinking about it, led me right 
into the word. 

E 25 7 
FOK: 5, Syllables: >4 
oblige seconds +3 
oblique seconds +2 
obligatory 2 min Directed Search 

I know the word but I don't use it all the time. It only 
escaped me for a moment - I just stammered over it until it 
came out. 

E 69 17 
FOK: 5, Syllables: >4 
big word 
-tion 
thirsty 
hydrant 
dehydration 

immediate +3 
2 min +2 
5 min +3 
5 min Environment 

I knew it was a large -tion word and I knew thirsty was a 
side effect. Right before I got it, I thought of hydrant and 
then it popped up. (I looked at our water cooler.) 
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S 52 10 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 1 
sm 
small seconds 0 
smell 1 min Pop-up 

R 153 27 
FOK: 5, Gender: Neuter, 
Syllables: 2 
f, 1 
sufle [souffle] 1 min +3 
f, 1 1 min 
file [fillet] 2 min Directed Search 

R 72 13 
FOK: 4, Gender: M, 
Syllables: >4 
-dze seconds 
Kikadze 5-6 sec 
Charakiri 1.5 min 
smeshnoi [funny] 5 min 
komitshnyi 8 min 
[comical sound] 
komikadze [kamikadse] 14 min 

+2 
-1 
+2 

Directed Search 

Slovo okanchivaetsia na -dze, kak-to sviazano so smeshnym, 
komichnym, no oboznachaet samoubiistvo. Professia liudei, 
soznatel'no idushchikh na samoubiistvo. Kikadze sostoit iz 
pochti tekh zhe zvukov. Kharakiri - samoubiistvo. A 
znachenie smeshnoi, komichnyi pomoglo tem, chto slova 
komichnvi i komikadze nachinaiutsia odinakovo. 

[The (target) word ends in -dze, which is associated with 
something funny, comical, but it means suicide. It's the 
profession of people who consciously commit suicide. 
"Kikadze" contains almost the same sounds. "Charakiri" is 
suicide, but the meaning "smeshnoi" (funny), "komitshnyi" 
(comical) helped me because the word "komishnvi" and 
"komikadze" start similarly.] 
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SE 22 7 
FOK: 5, Gender: F, 
Syllables: 2 
casa [house] 3 min +3 
caza [hunt, noun] 3 min Directed Search 

Busque una palabra que sabia que se le parecia casi en 
todo. [I looked for a word of which I knew that it was 
similar in almost everything.] 

SE 31 9 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
sef center seconds +3 
eagle 2 h +3 
egolatra 2 h Directed Search 
(egolatrxa) [self-worship] 

Algo raro, nunca antes habia asociado una palabra con un 
animal o ave pero por la forma de la palabra se hacia 
conocida. [Something strange, I have never before associated 
a word with an animal or a bird, but through the form of the 
word I recognized it. ] 

E 81 19 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
L, s 
lila [German purple] 
Lila [English name] 
Lily 

Relaxed and let it come. 

15 sec +1 
35 sec 0 
40 sec Other 

E 107 24 
FOK: 3, Gender: F 
Syllables: 2 
B-
farm 0 sec +3 
baum [tree] 2 sec +2 
Bahnhof [train station] 3 sec +3 
Bauernhof Tfarml 5 min Reference 

It is interesting that a word like "train station" could 
help me find "farm". 
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Appendix H5: Data Sample: Incomplete Activation with 

Consciously Manipulated Associates 

TOT # Subject # Time Block Resolution Type 
Help 

E 161 37 
FOK: 4, Gender: M 
Article: der, Syllables: 2 
Hu- 0 

0 
80 min 
80 min 

Huh 
Houston (as in Texas) 
Husten [cough] 

-1 
+3 

Directed Search 

I thought about how I initially memorized that word: Houston 
has a very moist summer climate - bad for people who have 
trouble with their lungs. This method of recalling a word 
(placing myself mentally in the situation of seeing or 
studying the word) typically works well for me. 

E 127 28 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 3 
Sh 
S-, i, a 
Siberia 45 sec +3 
camels 50 sec +2 
Saibara (Japanese) 1 min Directed Search 

Visualizing a picture of a camel in Siberia. 

E 16 5 
FOK: 3, Syllables: 2 
G 
Gefahr [danger] 1 sec +3 
Gefanqnis [prison] 45 sec Directed 

I knew that the German word for prison sounded and was like 
the word Gefahr which means dangerous. Prison is dangerous, 
so the word Gefahr helped me find the target word. 

Search 
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Appendix H6: Data Sample: Incomplete Activation and Late 

Blocking Associates 

TOT # Subject # Time Block/ Resolution Type 
Help 

SE 103 25 
FOK: 45, Syllables: 4 
cha 
ber 
Chamberlaine 
ria 
Echavarria 

3 0 min +3 
all day -3 

- 2  

all day 
Reference 

"Cha" si era characteristica. "Ber" no lo era y me impedia a 
encontrar la palabra. Yo empesaba la palabra con "Cha" 
cuando en realidad empesaba con "E" y por eso no podia 
encontrar la palabra. [Yes, "cha" was characteristic, "ber" 
not. That was what hindered finding the target. I started 
the word with "Cha" although it starts with "E" in reality, 
and that's why I couldn't find the (target) word] 

E 23 7 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
P 
Pellner seconds -2 
Nolde seconds -3 
Heckel ? Environment 

I was blocked because I couldn't get Nolde out of my head. 
It totally screwed me up. 

E 163 38 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 3 

land 
Land 20 sec +1 
Wunderland 3 0 sec -3 
Neverland (Ranch) 10 min Reference 

She came up with the target several minutes after I asked. 
The more I thought of the associated word the more I was 
unable to think of anything but the associated word. 

Person 
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S 44 9 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 3 
J 
Jasmin 1 min 
Janin 6 min 
Jaqueline 9 min 
Jessica 10 min 

-1 
+1 
+3 

Directed 
Search 

R 69 12 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
e 
Et' en 
Eduard 
Ernest 

2 min 
5 min 
45 min 

- 2  

0 
Reference 
Person 

E 111 25 
FOK: 3, Syllables: 2 
C-
Crichton 
Landon 
Crawford 

1 min 
5 min 
3.5 h 

-3 
0 

Directed Search 

I remembered it later when I was thinking about it. 

SE 112 27 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 2 
f 
flash +2 
flamboyant +1 
fresh -2 
fiasco [nonword] -2 
fresco [fresh] -2 
flatter Environment 
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Appendix H7: Data Sample: Early Blocking Associates Similar 

in Meaning 

TOT # Subject # Time Block/ Resolution Type 
Help 

SE 98 24 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
stress -3 
emphasise 1 min Environment 

The word "stress" in a way impeded me in finding the word I 
was looking for because it made me want to use it instead of 
trying to remember the word "emphasis". Very embarrassing. I 
was speaking to my future employer. 

R 25 5 
FOK: 5, Gender: Neuter, 
Syllables: 3 
o, a 
paragraf [paragraph] 
abzats [paragraph] 

immediate 
3 h Pop-up 

SE 12 4 
FOK: 2, Syllables: 4 
f 
foreign 
rare 
odd 
extraniero [foreign] 2:30 h Pop-up 

E 98 22 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 2 
t-
take 5 sec +1 
nehmen [take] 50 sec Directed Search 

Repeating 'take' and searching for the German word. I kept 
thinking that the word started with a T. 'Nehmen' looks and 
sounds totally different from 'take'. They have nothing in 
common. 
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R 100 18 
FOK: 5, 
D-
Kornuel [Cornell] immediate -3 
Devonshir [Davonshir] 4 weeks Environment 

la otchetlivo chuvstvovala, chto drugoe slovo meshaet mne 
vspominat' iskomoe slovo. [I clearly feel that the other 
word hinders me to remember the target word.] 
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Appendix H8: Data Sample: Early Blocking Associates Similar 

in Sound 

TOT # Subject # Time Block/ Resolution Type 
Help 

R 91 16 
FOK: 3, Syllables: 2-3 
i, sh, z 
Eizenchauer 
Einshtein 
Aizenshpits 

immediate -3 
1 min -3 
10 days Environment 

In the search for the (target) word, words appear suddenly 
in the mind which are "outwardly" similar to the target or 
have almost the same pronounciation. In almost all of the 
cases, I know the letters which are (or should be) in the 
word. The associated words often help in the search, but it 
also happens that they make the search harder (my 
translation). 

E 87 21 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
l 
imitate 
instigate 

1 min 
2 h 

0 
Environment 

Starts with right letter, right number of syllables. 

R 95 16 
FOK: 5, Syllables: >4 
m, v, r 
Mavrodi [? ] 
Marmonv [Mormons] 

3 min -3 
6 min 
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Appendix H9: Data Sample: Early Blocking Associates Similar 

in Sound and Meaning 

TOT # Subject # Time Block/ Resolution Type 
Help 

R 27 5 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
n, o, 1, w 
Folkner [Faulkner] immediate 
Laurence 3 min 
Fowls 7 min Environment 

R 24 5 
FOK: 5, Gender: Neuter 
i, e, n, a 
spasenie immediate -3 
[saving, rescuing] 
iskuplenie 10 min Environment 
[redemption] 

E 183 44 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
ended in "en" 
bestellen [to order] 0 -2 
bezahlen [to pay] 3.5 h Pop-up 

Popped up in my sleep actually! 
(My note: Both words are also related in meaning to the 
"restaurant scheme": first one orders, then one pays.) 
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Appendix H10: Data Sample: Early Blocking Associates as a 

Result of Confusion 

TOT # Subject # Time Block Resolution Type 
Help 

E: 65 16 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 
S 
like "Star Trek" 
phasors 
a princess 
Luke Skywalker 
"Star Wars" 

30 sec -3 
2 min 0 
2 min -1 
3 min 
4 min Environment 

Since I confuse these movies all of the time I say Star Trek 
I called it Trilogy. It's Star Wars Trilogy and Strar Trek 
has 6 movies. So I always know it's wrong sometimes I have 
that movie on the tip of the tongue and I can't get it out. 

E 90 21 
Dennis 
Dennis Mitchel 20 min -3 
Reginald Denny 

I had first and last name mixed up. 

E 99 23 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
Br 
Brandon... 1 min +2 
...Brent 1 min -1 
Bradley 3 min 0 
Marian Brando 15 min 

I knew one of his names began in "Br-". 
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Appendix Hll: Data Sample: Parallel Activated, Competing 

Words Reflected in Blended Fragmentary Information 

TOT # Subject # Time Block Resolution Type 
Help 

SE 4 1 
FOK: 4, Gender: M, 
Syllables: 3 
el, una (context) 
r, o 
golpe 1 min -3 
querra 2:30 h Pop-up 

SE 48 13 
FOK: 3, Syllables: 
h, ha, ho 
harrassment 
abuso 
Anita Hill 
1992 
hostigamiento 

sec 
sec 
1 min 
1 min 
1 min 
26 min 

+1 
+2 
0 

+2 
0 

Reference Book 

Como mis estudios enfocan en sociologia - yo estudio varios 
casos que contienen hostigamiento sexual. [Since my studies 
focus on sociology, I study various cases of sexual 
harrassment.] 

SE 83 21 
FOK: 3, Gender: F, 
Syllables: 3 
c, s 
las 
sheets 6 min -3 
cortinas 16 min +3 
sabio 41 min -2 
sabanas 4 : 3 0 h Reference Book 

La busque en un diccionario abojo "c" primero, despues abajo 
"s". [I looked it up in a diccionary, first under "c", then 
under "s".] 
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R 156 27 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 3 
s, d, zh 
razdrazhenie 
[irritation] 
obida [insult] 
s, d 
dosada [vexation] 
[disappointment] 

1 min +2 

1:30 min +3 

3 min Directed Search 
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Appendix I: Data Sample: Prefixes in Fragmentary Information 

TOT # Subject # Time Resolution Type 

E 24 7 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
d 
dis-
distributed 4 h Pop-up 

E 27 8 
FOK: 4, Syllables: >4 
hypo-
hypodermic 
thermal 
hypothermia 2 min Reference 

Person 

R 157 27 
FOK: 4, Syllables: 3 
in-, -ction 
infection seconds 
injury seconds 
injunction 1 min 
injection 2 min Directed Search 

S 144 25 
FOK: 5, Gender: F, 
Syllables: >4 
la 
meta- 20 min 
metamorphosis 1:50 min Pop-up 

R 126 23 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 4 
un- seconds 
[ai] seconds 
unbiassed 2 min Environment 
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SE 8 2 
FOK: 5, Syllables: 2 
re 
negacion [negation] 
no aceptacion 
[not acceptation] 
re 
reuso 
[reuse, 1st person] 

10 min 
20 min 

3 min 
5 min 
6 min 

Pop-up 

SE 109 27 
FOK: 5, Syllables: >4 
el 
re 
recognize 
conosco [I know] 
up rising 
papulirad [nonword] 
fame 
popularity 
reconocer [recognize] 
reconocimiento 1 min Environment 
[recognition, gratitude] 

SE 144 33 
FOK: 4, Syllables: >4 
im 21 min 
imprudente [imprudent] 23 min Pop-up 

SE 64 16 
FOK: 2, Syllables: 3 
re-
research 
looking for 
buscar [to search] 
rebuscar [to research] 

seconds 
5 min 

3:45 Reference Book 

R 37 7 
FOK: 5 
-vodit' [to lead, drive] 
dovodit' 
[here: to drive mad] 

50 min Directed Search 
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